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Mapping of interacting domains in myomesin Summary

Zusammenfassung

Wahrend der Myofibrillogenese in quergestreiftem Muskel muss eine grosse Anzahl verschiedener

Proteine zu einer äusserst komplexen Struktur zusammengesetzt werden Der Aufbau der

verschiedenen Filamentsysteme, welche fur die Kontraktion der Muskulatur benotigt werden, muss

streng kontrolliert werden, da viele sarkomensche Proteine multiple Bmdungsstellen besitzen und oft

mit mehreren anderen Partnern interagieren Dieses Netzwerk aus Interaktionen ist eine absolute

Voraussetzung fur ein geregeltes Funktionieren des Sarkomers Dunne und dicke Filamente

(hauptsächlich aus Aktin, respektive Myosin bestehend) sind die primären Generatoren von

mechanischer Kraft im Sarkomer Der Aufbau und Zusammenhalt der beiden Filamentsysteme wird

von je zwei Regionen besorgt, welche sich im Zentrum des jeweiligen Filamentes befinden, die Z-

Scheibe und die M-Bande Eine ubiquitare Komponente der M-Bande, das Protein Myomesin, gehört

zu der sogenannten Familie der intrazellularen Immunoglobulm-enthaltenden Proteine, deren

Pnmarstruktur durch sich wiederholende Domänen bestimmt ist, welche Ähnlichkeit mit den

konstanten und variablen Domänen von Antikörpern haben Myomesin interagiert in vitro mit Myosin

und mit Titin, der Hauptkomponente des elastischen Filaments Deshalb wurde schon früh postuliert,

dass Myomesin eine wichtige Funktion als Verbindung zwischen den dicken und elastischen

Filamenten spielen konnte Trotz dieser Vermutung ist es noch immer unklar, wie Myomesin wahrend

des Aufbaus der Myofibrillen mit anderen sarkomenschen Proteinen interagiert. Diese Studie wurde

initiiert, um mehr über Interaktionen zu erfahren, welche fur die Lokalisierung von Myomesin in vivo

wichtig sind Epitop-markierte Domanenfragmente von Maus-, Ratten-, Human- und Huhner-

Myomesin wurden in neonatalen Rattenkardiomyozyten exprimiert und deren Lokalisierung im

Sarkomer der transferierten Zellen untersucht Die wichtigste Interaktionstelle in Myomesin liegt in

der zweiten Domäne, einer Immunglobulin-ahnlichen Domäne Diese Interaktion ist fur die korrekte

Lokalisierung von Myomesin an der M-Bande sowohl notwendig als auch genügend
Interessanterweise ist die N-terminale Kopfdomane (My1), welche die Bindungsstelle fur Myosin

enthalt, nicht fur die Lokalisierung von Myomesin an der M-Bande notig My1 von Huhner-Myomesm
war im Zytoplasma der transferierten Zellen diffus lokalisiert, wahrend My1 von Ratten-Myomesin

entlang eines Teils der dicken Filamente lokalisiert war Die verschiedene Lokalisierung der beiden

Domänen hangt möglicherweise mit spezies-spezifischen Unterschieden in der Pnmarstruktur

zusammen Die Bindungsstelle fur Titin ist in einem Fragment von Myomesin lokalisiert, welches die

Fibronektm Typ III Domänen 4-6 (My4-6) enthalt Auch dieses Fragment war in Rattenkardiomyozyten
nicht an der M-Bande lokalisiert Die fehlende Lokalisierung war nicht durch die regulatorische

Phosphorylierung der Bindungsstelle bedingt, da Mutanten welche entweder die phosphorylierte oder

unphosphorylierte Bindungsstelle simulierten, ebenfalls keine Affinität fur die M-Bande zeigten Diese

Resultate zeigen, dass die Interaktion der zweiten Domäne von Myomesin mit einer Komponente der

M-Bande eine absolute Voraussetzung fur dessen Lokalisierung ist Die Suche nach interagierenden

Komponenten wurde mittels des Yeast two-hybnd-Systems und Expressions-Klonierung durchgeführt
Keine der beiden Methoden lieferte einen Interaktionspartner Möglicherweise geschieht die

Lokalisierung von Myomesin durch Interaktion mit einem multimeren Komplex an der M-Bande Ein

solcher Komplex ist mit den oben beschriebenen Methoden jedoch nicht nachweisbar

Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden dass die korrekte Lokalisierung sarkomenscher Proteine,

das sogenannte "protein targeting wahrend der Myofibrillogenese von enormer Wichtigkeit ist, da es

falsche und damit unproduktive Interaktionen zwischen Proteinen verhindert "Protein targeting"

garantiert auch, dass multimere Komplexe aus verschiedenen Proteinen korrekt zusammengesetzt
werden Dies tragt stark zur Spezifität der Interaktionen bei und erlaubt schlussendlich den Aufbau

sehr komplexer Strukturen, wie etwa des Sarkomers
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Mapping of interacting domains in myomesin Summary

Summary

During myofibrillogenesis in striated muscles a large number of structural proteins must assemble into

highly complex structures The assembly of filament systems that are needed in muscle to generate

mechanical output has to be strictly controlled since the majority of sarcomenc proteins contain

multiple binding sites and interact with many other sarcomenc proteins, forming a complex network of

protein-protein interactions Thin (actin) and thick (myosin) filaments, the mam generators of

mechanical force in the sarcomere, are assembled and stabilized by two structures that are situated in

the centers of each respective filament, the Z-disc and the M-band. The protein myomesin is an

important component of the M-band and belongs to the superfamily of intracellular immunoglobulin

domain containing proteins Myomesin binds myosin and titin in vitro and has been suggested as a

primary link between thick filaments and the elastic filament system in the M-band However, the in

vitro binding data do not specify how myomesin interacts with the two filament systems during

myofibrillogenesis in the muscle cell. This study was mainly initiated to determine the kind of

interactions that lead to the targeting of myomesin m vivo Epitope-tagged fragments of chicken, rat,

mouse and human myomesin were expressed in primary cultures of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes and

the affinity of the expressed domain fragments for the M-band was investigated It was found that the

major interaction that is sufficient to target myomesin of all species to the M-band resides in the first

immunoglobulin-like domain (My2) of the protein In contrast, the myosin binding site situated in the

unique N-terminal domain (My1) did not mediate M-band targeting My1 of chicken myomesin

remained diffuse in the cytoplasm of expressing cardiomyocytes, whereas My1 of rat myomesin was

weakly targeted to an area in the A-band of thick filaments The differential affinity of the two domains

may be connected with species-specific differences in their primary sequences Likewise, the binding

site for titin that is located in the fibronectin type III domains 4-6 of myomesin (My4-6) did not mediate

M-band targeting in cardiomyocytes The lack of binding was not dependent on regulation by

phosphorylation since mutants whose regulatory phosphorylation site was altered to mimick the

phosphorylated and unphosphorylated states did not target to the M-band either These results

indicate that My2 is essential for the correct incorporation of myomesin into the sarcomeres, possibly

via an interaction with an as yet unidentified M-band component To identify the binding partner of

My2, expression cloning and yeast two-hybrid screenings were carried out, but both methods failed to

detect interacting proteins This may mean that the targeting of myomesin to the M-band is brought
about by the interaction with a multimeric protein complex that is undectable using standard interaction

assays In summary, it can be said that the precise targeting of proteins to their respective assembly
sites is of great importance since it ensures that the protein will interact only with other proteins that

are in close proximity Targeting will also ensure the correct assembly of multimeric complexes where

several proteins have to interact in a precise manner Thus targeting in vivo results in an additional

level of specificity that is not found in interactions between proteins in vitro
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L Introduction

1.1 The structure of cross-striated muscles

1.1.1 Properties of skeletal and cardiac muscle

Striated muscles have the unique ability to generate mechanical force by an elaborate mechanism that

involves the regulated interaction of two filament systems Two different types of striated muscle cells,

skeletal and cardiac, are responsible for generating mechanical force and maintaining the circulation

of blood, respectively

Skeletal muscle myotubes (or fibers) form by fusion of many single precursor cells, so-called

myoblasts, and therefore represent multinucleated syncytia They have a spindle-shaped appearance

with a diameter typically around 50 iim and can reach lengths of several centimetres. At their ends,

muscle fibers are attached to tendons, which connect them to the skeleton upon which they exert their

contractile force Single fibers are composed of myofibril bundles with a diameter of 1-2 \im that run in

parallel along the fiber axis Skeletal muscles are innervated by motor neurons originating from the

nervous system and are thus under voluntary control Skeletal muscles, although rather similar in

appearance when viewed under a light microscope, are not homogenous but consist of different fiber

types that vary considerably in their physiological properties The different properties of fibers are

thought to be a direct consequence of the type of innervation they recieve Uniterminal innervation, i e

innervation by a single nerve, will give rise to so-called twitch fibers that can be subgrouped into fast

and slow twitch fibers according to their responses to nerve stimuli, whereas multiterminal innervation,

i e innervation of a single fiber by multiple nerves, gives rise to so-called tonic fibers Each fiber type

basically shares the same set of proteins that build up the contractile apparatus but in addition, fiber

types often express different isoforms of a given protein (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996) The

variations in isoforms of myofibrillar proteins directly influence the way in which a muscle responds to

stimulation, as for example in fast and slow fibers, which differ in their contraction speeds

Cardiac muscle, like skeletal muscle, is striated, reflecting a very similar organization of its contractile

elements, the myofibrils However, unlike skeletal muscles it is not under voluntary control and its cells

do not form multinucleated myotubes, but remain as single cells that are closely connected to each

other via end-to-end junctions called intercalated discs Intercalated discs not only ensure the tight
mechanical coupling of adjacent cells through adherens junctions they also allow the continuity of the

contractile apparatus through the insertion of myofibrils into the plasma membrane and enable the

synchronization of contraction by conducting the action potential from cell to cell via gap junctions In

analogy to skeletal muscle fibers, heart muscle expresses its own set of cardiac isoforms whose

distinctive properties are responsible for the specialized functions found in cardiac muscle (Bandman,

1992, Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996) Nevertheless, many isoforms are shared between skeletal and

cardiac muscles
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Mapping of interacting domains in myomesin Introduction

1.1 2 The basic layout of the sarcomere: thin and thick filament systems

The structure of a myofibril is made up of repetitive linearly aligned units, the so-called sarcomeres

(Figure 1 1) A sarcomere is defined as the area between two adjacent Z-discs that contains the two

primary filament systems responsible for contraction i e thick and thin filaments (for a review, see

Squire, 1997) According to the currently accepted theory muscle contraction is caused by the sliding

of thin and thick filaments past each other resulting in a shortening of the sarcomere (i e the distance

between two adjacent Z-discs) Simultaneous shortening of many sarcomeres thus leads to the

development of a macromolecular force, resulting in muscle contraction (Huxley and Simmons, 1971)

Z disc M bud Z disc

\ Thick filaments myomesin

Thin filaments (myosin)

(actin)

Figure 1 1 Schematic structure of the sarcomere The sarcomere is the repeating unit of a myofibril and is defined as the area

between two adjacent Z discs Depending on muscle type the resting length of a sarcomere varies between 1 9 and 2 3 jim

Thin filaments composed of actin and associated proteins are anchored at the Z disc and overlap with thick filaments

composed of myosin and associated proteins which are anchored at the M band The third filament system composed of the

giant protein titin, spans an entire half sarcomere and overlaps with neighbouring titin strands in the Z disc and in the M band

The localization of three major structural proteins a actinin MyBP C (white bars) and myomesin is indicated by arrows For

details on the three filament systems and their associated proteins see the text

Thin filaments are mainly composed of actin and regulatory proteins and are located in the l-band of

the sarcomere They are formed by the polymerization of globular actin molecules, forming a double-

stranded helix with a diameter of 9 nm and a defined polarity (Holmes era/, 1990) While actin is the

major functional and structural component of thin filaments several regulatory proteins are crucial to

the contraction mechanism to be able to work tropomyosin a 70 kD protein, forms a-helical coiled

coils that associate to form a continuous filament that is wrapped around the thin filaments At

intervals of 38 5 nm, a complex of three proteins, the troponins T, I and C, is associated with the

tropomyosin and the actin filaments The troponin complex constitutes a Ca? sensitive switch that

undergoes a steric movement releasing the myosin-bmding site on actin (see Squire 1997 and

references therein) Nebulin a recently identified giant skeletal muscle protein with a molecular weight
of 600-900 kD, is also associated with the thin filaments It is anchored at the Z-disc and extends

along the entire thin filament (reviewed in Keller 1995) Nebulin is only expressed in skeletal muscle,

where its likely function is the regulation of the thin filament length (Kruger et al, 1991) The length

regulation of thin filaments in cardiac muscle must obviously be different, since the homologue of

nebulin in cardiac muscle, nebulette, is too short to extend along the entire length of the thin filaments

(Millevoi etal, 1998, Moncman and Wang, 1995) Additional thin filament associated proteins such as

tropomodulin or CapZ are also involved in the stabilization of thin filaments via binding to the pointed
and barbed ends, respectively (Casella et al 1987 Fowler er al 1993)
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Thin filaments are organized in a structure called the Z-disc, which is situated in the center of two

adjacent l-bands Depending on species and muscle type, the Z-disc measures between 50 and 110

nm in width and, at the electron microscopy level, displays a varying number of prominent lateral

filaments, the so-called Z-filaments, which are implicated in cross-connecting incoming thin filaments

from adjacent sarcomeres (Schroeter et al, 1996, Vigoreaux, 1994). The number of Z-filaments

present within a given Z-disc seems to vary with the Z-disc width, possibly indicating that the Z-disc is

assembled by stacking Z-filaments in the longitudinal direction (Goldstein et al, 1977). The major

component of the Z-filaments is a-actinin. Its interaction with titin isoforms expressing varying numbers

of Z-repeats in their Z-disc spanning region specifies the number and position of these Z-filaments and

hence Z-disc structure (see 1.3.1).

Thick filaments are situated in the A-band region of the sarcomere (Figure 1.2) and are mainly

composed of myosin. ATP-dependent movement of myosin heads that protrude from the thick filament

backbone along the thin filament strands causes the interdigitating filaments to move towards each

other, resulting in contraction of the sarcomere (Holmes, 1996; Huxley and Simmons, 1971). The thick

filaments are organized in a hexagonal lattice in the M-band, a 100 nm wide structure where several

thick filament-associated proteins are located (see 1 5) Transverse and longitudinal sections of

sarcomeric A-bands demonstrate the highly ordered structure of thick filaments. They also display

some features that are important in maintaining thick filament architecture, such as a series of

transverse stripes (Bahler et al., 1985, Craig and Offer, 1976) that are approximately 43 nm apart,

starting at a distance of about 250 nm from the M-band center and ending at a distance of about 300

nm from the thick filament tip (Craig and Offer, 1976). The high order of the thick filaments is an

absolute prerequisite for the effective interaction of myosin heads with the thin filaments. Several

accessory A- and M-band proteins that play a crucial role in the assembly and maintenance of

ordered thick filaments have been identified (see 1 4 4) Since myomesin, the subject of this thesis, is

a thick filament binding protein, the structure of the thick filament and its assembly into a highly
ordered lattice is discussed in detail below.
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Figure 1.2. Longitudinal sections of a sarcomere and a section of the A-band. In (a) a longitudinal section of a myofibril is shown. Z: Z-disc,
I: l-band, A: A-band, M: M-band. in (b) a longitudinal section of a negatively stained A-band is shown, i.e. electron dense material shows up

as lightly stained lines against the dark background. The thick filaments running along the sectioning line are easily visible. In the C-zone,

some of the transverse electron dense lines caused by the presence of MyBP-C are also visible. In the center of the A-band, a total of six

electron dense lines corresponding to the M-lines are prominently stained. The dark stripes flanking the outermost M-line are the bare

zones on both sides of the M-band, where no myosin-associated proteins are present. In the lower part of (b), the nomenclature for the

different regions of the A-band is given. Adapted from Squire (1981).
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1.2 The thick filament

1 2 1 The myosin molecule

Sarcomenc myosins belong to class II or conventional myosins, and are mainly defined by their long
a-hehcal rods that mediate coiled-coil formation and assembly into higher order structures, so-called

filaments (for a review on myosin classes, see Sellers er al 1996) Myosin is the major constituent of

thick filaments and one of the most abundant proteins in the muscle cell Sarcomeric myosins can be

roughly subdivided into two parts a globular head which is soluble, and an alpha-helical tail, which is

largely insoluble Myosin has three intrinsic properties it is an enzyme with ATPase activity, it has the

ability to bind actin and it aggregates to form filaments The first two properties reside within the

globular head and are essential for muscle contraction whereas the aggregating activity situated in

the tail of myosin is responsible for forming the characteristic thick filaments SDS-PAGE analysis

(Lowey and Risby, 1971) has shown that myosin is a multimeric protein two heavy chains with a

molecular weight of 220 kD interact along a part of their length to form a two-chain, a-helical coiled-

coil structure and two different types of light chains of 17- 21 kD (called essential and regulatory light

chains) interact with the non-helical portion of each heavy chain to form the globular head of myosin

(for a review on myosin light chains see Trybus 1994) Thus, each myosin consists of six

polypeptides that together form a molecule containing a 150-160 nm long tail ending in two globular
heads (Elliot and Offer, 1978, Houmeida et al 1995) For practical purposes, it is often useful to

subdivide the molecule into the insoluble tail and the soluble head portion This can be achieved by

digesting it with different proteases Digestion of myosin with trypsin results in two parts, light

meromyosin (LMM), which covers about two-thirds of the coiled-coil portion, and heavy meromyosin

(HMM) which contains the remainder of the coiled-coil plus the two heads The HMM portion can be

further subdivided by digestion with papain at the hinge connecting the myosin heads with the tail,

resulting in subfragment-1 (S-1 a single globular head) and subfragment-2 (S-2, the remaining coiled-

coil part of HMM) The schematic structure of myosin is shown in Figure 1 3A and a sequence

alignment of the LMM portions of different sarcomeric myosins is shown in Figure 1 3B

Mammalian muscles express several different isoforms of myosin heavy chains At least five different

isoforms are found in mature skeletal fibers (the MHCs 2A 2B 2X/2D, extraocular and ß/slow) and in

addition, two developmental MHCs (embryonic and perinatal) have been identified The heart

expresses two isoforms, ß/slow MHC and a-MHC (Leinwand et al, 1983, Vikstrom et al, 1997, Weiss

and Leinwand, 1996) The different isoforms of MHC are highly conserved, with amino acid identities

in the order of 95% (Weiss and Leinwand, 1996) Interestingly the two developmental isoforms are

considerably less conserved than all other MHC isoforms that are presently known Whereas in

vertebrate muscles, thick filaments seem to be exclusively composed of myosin with no other integral

components having been identified to date the larger thick filaments of C elegans and the thick

filaments in direct and indirect flight muscles of Drosophila contain additional proteins that either form

distinct core structures or are co-assembled with myosin into the filaments (Epstein et al, 1985,
Maroto et al, 1996, Standiford étal, 1997)

The primary sequence of the rod portion reveals several features that are important for the assembly
of the dimer and of higher order filaments the typical seven residue heptad repeat (a b c d e f g with

positions a and g carrying mostly hydrophobic residues specifying the a-helical packing) governs

coiled-coil formation and a repeat of charged residues with a periodicity of 28 residues gives rise to

bands of opposing charge that alternate along the rod and may thus account for the axial staggers of

14 3 nm and 43 nm that are observed in native thick filaments (Cohen and Parry, 1990, McLachlan
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and Kam, 1983) Sohn et al. (1997) identified a 29 residue assembly competence domain (ACD) at

the C-terminus of myosin, which is necessary for the formation of ordered filaments in vitro and in vivo

and which is conserved in sarcomeric, smooth muscle, and non-muscle myosins (Figure 1.3B).

Furthermore, they also identified a minimal stretch of 193 amino acids in the C-termmal part of LMM

that seems to mediate interactions that give rise to the characteristic 14 3 nm repeat of thick filaments

(Sohn et al, 1997) The 28 residue charge repeat and the C-terminally located ACD are also found in

paramyosin, a component of the thick filament cores in Drosophila indirect flight muscle (Cohen and

Parry, 1998) In contrast, Dictyostelium and Acanthamoeba myosins have either no or quite different

ACDs and yet form higher order filaments (Cohen and Parry, 1998) and references therein) Thus the

actual mechanism by which myosin molecules pack together to form filaments may vary considerably

between different species Nevertheless, it can be said that at least for vertebrate thick filaments, the

main interactions leading to the staggered assembly of myosin dimers lie (1) within the cumulative

interactions effected by the charge bands of the 28 residue repeats, since shorter LMM fragments are

invariably more soluble (Bandman et al, 1997 and references therein) and (2) in short specific

sequences that mediate special assembly properties such as the 29 residue ACD and the unfolded C-

terminal region of the myosin rod (Maeda ef al, 1991 Sohn et al, 1997) However, these interactions

do not explain why thick filament assembly starts out with an antiparallel interaction of rods and then

proceeds with the addition of myosin molecules in a parallel way, although several models for self-

regulation of myosin assembly have been proposed (see Barrai and Epstein, 1999, Davis, 1986)

1.2.2 Thick filament structure

Since myosin consists of six discrete subunits, the single polypeptide chains have to be assembled

either during or after translation Myosin is synthesized by large complexes containing 50-60

nbosomes (polyribosomes, Heywood et al, 1967) One model suggests a co-translational assembly of

myosin on polyribosomes (Gagnon et al, 1989, Isaacs and Fulton, 1987), whereas others have

suggested that myosin light and heavy chains exist as soluble pools that are in equilibrium with myosin

assembled in the thick filaments (Bouche ef al 1988, Saad ef al, 1986). The latter model is difficult to

reconcile with the fact that under physiological conditions, myosin is an insoluble molecule (Davis,

1986, Davis, 1981, Huxley, 1963, Pepe ef al, 1986) Another question is whether different myosin

heavy chain isoforms can assemble into heterodimers since there is substantial evidence for

coexpression of MHC isoforms within the same muscle cell (Dechesne ef al, 1987 and references

therein) In theory, subtle variations in the heptad repeat residues could determine whether homo- or

heterodimers of different myosin isoforms are formed in a given muscle cell Formation of myosin

heterodimers has indeed been observed in the case of the rat a and p myosin isoforms (Dechesne ef

al, 1987) On the other hand, heterodimers of chicken skeletal myosin were shown to be considerably

less stable than the corresponding homodimers (Kerwin and Bandman, 1991)

Native thick filaments are 1 6 urn long bipolar structures that display a characteristic bare zone with a

length of 160 nm (Huxley, 1963) On either side of the bare zone the thickness of the filament

increases due to the additional mass of myosin heads that protrude from it There are 49 consecutive

levels of heads in each half of the thick filament (Craig and Offer, 1976) In longitudinal sections

labeled with an antibody against the S-1 fragment, a 15-20 nm gap is visible near the end of the A-

band (Craig and Offer, 1976) The gap corresponds to a missing level of myosin heads that is situated

before the last two levels of cross-bridges in the filament (see also 13 3 2) The diameter of the thick

filament backbone (as measured in the bare zone) has been estimated to be between 13 and 24 nm,

depending on the study (Knight and Tnnick, 1984, Knight ef a/, 1986, Squire ef al, 1998) In the

cross-bridge region, its diameter increases to 30-40 nm due to the additional mass of the myosin

heads (Knight and Tnnick, 1984, Knight ef al 1986) As mentioned m section 12 1, complex
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interactions between several sequence stretches in the rod portion of myosin result in a staggered

parallel alignment of myosins Although these interactions are still not fully understood, the current

model postulates a three-stranded helix with a stagger of 14 3 nm and a repeat of 3 x 14 3 = 43 nm

(reviewed in Chew and Squire, 1995, Squire, 1975) Measurements of myosin content give a value of

294 myosin molecules in a single thick filament (Craig and Offer, 1976, Luther ef al, 1981) The

assumption of a length of 1 44 u.m for the cross-bridge region and a crown of three myosin heads

situated at every 14 3 nm (for a three-stranded helix) results in approximately 300 myosin molecules

per thick filament, a value that is in good agreement with the biochemical data The major question

that remains is how these myosin molecules are packed into the thick filament structure Two models

have been proposed, the so-called curved crystalline layer model, where myosin molecules are

packed tightly in a uniform manner, and various subfilament models, where myosin molecules are first

packed into substructures (subfilaments) that associate to form thick filaments (Chew and Squire,

1995, Squire, 1973 and references therein) Although only in the crystalline layer model myosin rods

are packed tightly enough to result in thick filaments that have a diameter close to the experimentally

determined value (Squire ef al, 1998), electron microscopic images of fraying thick filaments still favor

the concept of subfilaments (see below) For this reason it is at present impossible to judge which of

these models more closely resembles the situation in native thick filaments

Transverse sections through the bare zone show that thick filaments predominantly have a triangular

shape and always display a three-fold rotational symmetry (see 14 3 2) Treatment of native thick

filaments with low salt buffers leads to characteristic fraying at the filament tips, where the filaments

seem to divide into so-called subfilaments The number of these subfilaments has been reported to be

exactly three (Maw and Rowe, 1980, Tnnick, 1981) Mass measurements on native thick filaments

using scanning transmission electron microscopy also provide strong evidence for a three-stranded

filament (Knight etal, 1986) The subfilaments probably consist of myosin packed in a parallel fashion

and held together by strong ionic interactions In contrast, the ionic interactions that govern the

packing of subfilaments into the mature thick filaments seem weak in comparison, thus the observed

subfilament splitting (Davis, 1986) In the region of the bare zone, a different set of interactions leads

to the antiparallel packing of subfilaments of opposite orientation Subfilament splitting is not observed

in the bare zone and at the very tips of the filament, where interactions with accessory proteins such

as titin or myomesin may prevent the dissociation into subfilaments (Davis, 1986, Tnnick, 1981).

In vitro, myosin molecules will aggregate spontaneously and form synthetic filaments once the ionic

strength of a solution drops below a certain level, but filament formation seems to depend on

additional factors (Davis, 1986, Huxley, 1963, Pepe ef al, 1986) Such synthetically formed filaments

are, at least at the level of the electron microscope, relatively similar to native thick filaments They are

bipolar and have a so-called bare zone in their center, which is devoid of myosin heads However,

while native filaments have a narrow length distribution around 1 6 jim, synthetic filaments can vary in

length from 0 25 up to 2 urn (Pepe ef al 1986) Based on this observation, it has been argued that

filament length is only approximately governed by variations in the packing energies (the energies that

govern the interaction between myosin rods and higher order structures such as subfilaments, see

12 1) and that additional factors are needed in vivo to specify thick filament length (Huxley, 1963,

Labeit ef al, 1992) In contrast to the heterogeneous length distribution, filaments that have been

reconstituted under defined conditions display bare zones of approximately identical length (150-200

nm) that are located in the center of the filaments This would imply that the nucleation of filament

formation is largely independent of additional factors and that the bare zone structure in synthetic and

native filaments must consequently be quite similar

The general occurrence of multiple heavy chain isoforms within a single cell raises the question

whether isoforms that are coexpressed are also coassembled into thick filaments The major example
of myosin coassembly occurs in the nematode C elegans where two myosins, termed MyoA and

13
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MyoB, are found in spatially distinct positions within the same filament (Miller et al, 1983) Only MyoA

is found in a central area of 1 6 nm length, where myosin molecules overlap in an antiparallel fashion

Further out towards the tips of the filament MyoB molecules are assembled exclusively in a parallel

fashion Thus, MyoA may initiate filament formation by forming antiparallel, overlapping aggregates

that are subsequently elongated by the addition of MyoB on both sides Although thick filaments of C

elegans and vertebrates are fundamentally different (Epstein 1990), the initial nucleation of vertebrate

thick filament assembly may take place by quite a similar mechanism (Davis, 1981, Reisler ef al,

1980) In this context variations in hydrophobic residues in the tail of myosin may be important for

determining the way in which antiparallel myosin molecules pack together and initiate filament

assembly (Hoppe and Waterston, 1996)

There is some evidence that different myosin isoforms are not randomly or uniformly assembled into

thick filaments within a given skeletal muscle cell In chicken pectoralis fibers, myosin isoforms are

restricted to different myofibrils within the same fiber (Gauthier, 1990), and Taylor and Bandman

(1989) reported that the embryonic myosin isoform is restricted to the bare zone of thick filaments The

antiparallel assembly of one myosin isoform followed by the parallel addition of another isoform would

not only fit into proposed dual-stage assembly mechanisms (Davis, 1986, Davis, 1993), but would also

resemble the situation in C elegans filaments Nevertheless, recent evidence speaks against the

restricted localization of myosin isoforms in a thick filament (Gordon and Lowey, 1992) and in adult

muscle cells there is certainly no evidence for restricted coassembly of different myosins into a single
filament Furthermore, experiments in Drosophila have shown that replacement of the single isoform

expressed in flight muscle by a different one has no negative impact on thick filament assembly (Wells

ef al, 1996) The restricted localization of myosin isoforms within a thick filament would also strongly

depend on the mechanism of thick filament turnover As already discussed, turnover may either occur

through the random exchange of myosins from a soluble pool (Bouche et al, 1988, Saad et al, 1986)

or by the partial disassembly and reassembly of existing thick filaments Computer-based models of

thick filament subunit exchange suggests that turnover is highest at the tips of the filaments, slowing

rapidly towards the central region and that consequently a complete turnover of all subunits in a given

filament would take years (Davis, 1993) Thus, the random exchange of subunits cannot explain the

rapid replacement of one myosin isoform by another that occurs in developing skeletal as well as

cardiac muscles (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996, Weiss and Leinwand, 1996) If turnover happens by
a directed mechanism, then thick filament associated proteins such as titin, MyBP-C or myomesin may

play a crucial role in it, for example in regulating the disassembly/reassembly process in response to

external stimuli Such a mechanism sets vertebrate filaments apart from invertebrate filaments, where

myosins and paramyosins are assembled around a core structure (Epstein et al, 1985) Here the

interactions between myosin, paramyosin and the core proteins probably define the assembly
mechanism and, ultimately, the structure of the thick filament

14
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1.3 The ruler of the sarcomere: the third (elastic) filament system

Titin (Wang et al, 1979), also called connectin (Maruyama ef al, 1977), was originally identified as a

high molecular weight component of striated muscle and has, since then, been suggested as a key

component responsible for passive elasticity in muscle for the centering of thick filaments during
active force generation, and as a ruler for sarcomere assembly (for reviews, see Gregono ef al, 1999,

Maruyama, 1994, Tnnick, 1994) Monoclonal antibodies generated against purified titin label several

epitopes that stretch from the Z-disc to the M-band suggesting that titin is present in these two

structures and must therefore stretch through an entire half of a sarcomere (Fürst et al, 1988, Nave et

al, 1989)

The gene for titin has been localized to a single locus on chromosome 2 in mice and humans (Muller-
Seitz ef al, 1993) Sequencing of human cardiac titin revealed a 81 kb open reading frame encoding a

26,926 residue protein with a molecular mass of 2993 kD (Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) The greater

part of its primary sequence is contained within the 112 immunoglobulin-like and 132 fibronectin type

III domains Thus, titin is a highly modular protein a feature found in many sarcomeric proteins (Kenny
et al, 1999) The primary sequence confirmed that a single titin polypeptide is capable of covering the

distance from the Z-disc to the M-band and so spans an entire half-sarcomere This also suggests

that titin may act as a sarcomeric ruler, because other structural muscle proteins might then localize

within the sarcomere simply by binding to distinct epitopes along the titin strands The different regions

of titin are explained in detail below, starting with the N-terminus that is situated in the Z-disc, ending
with the C-terminus that extends into the M-band The structure of titin is given in Figure 1 4

1.3.1 The Z-disc portion of titin

Approximately 200 kD of the N-termmal part of titin are located within the Z-disc (Labeit and Kolmerer,

1995) This region is composed of iminunoglobulin-like domains and unique sequence insertions

(Figure 1 4) Antibody localization studies indicate that titin strands from opposite sarcomeres cross

over completely so that their ends come to lie at the Z-disc/l-band border of the opposing sarcomere

(Gregono ef al, 1998) This would suggest that titin strands have significant overlap in the Z-disc,

which may allow for better mechanical continuity between adjacent sarcomeres The central region of

Z-disc titin is composed of a series of 45 residue repeats that have been termed Z-repeats (Gautel ef

al, 1996) In the titin isoforms studied so far the number of Z-repeats varies from 4 to 7, depending on

muscle type, and it has been suggested that the number of Z-repeats in a given Z-disc may determine

Z-disc width (Gautel ef al, 1996, Gregono et al 1998 Sonmachi et al, 1997) Titin interacts in a

complex way with a-actinin, the major component of the lateral Z-filaments (Tskhovrebova, 1991) a-

Actinin binding sites are situated in the Z-repeats that show differential binding to a region C-terminal

of the two EF-hands in a-actinin (Sonmachi et al 1997 Young et al, 1998) as well as in a unique

sequence adjacent to the Z-repeats, which interacts with the two central spectrin-like domains of a-

actinin (Young ef al, 1998) In this way the number of Z-repeats in titin specifies the number of

connecting Z-filaments and hence Z-disc width The additional binding site outside the Z-repeats may
force titin to assume a defined path within the Z-disc (Young ef al, 1998) It is obvious from this data

that the interaction between a-actinin and actin cannot fully explain the cross-connections in the Z-disc

and that other proteins such as titin are needed to define Z-disc structure (Schroeter et al, 1996,

Vigoreaux, 1994, Young et al, 1998) The observation that in myotubes truncated a-actinin molecules

lacking the actin or titin binding domains are still incorporated correctly into the Z-discs also indicates

that cooperative interactions between several Z-disc components, rather than a single interaction
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Figure 1.4. Modular structure of titin. Titin, the sarcomeric ruler, stretches through an entire half sarcomere, connecting the Z-disc and the

M-band. Its primary structure shows that it is primarily composed of immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type ill domains. In the Z-disc and in

the M-band, a complicated pattern of immunoglobulin-like domains and unique sequence insertions offers several binding sites for other

structural proteins such as a-actinin or myomesin. In the l-band, titin is composed of large stretches of immunoglobulin-like domains

interspersed by unique sequence insertions that are defined by multiple alternative splicing events. Together with the cardiac-specific N2B

region and the PEVK segment, the poly-lg regions are responsible for sarcomeric elasticity. The A-band region of titin is assembled from two

repeats of fibronectin type III and immunoglobulin-like domains that present repetitive binding sites for the thick filament and thick filament

associated proteins such as MyBP-C. Adapted from Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995.
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between i e a-actinin and actin, is needed for the cross-linking of thin filaments in the Z-disc (Lin ef

al, 1998, Schultheis ef al, 1992)

Finally, a novel protein termed telethonin (later also called T-cap) has been identified that binds to the

two N-terminal immunoglobulin-like domains of titin and may act as a bolt to anchor titin at the N-

terminus (Gregono et al, 1998, Mues et al, 1998 Valle et al, 1997) Telethonin has recently been

identified as a substrate for titin kinase (see 1 4 Mayans ef al 1998)

1.3.2 The extensible l-band region oftitm

The l-band portion of titin has a molecular weight of 674 to 1400 kD and a length ranging from 0 19

u.m in rat cardiac titin to 0 3-0 4 urn in most mammalian skeletal titins (Granzier and Irving, 1995,

Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) It follows that extensive splicing must take place in the l-band part of titin,

resulting in multiple isoforms that can be distinguished by their relative mobility on SDS-PAGE gels

(Granzier and Irving, 1995, Hill and Weber, 1986 Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) Since the l-band region

of titin is responsible for the generation of passive elasticity in muscle, isoforms of titin with different I-

band segment lengths will lead to muscles with different passive tension profiles (Granzier and Irving,

1995, Wang ef al, 1991) Within the l-band segment of titin four regions can be distinguished that all

contribute to its elasticity two blocks exclusively composed of immunoglobulin-like domains (so-called

lg-blocks or poly-lg segments), the extensible PEVK region and the N2 region The different segments

are discussed in detail below

By far the largest part of l-band titin is composed of immunoglobulin-like domains that are distributed

in two blocks flanking the N2 and PEVK regions of titin Alternative splicing in the region close to the

Z-disc (the proximal lg-block) results in the inclusion of a stretch of 53 immunoglobulin-like domains in

titins of skeletal muscle, leading to a total of 68 immunoglobulin-like domains. In contrast, cardiac titin

contains only 15 immunoglobulin-like domains in the Z-disc proximal poly-lg block (Figure 1 4, Labeit

and Kolmerer, 1995) The second block of immunoglobulin-like domains is situated after the N2 and

PEVK regions (distal lg-block) and encompasses a total of 22 immunoglobulin-like domains No

alternative splicing has been reported to take place in this region Extensive sequence alignments of I-

band immunoglobulin-like domains have shown that several evolutionary subfamilies are present in

the proximal and distal lg-blocks and that small variations in the structure of l-band lg-domains

belonging to different subfamilies may correlate with observed differences in the way that proximal and

distal lg-blocks extend upon stretching (Linke et al, 1999 Trombitas et al, 1999, Witt ef al, 1998).

Alternative splicing also takes place in the short region that has been termed the N2 line (Maruyama
ef al, 1993) Whereas skeletal titins have only a small block consisting of immunoglobulin-like
domains connected by a short non-modular sequence (N2A), cardiac titin isoforms that contain either

the N2A region or a longer sequence stretch termed the N2B region have been identified (Labeit and

Kolmerer, 1995) Other splice pathways that have been identified include the so-called PEVK region,

giving rise to multiple isoforms in both cardiac and skeletal muscle (Figure 1 4, Labeit and Kolmerer,

1995) This region is encoded by 163 to 2174 residues with no apparent homology to any other

proteins and is rich in the amino acids proline, glutamme valine and lysine (hence PEVK region) It

has been suggested that the PEVK region does not adopt a tertiary fold (Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995)
If stretched to maximal length, the 2200 residues of the skeletal PEVK region would span about 0 8

um (Linke ef al, 1998, Trombitas ef al 1999), covering almost the entire length of l-band

With short sarcomere lengths, the lg-blocks are the first ones to straighten out (around 2 1 to 2 8 urn,

depending on muscle type) Straightening of the poly-lg chain results in an increase in length to

approximately 4-5 nm per domain Consequently, the domains themselves probably do not unfold at
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physiological stretch, although domain unfolding may occur in the proximal lg-block of cardiac titin in

the case of great sarcomere lengths (Trombitas ef al, 1999) Instead, the poly-lg segment straightens

out, resulting in a small increase in passive tension (Gautel and Goulding, 1996, Linke et al 1999,

Linke ef a/, 1998) This is in agreement with the finding that in vitro, interactions between adjacent

immunoglobulin-like domains in this region are very weak (Politou et al, 1996) In highly stretched

skeletal muscle, the main contribution to elasticity comes from the stepwise unfolding and

straightening of the PEVK region (Linke et al 1998 Linke et al, 1999, Trombitas et al, 1999) which is

responsible for the exponential rise in passive tension with increasing sarcomere lengths (Granzier

and Irving, 1995) Thus, skeletal titin represents a spring with two differentially extending segments

that act in series

In contrast, cardiac muscle expresses two isoforms termed N2A and N2B titin (Gautel ef al, 1996,

Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) The N2A isoform is structured like skeletal titin, except that 53

immunoglobulin-like domains in the proximal lg-block are missing, and its elastic properties are close

to those of skeletal titin The N2B isoform, however lacks a large PEVK region and would so be

unable to extend to even the smaller working range found in cardiac sarcomeres Instead, a unique

sequence insertion in the N2B region is extended upon stretch and thus represents a third spring-like

element in cardiac titin (Linke et al, 1999, Trombitas ef al, 1999) Additionally, the N-terminal region

of the N2B region may interact with a yet unknown thin filament component, since overexpression of

this region in cardiac myocytes disrupts thin filament structure (Linke et al, 1999)

1.3.3 The A-band region of titin

133 1 The A-band superrepeat

The part of titin that is situated in the A-band is around 1900 kD and measures approximately 0 8 u.m

in length (Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) Its start can be defined by an antibody purified from sera of

patients suffering from myasthenia gravis (MIR antibody Aarli ef al, 1990) The MIR epitope is

situated in the outermost stretch of fibronectin type III and immunoglobulin-like domains (Bennett and

Gautel, 1996, Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) Monoclonal antibodies against titin that were found to label

the A-band often showed a repetitive pattern suggesting that the A-band region of titin is assembled

in multiple repeats of closely related sequences (Fürst et al 1989, Itoh et al, 1988, Whiting et al,

1989) The primary sequence of titin revealed two different superrepeats in the D-zone, there are six

copies of a 7-domain superrepeat, followed by 11 copies of a 11-domain superrepeat that covers all of

the C-zone At the tip of the A-band and at the border to the M-region, the regular superrepeats break

down into short segments of fibronectin type III and immunoglobulin-like domains with no apparent

superstructure (Figure 1 5, Labeit and Kolmerer 1995) Interestingly, the A-band superrepeat of 11

domains with each domain measuring about 4 nm in length totals approximately 43 nm, the mam

periodicity of thick filaments (Fürst ef al 1989 Labeit and Kolmerer 1995) This finding argues for a

tight association of titin with the thick filament and with thick filament-associated proteins (see 13 3 2

and 1 3 3 3 )

133 2Interaction with myosin

Unlike the l-band portion of titin epitopes of titin that are located in the A-band region of the

sarcomere display a constant spacing with respect to the M-band when myofibrils are stretched (Fürst
ef al, 1988) This suggests that titin is not free to move in the A-band but rather that it is fixed to an

inelastic component, such as the thick filaments Stretching of sarcomeres to lenghts greater than 5

nm results in sharp decrease in sarcomeric stiffness and a simultaneous increase in sarcomere

resting length. In overstretched sarcomeres thick filaments are often pulled out of register, suggesting
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that titin is bound to the thick filaments and that with sarcomere lenghts greater than 5 urn, titin is

dissociated from the distal ends of the A-bands (Wang ef al, 1993) This is in agreement with the

findings of Tnnick (1981) who observed so-called end filaments at the tips of fraying thick filaments

and described these as structures approximately 85 nm long and 4 nm wide

The interaction of titin and myosin has been demonstrated biochemically (Labeit et al, 1992, Sotenou

ef al, 1993) and, by cross-linking techniques in situ (Isaacs et al, 1992) Using solid and liquid phase

binding assays, Houmeida et al (1995) mapped the titin binding site to 17 residues situated in the very

C-terminus of LMM (see Figure 1 3B) This agrees well with electron microscopic studies, where 30

nm of the C-terminus of myosin have been found to be intimately associated with titin Assuming a rise

of 0 145 nm per a-helical residue, 30 nm translates to approximately 207 residues and this stretch

covers the titin binding site determined in vitro (Houmeida et al, 1995)

It has been postulated that titin may play an active part in regulating the assembly of thick filaments

(Bennett and Gautel, 1996, Labeit ef al, 1992) Cross-linking experiments indicate that titin and

myosin associate into detergent-resistant complexes during or directly after translation (Isaacs et al,

1992) Since the association happens even before myosin is assembled into filaments, the interaction

with titin may at least in part specify various parameters of thick filaments, such as the precise length

or the packing of coiled coils In order to understand the precise interaction between titin and the thick

filament, it is necessary to determine the number of titin molecules per thick filament Assuming that

thick filaments are triple-stranded (see 13 3 2) the most reasonable number would be a multiple of

three titin strands per thick filament half (Whiting ef al 1989) Electron microscopic measurements

and biochemical experiments have suggested between 3 and 6 titin molecules per thick filament half

(Whiting ef al, 1989) This figure is lower than those from estimates based on SDS-PAGE analysis

(see references in Tnnick, 1991), but it seems nevertheless likely that the number of titin strands per

thick filament is either three or a multiple of three Based on modelling of the extensible l-band portion

of titin in rabbit skeletal muscle, Linke ef al (1998) have argued that 3 titin strands per thick filament

half is more likely

Further evidence for the regulatory role of titin in thick filament assembly arose out of the observation

that there is a missing crown of cross-bridges at the tip of the thick filament This irregularity is not

intrinsic to thick filaments but must be superimposed by an additional component, such as titin The A-

band superrepeat of titin ends in a consecutive stretch of six fibronectin type III domains that lie

exactly at the level of the cross-bridge gap (Bennett and Gautel, 1996) The interaction involves the

domains that form the A-band superrepeat of titin since the strength of binding increases with the

number of titin superrepeats present (Labeit et al, 1992) It has been speculated that titin may also

interact with the HMM portion of myosin (Bennett and Gautel, 1996) Thus, it would seem likely that

titin modulates the assembly of thick filaments by directly interacting with myosin molecules that are

assembled into these filaments during translation

1333Interaction with MyBP-C

A-band associated proteins were originally identified as contaminants of myosin preparations (Offer ef

al, 1973, Starr and Offer, 1983) and were found to be located in some of the 11 transverse stripes

that are visible in electron microscopic sections of the A-band (Bahler ef al, 1985, Craig and Offer,

1976) Several isoforms of MyBP-C encoded by different genes exist skeletal fast and slow MyBP-C

(Weber ef al, 1993), cardiac MyBP-C (Yamamoto and Moos 1983), and an embryonic isoform

(Gautel ef a/, 1998) These isoforms are distinctly expressed in different muscles and at different

stages of development (Gautel ef al 1998) Electron microscopy and low angle scattering studies

have shown that MyBP-C is an elongated protein with a length of 35-40 nm and an approximate width

of 2-3 nm (Offer et al, 1973) and the cloning of its cDNA revealed it to be mainly composed of

immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type III domains (Einheber and Fischman, 1990, Fürst ef al,
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1992). Cardiac MyBP-C differs from the skeletal isoforms in several ways: it contains an additional

immunoglobulin-like domain at its N-terminus, it has short insertion in the MyBP-C motif that is

phosphorylated by cAMP-dependent kinase and one of its immunoglobulin-like domains contains an

unusually large loop connecting p-sheets C and D (Gautel et ai, 1995, see 1 5 3)

MyBP-C interacts with the LMM portion of myosin through its C-terminal immunoglobulin-like domain

m vitro (Okagaki et al, 1993), but this domain is not sufficient for correct targeting of the protein to its

site in the sarcomere in cultured cells (Gilbert ef al, 1996) Only fragments of MyBP-C that contain the

myosin-binding site as well as the binding site for titin, which is located in the C-terminal three domains

(Freiburg and Gautel, 1996), are correctly targeted to the A-band of primary skeletal muscle myoblasts

(Gilbert ef al., 1996). In titin, the binding site for MyBP-C is located in the first immunoglobulin-like

domain of each of the eleven 11-domain superrepeats that make up a large part of A-band titin

(Freiburg and Gautel, 1996). The occurrence of eleven MyBP-C binding sites on titin therefore

suggests that the interaction between these two components is crucial to the correct localization of

MyBP-C However, since Gilbert ef al. (1996) observed no targeting for MyBP-C mutants that lacked

the C-terminal myosin-binding domain, a ternary complex involving myosin, titin and MyBP-C is

probably needed for the specific association of MyBP-C with the A-band.

Recently, another binding site for myosin has been mapped to the so-called MyBP-C motif, a 100

amino acid insertion that is remarkably well conserved between all MyBP-C isoforms. Surprisingly, this

myosin-binding site is sufficient for A-band incorporation of N-terminal MyBP-C fragments in vivo

(Gruen ef al, 1999), although the precise localization using electron microscopy has not yet been

established. Binding by the MyBP-C motif occurs in the S2-portion of myosin, i e. in the part of the rod

that is not inside the filament backbone. Cardiac MyBP-C is phosphorylated at three sites in the

MyBP-C motif by cAMP-dependent kinase in a hierarchical fashion (Gautel ef al, 1995) and this

phosphorylation abolishes its interaction with the S2 portion of myosin (Gruen et ai, 1999). In addition,

ultrastructural studies have shown that myosin heads move away from the thick filament upon

phosphorylation of cardiac MyBP-C (Weisberg and Winegrad, 1996). Taken together with the

observation that cardiac MyBP-C is phosphorylated upon adrenergic stimulation, leading to an

increase in contraction speed and force (Gautel ef a/, 1995 and references therein), these findings
indicate that cardiac MyBP-C, rather than being a structural component of the thick filament, may have

its main role in modulating cardiac muscle contraction
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1.4 The M-band

1.4.1 Ultrastructure of the M-band

1.4.1.1 The thick filament lattice in longitudinal sections

Historically, the M-band has been defined as a 100 nm wide dark zone situated in the center of the

160 nm-wide M-region, which corresponds to the bare zone of the thick filaments (Sjoström and

Squire, 1977). High resolution electron micrographs of longitudinal M-band sections reveal a series of

electron dense lines approximately 20-24 nm apart that are running at right angles to the filament axis

(Knappeis and Carlsen, 1968; Sjoström and Squire, 1977). A total of nine lines can be defined,

starting from the center of the M-band (M1 in Figure 1.5) and extending almost to the edge of the bare

zone (M9 in Figure 1.5). Of these nine lines, four have been attributed to M-band proteins, with the

other lines arising from axial repeats of the thick filament. In accordance with this fact, fiber-type

dependent variations were observed with these four lines, resulting in a number of different M-band

patterns: a five line pattern found in type HA skeletal muscle and in cardiac muscle of rat, a three line

pattern found in type IIB fibers, and a four line pattern, with the central line (M1) missing, in slow (type

I) fibers. Additionally, cardiac muscle of larger vertebrates showed a 5 line pattern where the intensity

of M1 was much stronger than that of M4 and M6 (the so-called 4+1 pattern) and cardiac muscle of

bony fish showed a 4 line pattern (Pask ef al., 1994), Fiber type specific and species specific

variations in M-band appearances are explained in detail in section 1.4.1.2. The M-band layout as

observed in longitudinal sections is summarized in Table 1.1.

Line Width Distance

from M1

(nm)

Possible

origin

Fiber

type

M-band

pattern

Z-band

width

(nm)

Contractio

nspeed

M1 broad (10

nm)

0 M-bridge skeletal

M2 narrow (3

nm)

9.6 + 1.2 rod DA 5 line thick high

M3

M4

narrow

broad (8

nm)

15.1 ±0.1

22.0 ±0.5

rod (?)

M-bridge

IIB

I

3 line (no

M6)

4 line (no

M1)

thin

thick

high

low

M5 medium 34.0 + 1.1 rod

M6 broad (8
nm)

43.7 ±0.6 M-bridge cardiac 5 line thick

M7 narrow 54.4+1.3 rod 4+1 line thick

M8 narrow 60.8 ±1.0 rod 4 line (no

M1)

?

M9 medium 69.2 ±1.3 rod (?)

P1 medium 81.0 ± 1.8 Myosin
head

Table 1.1. Distribution of M-lines within the M-band and M-band patterns found in different fiber types of vertebrate muscle. The

left part of the table gives the relative positions of the nine M-lines and the first cross-bridge line as measured from the M-band

center (M1), as well as the relative M-line intensities and their possible origins. Sjoström ef al. (1977) noted that, in some
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preparations the M4 and M6 lines were split into two sublines approximately 5 nm apart M3 and M9 may be caused by

associated M band proteins as well since they were slightly more prominent than the other weak lines The part of the table on

the right describes the M line patterns found in different fiber types and correlates these with Z-disc width and contraction

speed Adapted from Siostrom et al (1977,1981)

14 12 The thick filament lattice in transverse sections M-band and bare zone

Transverse sections through the bare zone (i e the M-region) cut at slightly oblique angles illustrate

that the structure of the thick filaments changes considerably In the 100 nm wide central M-region

flanked by the M6-lines (the M-band) thick filaments have mostly a circular shape and display

prominent connections (see below) Outside of the actual M-band, however, filaments are triangular in

profile and no connections are visible Even further out at the level of the M9 line, filaments adopt a Y-

shaped profile and display thin curving bridges protruding from the ends of the tips (Luther ef al,

1981) As mentioned already in section 1411 the electron densities giving rise to the observed

structures most likely represent M-band proteins that are associated with the thick filaments, and

which may play a role in the assembly and maintenance of the hexagonal thick filament lattice

The interpretation of studies dealing with M-band fine structure is complicated by the fact that samples

of different species or even different muscle types (i e different fiber types of skeletal muscles, or

cardiac muscle versus skeletal muscle) have often been used (Carlsson et al, 1982, Carlsson and

Thomell, 1987, Crowther and Luther, 1984, Luther and Squire, 1978, Luther et al, 1981, Varnano-

Marston ef al, 1987) Studies comparing the ultrastructure of different muscle types or species have

indicated that the layout of the M-band varies considerably between these muscles, not only in

structural terms but also in protein composition (Carlsson ef al 1982, Carlsson and Thomell, 1987,

Pask ef ai, 1994) Thus, M-bands of different muscle types or species cannot be compared directly to

each other In the following, the M-band structure of some vertebrates (frog, rat and fish) will be

compared First, these have been studied most extensively and second, their thick filament lattice

shows fundamental differences that arise as a direct consequence of different M-band structures

(Crowther and Luther, 1984, Luther and Crowther 1984 Luther ef al, 1981)

In all skeletal and cardiac muscle of teleosts (bony fish) studied to date, the thick filaments in a given

half of the A-band all show the same orientation which means that fish A-bands have a very simple

lattice arrangement (Crowther and Luther, 1984 Luther and Squire, 1978, Luther and Crowther,

1984) A distinctive feature of fish cardiac muscle is the absence of an electron dense M1 line in

longitudinal sections (Pask et al, 1994) Thus, fish cardiac muscle has a 4 line M-band pattern, in the

same way as slow skeletal (type I) fibers of higher vertebrates Transverse sections through fish

cardiac muscle show filaments with a predominantly triangular profile, which don't display the M-

bndges that are so typical for higher vertebrate muscles Despite the lack of connections,

neighbouring filaments are still arranged in an ordered hexagonal lattice with the triangular filaments

all pointing in the same direction (simple lattice arrangement Pask ef al 1994)

In fish skeletal muscles, longitudinal sections show a 5 line pattern and in transverse sections, M-

bridges connecting adjacent filaments are visible at the level of the M1 and M4 lines (Luther ef al,

1981) At the level of the M6 line no M-bngdes are visible but additional electron dense material gives

the filaments a kidney-shaped appearance as opposed to triangular profiles at the level of M4 and

roughly circular profiles at the level of M1 (Crowther and Luther 1984 Luther and Crowther, 1984,

Luther ef al, 1981) In fact, in the region between M6 and M6 there seems to be a continuous layer
of electron dense material that is closely associated with the filament shafts, resulting in an increase in

diameter of the thick filaments as compared to the outer bare zone (Crowther and Luther, 1984, Luther

and Crowther, 1984) Both cardiac and skeletal muscles of fish have a simple A-band lattice, but fish
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Figure 1 5 Longitudinal section through the M region (a) A negatively stained longitudinal section through the M-

region of human M tibialis anterior and (b) its laterally averaged image Electron dense M-lines show up as light
lines against the dark background The major (M1 M4 M6 and M9) and minor (M2 M3 M5 M7 and M8) M-lines

are indicated according to the nomenclature of Sjoström ef al (1977) Adapted from Squire 1981
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cardiac M-bands lack an electron dense M1 line, so that Pask ef al (1994) have suggested that

interactions at M4 are important for defining the A-band lattice layout.

Unlike fish, the thick filaments of higher vertebrates show no simple lattice arrangement Instead, thick

filaments have an apparently random orientation that can only be defined by a set of rules postulating

two types of interactions between adjacent filaments leading to the generation of a statistical

superlattice (Luther and Squire, 1980, Pask et al, 1994)

At the level of M1, thick filaments are roughly circular in diameter, whereas at the level of M4, they

appear triangular (Luther and Squire, 1978, Luther et al, 1981 ) However, thick filaments also appear

triangular at the M6 level, unlike in fish skeletal muscle, where additional material seems to be located

at the level of M6, thus giving the filaments a kidney-shaped appearance (Luther ef al, 1981)

Adjacent filaments are connected at the M1 and M4 levels via M-bridges (Crowther and Luther, 1984,

Luther and Squire, 1978, Luther and Crowther, 1984 Luther et al, 1981 ) Often, these M-bridges have

thickenings in their centers, as well as additional thin bridging structures connecting the thickenings of

adjacent M-bridges, thereby forming Y-shaped connections between them (Luther and Squire, 1978)

The thickenings in the center of the M-bndges have been interpreted as thin M-filaments running

parallel to the thick filament axis and the Y-shaped connection bridges are thought to be additional

bridging structures (called secondary M-bridges) linking such M-filaments The secondary M-bridges

occur approximately at the level of the M4 line (Luther and Squire, 1978) Taken together with data

from longitudinal sections, where the only moderately strong band apart from the main M-lines (M1,

M4 and M6) is M3, the ultrathin sections indicate that the secondary M-bridges are located at the level

of M3, i e about 15 nm from the M-band center M3 lines are clearly visible in human and frog skeletal

muscles but not in roach skeletal muscle (Luther ef al, 1981), therefore, the secondary M-bridges may

not be present in all muscles In agreement with this observation, an independent study carried out on

fish skeletal muscles found no indication of secondary M-bndges (Varnano-Marston et al, 1987)

In transverse sections, the M-band structure of cardiac muscle in higher vertebrates is quite similar to

that of skeletal muscles The only major difference occurs in longitudinal sections, where the relative

density of M1 seems to correlate with the heart beat frequency Thus, rat cardiac M-bands display a 5

line pattern similar to fast skeletal fibers, whereas M-bands of larger animals (i e guinea pig, rabbit,

cow), which have lower heart beat frequencies, have a pattern termed 4+1, where the M1 line appears

to be much stronger than the M4 or M6 lines (Pask ef al, 1994)

Finally, some ultrastructural studies have also found evidence for a link between the M-band and the

so-called longitudinal filaments that surround the myofibrils Structures connecting adjacent Z-discs of

neighbouring sarcomeres to each other and to the membrane have already been described (Pierobon-

Bormioli, 1981, Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 1983) The observation that interconnecting structures

were prominent around Z-discs, but were rather infrequently found at M-bands implies that M-bands

may be less well connected than Z-discs (Pierobon-Bormioli, 1981), moreover, the fact that

sarcomeres always terminate at Z-discs implies that they are the major anchoring points of the

myofibrils to the membrane At any rate, connections at the Z-disc level are much more prominent

than at the M-band level and, as opposed to the latter, also show strong connections to so-called

lateral filaments (Street, 1983, Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 1983) The components that make up

these M- and Z-connecting filaments are presently unknown However, Lin (1981) identified two

proteins of 210 kD and 95 kD that are localized at the M-band and at the Z-disc, and which are most

likely components of the intermediate filament system (Lin, 1981)
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1.4.2 M-band proteins

1.4 2 1 The M-band portion oftitin

Approximately 210 kD of titin, extending from the kinase domain up to the C-terminus, are located

within the M-band (Kolmerer ef al, 1996 Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) In this region titin is organized

into 10 immunoglobulin-like domains that are connected by non-modular sequences of variable length

(Figure 1 4) The largest insertion, is2 in the nomenclature of Gautel et al (1993), is 490 residues long

and its predicted structure is mostly a-helical (Gautel et ai, 1993) The unique insertion is4 contains

four KSP repeats that are also found in neurofilament-H and -M subunits The KSP repeats are

phosphorylated by a cdc2 kinase-hke activity that is active in differentiating myoblasts but not in fully

differentiated muscle (Gautel et al, 1993) The kinase domain is localized at the edge of the M-band

and titin strands from opposite halves of the sarcomere show a considerable overlap within the M-

band (see 14 3) It is highly similar to the kinase domains found in myosin light chain kinase and to

the kinase domain of the invertebrate titin homologue twitchin (for a review, see Higgins et al, 1994)

Like myosin light chain kinase and twitchin kinase, it binds calmodulin in a Ca,+-dependent manner via

a small sequence stretch in the C-terminal region of the kinase domain (Gautel et al, 1995, Heierhorst

ef al, 1994) Recently, it has been shown that the titin kinase domain is activated by a novel dual

mechanism Two steps are necessary to activate titin kinase, involving first the phosphorylation of a

tyrosine situated in the P+1 loop by a kinase activity that is present only in differentiating muscle cell

extracts, and subsequently the binding of Ca27calmodulin to a site in the regulatory tail (Mayans ef al,

1998) The substrate of the activated kinase was identified as telethonin, a small protein located at the

edge of the Z-disc (see 13 1) The significance of this finding is still unclear, but an involvement of titin

kinase in the control of myofibrillogenesis has been suggested (Mayans et al., 1998)

So far, alternative splicing in the M-band region of titin has been identified in one instance, giving rise

to two isoforms that have been called Mex5(+) and Mex5(-) Mex5(+) titin includes a short insertion

between immunoglobulin-like domains 9 and 10 that is absent in Mex5(-) titin (Kolmerer ef al, 1996)

Varying amounts of the two isoforms are coexpressed in different muscles of adult rabbit In heart

muscle, Mex5(+) titin is the major isoform whereas slow (type I) skeletal muscles seem to

predominantly express the Mex5(-) isoform Within hearts of different species, Mex5 expression

coincides roughly with heart beat frequency small animals, such as mice, coexpress both titin

isoforms, whereas in larger animals such as rabbits, Mex5(+) titin is the major isoform. In human

heart, only Mex5(+) titin has been detected (Kolmerer ef al, 1996) The authors tried to correlate the

presence of Mex5 with the presence of an electron dense M1 line, but based on immunoelectron

microscopic localization studies this seems unlikely (see 1 4 3, Obermann et al, 1996)

It has been suggested that titin strands in the M-band may interact, since electron micrographs of

isolated titin molecules often show dimers associated through their globular head structures (Nave ef

al, 1989) At present, it is not clear whether titin molecules dimenze directly through their respective

C-termmi or whether associated proteins such as myomesin or M-protein are also involved in linking

neighbouring titin molecules Both proteins are likely candidates since they consistently co-purify with

titin and are also components of the C-terminal .heads of titin (Nave ef al, 1989, Vinkemeier ef al,

1993)

142 2 M-protein

M-protein was originally isolated by either high or low salt extraction of skeletal myofibrils, yielding a

protein with an apparent molecular weight of 165 kD (Masaki and Takaiti, 1974, Tnnick and Lowey,

1977) Under the electron microscope M-protein appears as an elongated molecule with a width of 4
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nm and a length of 36 nm (Woodhead and Lowey, 1982). It is only expressed in striated muscle,

where it is exclusively localized at the sarcomenc M-band (Eppenberger ef a/, 1981) Early

biochemical evidence for an interaction between M-protein and several other thick filament

components exists, although the data is sometimes conflicting M-protein has been suggested to

interact with native myosin (Masaki and Takaiti, 1974) with the S-2 subfragment of myosin (Mani and

Kay, 1979, Mani and Kay, 1978), with the muscle isoform of creatine kinase (Mani and Kay, 1978),

and with Phosphorylase b (Masaki and Takaiti, 1974) Interaction with M-protein has been reported to

inhibit the activity of creatine kinase and has been proposed to regulate creatine kinase activity and

thus ATP turnover in muscle (Mani and Kay, 1978) On the other hand, Woodhead and Lowey (1983)

reported to have found no evidence for an interaction between M-protein and S-2 myosin or creatine

kinase and that the interaction between M-protein and the LMM portion of myosin was very weak

(Woodhead and Lowey, 1983) In agreement with this finding, incubation of myofibrils with Fab

fragments against creatine kinase, previously shown to quantitatively extract creatine kinase from the

M-band, did not coextract M-protein (Strehler ef al 1980)

Generation of monoclonal antibodies against M-protein has enabled the investigation of its expression

pattern in different muscle types during development (Ehler ef al, 1999, Fürst et al, 1989, Grove et

al, 1985, Grove et al, 1984, van der Ven and Fürst, 1997) M-protein is expressed late during

myofibrillogenesis and only becomes detectable when other A-band components are already

organized in a cross-striated pattern During all stages of development in all tissue types and species

investigated so far, a single form of M-protein has been detected This is in agreement with a recent

study on the gene structure of mouse M-protein that found no evidence for multiple isoforms (Steiner

et al, 1998) Contrary to myomesin (see 14 2 3), M-protein displays quite a complex expression

pattern. In chicken skeletal muscles, for example, M-protein is initially expressed in all fibers,

subsequently downregulated in primary fibers and finally upregulated again in fibers destined to

become type II (fast) muscle In slow (type I) muscles, M-protein remains absent (Grove ef al, 1989,

Grove ef al., 1987, Grove and Thomell, 1988) It has been suggested that the reexpression of M-

protem may be linked to innervation since only focally innervated fibers express M-protein, whereas

polyneuronally innervated ones do not (Grove and Thomell, 1988) In agreement with this, postnatally

denervated rat fibers do not show distinct fiber types and M-protein is expressed throughout all fibers

(Carlsson et al, 1990) Therefore, M-protein has been suggested to act as an additional stabilizing

protein in muscle types that undergo rapid contraction cycles such as fast fibers or cardiac muscle

Cloning of chicken and human M-protein revealed a primary sequence predominantly assembled from

immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type III modules (Fig 1 6A, Noguchi ef al, 1992, Vinkemeier ef

al, 1993) Northern blots confirmed its exclusive expression in striated muscles and its absence from

slow (type I) fibers (Noguchi et al, 1992) In addition to its immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type III

domains, M-protein has a 160 residue N-terminal domain which has no homology to other currently
known proteins (Vinkemeier ef al, 1993) This unique N-terminal domain contains two target sites for

cAMP-dependent kinase (PKA), but only one of them (K(73)RVS in the sequence published by

Vinkemeier ef al, 1993) is actually phosphorylated by PKA in vitro (Obermann ef al, 1998)

Phosphorylation of this site completely abolishes the interaction between the two N-terminal

immunoglobulin-like domains of M-protein and the myosin rod (Obermann et al, 1998) M-protein thus

binds to a defined site in the LMM (rod) portion of myosin (see Figure 1 3B for the localization of the

binding site on the myosin rod sequence) and this interaction is modulated by phosphorylation of a

serine residue Another binding site located in the C-terminal five immunoglobulin-like domains of M-

protein was found by expression of recombinant constructs in C2C12 cells, but the binding partner

was not identified (Obermann et al, 1998) A likely candidate would be titin, since M-protein is tightly
associated with the C-terminus of titin (Nave et al, 1989) Such an interaction would allow M-protein to

act as an additional bridge between thick filaments and titin and could help to keep thick filaments

centered during the rapid contraction cycles that are typical for fast skeletal and cardiac muscles. The
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ultrastructural localization of M-protein within the M-band is in agreement with this suggestion (see

1 4 3)

14 2 3 Myomesin

Myomesin was discovered considerably later than M-protein by using monoclonal antibodies that were

generated against purified M-protein a subset of these antibodies did not react with the 165 kD M-

protein, but recognized a novel 185 kD protein instead (Grove et al, 1984) Purification of myomesin

confirmed that these antibodies indeed reacted with a singular M-band protein of 185 kD (Obermann

et al, 1995) The morphology of myomesin is very close to that of M-protein the molecule has a

diameter of 4 nm and a length of approximately 50 nm (Obermann etal, 1995)

Like M-protein, myomesin is localized exclusively in the M-band and is expressed in all striated muscle

types (Grove ef a/, 1989, Grove ef al, 1984 Grove ef al 1985, Pernard ef al, 1986) During

development, myomesin is expressed very early and becomes localized in a striated pattern

considerably earlier than M-protein Unlike M-protein, myomesin is expressed in all fiber types at all

times during development, as well as in the adult (Grove ef al, 1989, Grove ef al., 1987, Grove and

Thomell, 1988, Pernard et al, 1986) Quantitative measurements of the relative amounts of myomesin

and M-protein in chicken adult skeletal muscles indicated that the level of myomesin is much lower

than that of M-protein (Grove ef al, 1984) which may explain why myomesin was not identified in M-

band extracts by earlier investigators (Mani and Kay 1978, Masaki and Takaiti, 1974, Tnnick and

Lowey, 1977; Woodhead and Lowey, 1982) The observation that slow (type I) fibers, lacking M-

protein, accumulate approximately twice the amount of myomesin than fast fibers led to the

suggestion that myomesin might also occupy M-protein binding sites in the M-band (Pernard ef al,

1986)

The primary sequence of myomesin was first determined for human myomesin (also called human 190

kD protein, Vinkemeier et al, 1993) and for mouse myomesin (also called skelemin, Price and Gomer,

1993) Myomesin is mainly composed of immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type III domains

arranged in a pattern that is identical with the domain arrangement of M-protem (Figure 1 7A) The

main difference between the two M-band proteins resides in the structure of their unique N-terminal

domains the unique N-terminal domain of myomesin comprises 250 residues and is therefore much

larger than the N-terminal domain of M-protein (Price and Gomer, 1993, Vinkemeier et al, 1993) Its

most striking feature is a repeat of the amino acids KQSTAS, which occurs in variable copy numbers

in human, mouse and rat myomesin but is absent in chicken myomesin (Figure 1 6B, Bantle ef al,

1996, Price and Gomer, 1993, Vinkemeier ef al, 1993)

The cloning of chicken myomesin established that in chicken myomesin is expressed as two different

isoforms that arise through alternative splicing at the C-terminus (Figure 1 6A, Bantle ef al, 1996) The

existence of different isoforms of myomesin had already been postulated earlier, based on the

observation that monoclonal antibodies against myomesin recognized bands of different sizes in

extracts of chicken heart and skeletal muscles (Grove ef al, 1985, Grove ef al, 1984) In adult

chicken, two isoforms of myomesin are expressed in striated muscles skeletal muscles contain an

isoform with a calculated molecular mass of 174 kD that corresponds to the myomesin forms found in

humans and mice In contrast, chicken cardiac muscle predominantly expresses a myomesin isoform

that has an additional 100 residue segment after the last immunoglobulin-like domain (Bantle ef al,

1996) This isoform is not found in humans and mice, which express the same isoform in all adult

skeletal and cardiac muscles (Agarkova ef a/, 2000 Bantle ef al, 1996) The situation is more

complex in developing cardiac muscle Here, an embryonic isoform of myomesin is expressed that

contains an additional 100 residue domain inserted between domains six and seven of the common

sequence (see Figure 2 1A) This isoform was originally characterized as a separate protein termed

skelemin (Price, 1987, Price and Gomer 1993) and has now been confirmed to be another isoform of
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myomesin (Agarkova et al., 2000, Steiner et ai, 1999) Embryonic heart myomesin (EH-myomesin,

Figure 1 6A) is expressed exclusively in the developing heart, where it is replaced by the adult

isoforms around birth (Agarkova ef al, 2000) Thus myomesin is expressed in a complex pattern of

isoforms that is both developmentally regulated (in all vertebrates) and tissue-specific (in avian

species) The functional significance of this isoform diversity is, as of now, not yet understood

It has been suggested that myomesin, in accordance with its proposed role as a linker between the

two filament systems, may bind myosin and titin (Nave ef al, 1989, Vinkemeier ef al, 1993) Solid

phase binding assays using recombinant fragments of human myomesin and titin were used to detect

an interaction between the two proteins The interaction site was located in the fibronectin type III

domains (My4-6 in Figure 2 1) of myomesin and in the immunoglobulin-like domain m4 of titin

(Obermann ef al, 1997) This interaction was completely abolished by phosphorylation of a serine

residue located in the linker sequence connecting My4 and My5. In vitro phosphorylation occurred

exclusively by PKA but was also accomplished using skeletal muscle extracts of fetal, neonatal and

adult stages (Obermann ef a/, 1997) Another phosphorylation site was identified within the C-terminal

60 residues by means of an antibody recognizing a phosphorylated form of the neurofilament-H

protein (Obermann et al, 1995) To date, the phosphorylation site has not been characterized further

Interestingly, the M-band end of titin contains several KSP repeats that are also found in neurofilament

proteins (see 14 2 1)

A solid phase interaction assay was also used to locate a myosin binding site within the N-terminal

unique domain of myomesin Interestingly, myomesin binds to the same region of the myosin rod as

M-protein (see Figure 1 3, Obermann et al, 1997 Obermann et al, 1998), but since no competition

assays between myomesin and M-protein have so far been carried out, it is impossible to say whether

they actually occupy the same binding site on the myosin rod or not

Yet another interaction involving myomesin was identified in yeast two-hybrid screens using the

cytoplasmic tail of ß-integrin as a bait (Reddy et al 1998) The interaction between the

immunoglobulin-like domains My10-11 of myomesin and the membrane-proximal 11 residues of ß-

integnn identified in the yeast two-hybrid screen was also confirmed in in vitro binding assays At

present, the significance of this finding is unclear In mature muscle cells, integnns are only found at

the sarcomeric Z-disc and sites of cell-cell contacts but not at the M-band However, some integrin

isoforms may be transiently localized at the M-band during myofibrillogenesis in skeletal myotubes

(McDonald et al, 1995) Therefore, at early stages of myofibrillogenesis, integnns may colocalize with

nascent thick filaments and thus with myomesin At any rate, a direct interaction between myomesin

and ß-integrin in muscle cells still remains to be proved

The complete gene structure of murine myomesin has recently been determined (Steiner et al, 1999)

Myomesin is encoded by a single gene spanning approximately 105 kb of genomic sequence The

determination of the complete exon sequence of mouse myomesin also proves beyond doubt that the

M-band component previously termed skelemin (Price 1987 Price and Gomer, 1993) is an isoform of

myomesin that is generated by alternative splicing The human gene encoding myomesin has been

assigned to chromosome 18p11 31-p11 32 (Speel ef al, 1998) In analogy to mouse, myomesin in

chicken is also encoded by a single gene (P Giro, personal communication)

Although myomesin is present in a number of vertebrate muscles, including those of lower vertebrates

such as fish or amphibians (Agarkova ef al, 2000), it may not be a component of invertebrate

muscles no mRNA for myomesin was detected in L indicus muscles (Price and Gomer, 1993) and

none of the antibodies directed against myomesin reacts with Drosophila melanogaster flight muscles

(E Ehler, unpublished observations) Homology searches of genomic sequences of Drosophila

melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans with cDNA sequences from either mouse or chicken

myomesin do not result in any significant matches in the database
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14 2 4 Creatine kinase

The creatine kinase family (EC 2 7 3 2) fulfills an important role in the energy metabolism of skeletal

and cardiac muscle by providing a temporary energy buffer during muscle contraction as well as

having an essential role in energy transport, both in the cytoplasm (through „cytoplasmic" isoforms M-

CK and B-CK) and in the mitochondria (reviewed by Bessman and Geiger, 1982, Wallimann ef al,

1992) The predominant form of cytoplasmic creatine kinase in differentiated muscle cells is a

homodimer of M-CK subunits (MM-CK) that is found soluble in the cytoplasm However, a minor

fraction (about 5% of the total enzyme) is associated with the sarcomere at the M-band and in a region

of the l-band (Turner et al, 1973, Wallimann ef al, 1977, Wallimann ef al, 1983) and the residues that

are involved in targeting MM-CK to the M-band have recently been characterized with great precision

(Stolz and Wallimann, 1998) The compartmentahzation of MM-CK to specific sites in the sarcomere is

thought to ensure an efficient energy supply for contraction (reviewed in Wallimann ef a/, 1992)

Moreover, it has been suggested that in addition to its role in the energy metabolism, MM-CK may

also have a structural role in the M-band (Strehler ef al 1983 Wallimann et al, 1983)

Several lines of evidence suggest that MM-CK is the major component responsible for the electron

density in the central M-band Chicken cardiac muscle does not express MM-CK and coincidentally

also lacks an electron dense M-band (Strehler ef al 1983, Wallimann ef al, 1977, Schäfer and

Pernard, 1988) In the hearts of newborn rats MM-CK is found in a diffuse distribution in the

cytoplasm On the ultrastructural level, A-bands of newborn rat hearts are poorly organized, with fuzzy

A-/l-band junctions and irregular thick filaments that show none of the characteristic A-band

periodicities Most characteristically, there is no evidence of an electron dense M-band and no M-

bridges are visible in transverse sections In four week old rat hearts, MM-CK is localized at the M-

band, with the A-bands being well organized, and with the usual transverse striations in the C-zone

Furthermore, the junction between the A- and l-bands is now also sharply organized In the center of

the A-band, an electron dense M-band is apparent showing the expected 5-line pattern, and

transverse sections display prominent M-bridges connecting the hexagonal filament lattice (Carlsson

ef al, 1982) In contrast, skeletal muscles of newborn rats where MM-CK is already localized at the

M-band, show thick filaments arranged in a regular hexagonal lattice with apparent M-bridges

connecting adjacent filaments in the M-band (Carlsson and Thomell, 1987) Thick filaments are well

aligned and an electron dense M-band is easily visible Thus MM-CK must make the major

contribution to the electron dense material that is visible in transverse and longitudinal sections of the

mature M-band

Antibodies directed against MM-CK label the major M4/M4 substnations and quantitative extraction of

MM-CK by low salt buffers results in a loss of most of the electron dense material situated at the M1

and M4 lines (Strehler ef al, 1983) These findings suggest that MM-CK is localized at the M4 line

(and possibly also at the M1 line) of the M-band The M4 lines are the most invariable electron dense

lines in the M-band and are consistently present once an electron dense M-band is formed (see 14 1)

This observation has led to the hypothesis that MM-CK also plays a role as a bridging structure,

possibly connecting adjacent thick filaments into a hexagonal lattice (Strehler ef a/, 1983) Further

support for a structural role of MM-CK has also come from the observation that in cardiac muscles of

neonatal rat, thick filaments are not in a rigid hexagonal lattice and that longitudinal sections show

considerable disorder in the lateral alignment of thick filaments Upon the appearance of an electron

dense M-band, i e the localization of MM-CK at the M-band the thick filament lattice becomes more

organized and filaments are invariably found in a hexagonal lattice (Carlsson ef al, 1982) However,

there is also considerable evidence against an involvement of MM-CK in M-band structure First, the

incidental localization of MM-CK at the M-band and the reorganization of thick filaments into a definite

hexagonal lattice must not be directly linked since there may be a considerable rearrangement in the

M-band during the postnatal development of cardiac muscle Evidence for such an arrangement

comes from the finding that the major embryonic isoform of myomesin in the heart, EH-myomesin, is
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replaced by adult isoforms around birth (Agarkova et al, 2000) Second, MM-CK can be quantitatively

removed from the M-band by low salt extraction yet the general M-band structure stays intact

(Masaki and Takaiti 1974) Also, MM-CK is never found associated with either thick filaments or with

titin after purification of these proteins, as opposed to the other two M-band components myomesin

and M-protein which are frequent contaminants of myosin and titin preparations (Nave ef al 1989,

Tnnick, 1981) The most powerful proof against a structural role of MM-CK comes from ultrastructural

investigations of muscles from mice that are deficient in MM CK (van Deursen ef al, 1993) These

mice are absolutely viable and show no pathological changes in ultrastructure of either cardiac or

skeletal muscles Furthermore, absolute muscle force is not altered in these mice and only fast

skeletal fibers seem to be slightly affected having higher numbers of enlarged mitochondria (van

Deursen ef a/, 1993) Thus, despite the fact that the high amounts of MM-CK present at the M-band

are probably responsible for the electron density that is so prominent in longitudinal sections, a

structural role for MM-CK seems unlikely Rather its localization at the M-band has strong advantages

for muscle metabolism and ATP regeneration during contraction, as suggested by the observed

changes in fast fibers of mice lacking MM-CK

14 2 5 Calpain p94 and enolase

Calpain p94 is a member of the family of Ca -dependent cysteine proteases (EC 3 4 22 17) that is

exclusively found in skeletal but not in cardiac muscle Calpain p94 has been very difficult to detect in

muscle cells due to its extremely short half life of just 27 minutes It is rapidly degraded through

autolysis, presumably to keep the levels of this potentially damaging protease as low as possible

(Sonmachi ef al, 1993) Using yeast two-hybrid assays two distinct binding sites for p94 have been

identified in titin one site is located in the M-band region in the specific insertion is7, which is encoded

by the alternatively spliced exon Mex5 (Figure 1 4 Kolmerer et al, 1996, Labeit et al, 1992), the other

binding site lies in the N2 region of titin (Kmbara ef al 1997 Sonmachi ef al, 1995) Since both

sequences encoding p94 binding sites in titin undergo alternative splicing (Kolmerer ef al, 1996,

Labeit ef al 1992), p94 may constitute part of a tissue-specific regulation system A role in

myofibrillogenesis cannot be excluded either although presently no data on the developmental

expression pattern of p94 is available, and alternative splicing in the two regions involved in p94

binding does not seem to be developmentally regulated An interesting observation made by Fürst ef

al (1989) may link p94 to the degradation of titin during the purification of titin, they noticed that the

ohgomeric (TIIJ form of titin is sensitive to Ca2 -activated proteases that convert oligomeric TIIAto the

TIIB form that probably contains only a single titin molecule (Fürst ef al, 1989) This specific

degradation may occur at the N2 line and possibly involves p94

Enolase (EC 42 1 11) is found in striated muscles as homo- and heterodimers of a and ß subunits

(Foucault ef al, 1999 and references therein) Approximately 3% of the total enolase is localized at the

M-band, the rest is found soluble in the cytoplasm M-band bound enolase can be cross-linked to MM-

CK in situ, although the length of the cross-linker used in the study is too big to postulate a direct

interaction between enolase and MM-CK (Foucault ef al 1999) Nonetheless, enolase must be

considered as another M-band component and although its precise location within the M-band is

currently unknown, its presence there may contribute to the additional electron density

1 4 3 Ultrastructural localization of M-band proteins

The precise ultrastructural localization of M band proteins has been largely hampered by the rather

small size of the structure, as compared for example to the determination of the layout of titin in the

sarcomere, and by a lack of information about its components Therefore, early studies relied on

longitudinal and transverse sections stained for protein density to describe the basic appearance of
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the M-band (see 14 1) Through the cloning of several M-band proteins, it has become possible to

generate a number of antibodies that are directed against defined areas of these proteins and thus to

accurately determine their location within the M-band This has led to the proposal of a detailed two-

dimensional model of the M-band layout (Obermann et al 1996), which is shown in Figure 1 7 In the

following section, data coming from earlier studies will be discussed in the context of this model

Despite differences in M-band layout between different muscle types and different species, some

ultrastructural features are shared between all types of M-bands In transverse sections of mature M-

bands, fine lines of electron density connecting adjacent thick filaments into an ordered hexagonal

lattice are visible in at least two places, namely at the level of M1 and at the level of M4 The number

of M-bridges per thick filament is six, in agreement with the postulated three-fold symmetry of the thick

filaments In longitudinal sections, a number of transverse electron dense lines run perpendicular to

the sarcomere axis Although the number and appearance of these M-lines varies considerably

depending on the type of muscle, at least one line M4 is always present

The M-bndges The position of the two M-bridges that are visible in transverse sections has been

assigned to the M1 and M4, respectively (Luther and Squire, 1978, Luther et al, 1981) Since it is

impossible to accurately judge the distance between the two M-bridge levels in oblique sections, there

is no direct evidence for this assignment, but it is reasonable to assume that the electron dense lines

in longitudinal sections correlate at least partially with the M-bridges However, fish cardiac muscle has

prominent M4 lines, but transverse sections show no evidence of M-bridges (Pask ef a/, 1994)

Nevertheless, there have to be connecting structures between its thick filaments, since they are

precisely arranged in a lattice and have identical orientations (Crowther and Luther, 1984, Pask et al,

1994)

Since the M-bridges are so obviously connecting adjacent filaments, it is tempting to assume that they
are the primary organizers of the hexagonal lattice It may be speculated that there are indeed

proteins situated at the M-bndges whose primary function is the cross-connection of thick filaments,

but these proteins are certainly not visible as electron dense M-bridges. First, no M-bridges are

apparent in transverse sections of adult fish cardiac muscle and newborn rat cardiac muscle, yet both

display assembled thick filaments that are organized partially (rat) or completely (fish) in a hexagonal
lattice (Carlsson et al, 1982, Pask et al, 1994) Second, M-bridges only become prominent once MM-

CK (and possibly other metabolic enzymes such as enolase) are localized there (Carlsson ef al, 1982,

Carlsson and Thomell, 1987)

The M1 line. The M1 line is the most variable electron dense line in the M-band, it may be absent, as

in slow (type I) fibers, or it may be of varying intensity as in heart muscle (very strong M1) or fast

skeletal muscle (intermediate M1 line) As its absence in type I fibers correlates with the lack of M-

protein, it has been suggested that M1 is made up of M-protein Immunoelectron microscopy has

confirmed this hypothesis (Obermann et al, 1996) However it seems more likely that, although M-

protein may be a component of M1 (and therefore probably also of the central M-bridge), only part of

the electron density actually arises from M-protein Chicken heart muscle displays no electron dense

M-band, presumably due to the complete lack of MM-CK expression, but it still expresses (low) levels

of M-protein (Pernard ef al, 1986 and references therein) Developing myotubes have no electron

dense M-band, even if M-protein is already localized there (Eppenberger ef al, 1981) Fish cardiac

muscle M-bands consistently show a 4 line pattern with the M1 line being absent (Pask ef al, 1994),

yet fish cardiac muscle (as opposed to type I fibers which also display no electron dense M1 line)

expresses M-protein (Eppenberger et al, 1982) Therefore, muscles that express high amounts of M-

protein may display a strong M1 line (either directly due to M-protein or due to other M-band proteins
that associate with M-protein), whereas muscles with little or no M-protein have no electron dense M1

line
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In the Obermann model, M-protein is aligned perpendicularly to the thick filament axis, thereby acting

as a bridge between neighbouring filaments The length of M-protein (approximately 40 nm,

Woodhead and Lowey, 1982) and the distance between thick filaments in the M-band (around 40 nm,

see for example Linke et al, 1994) are in agreement with this proposition However, a problem arises

with this kind of bridging structure when sarcomere dynamics are considered In order to keep the

volume of the myofibril constant, the distance between thick filaments has to increase upon

contraction („sarcomeric breathing") In order to accomodate this variability in mterfilament distance,

M-protein must either be slightly bent in sarcomeres at resting length, or it extends passively with

increasing mterfilament distance (for example by domain straigthening, as the poly-lg stretch in l-band

titin) Neither of the two possibilities is strictly compatible with the proposed function of M-protein as a

„stabilizer" in fast muscles

Since myomesin runs largely parallel to the thick filament in the Obermann model, its C-terminal

immunoglobulin-like domains are also situated in the M1 line Therefore, myomesin, together with M-

protein, contributes to the electron density of the M1 line and this may explain why the thick filament

profiles at the M1 line appear circular and not triangular like in the rest of the M-band As opposed to

M-protein, the localization of myomesin with regard to titin is clearly defined through the biochemical

experiments that have defined an interaction between the fibronectin type III domains My4-6 of

myomesin, and the immunoglobulin-like domain m4 of titin (Obermann et al., 1997) My4 is positioned

exactly at the level of the M4 line, 22 nm away from the center of the M-band, and therefore, titin m4

must be in very close proximity

The M4 line This strong line is the most constant feature of the M-band, to date, no mature muscles

lacking electron density at M4 have been identified Based on this observation, it has been suggested
that the M-band proteins situated at M4 are absolutely needed for the assembly of a structured thick

filament lattice. As mentioned in section 14 2 4, MM-CK is mostly localized at M4 and this probably

explains its strong electron density. Nevertheless, other structural proteins must also localize here,

since MM-CK is certainly not the primary link between adjacent thick filaments (see 14 2 4) As titin is

an integral component of the M-band, it may well be involved in connecting adjacent thick filaments

Incidentally, the short stretch of three immunoglobulin-like domains that follows the kinase domain

extends just about to the M4 line (Figure 1 7) and is followed by a large insertion (is2 in the

nomenclature of Gautel ef al, 1993) The insertion comprises half of the M-band portion of titin and

runs parallel to the filament axis in the model of Obermann ef al (1996) However, there is no direct

evidence for a parallel alignment since no antibodies to is2 were used in the study Assuming that is2

has an a-helical conformation (Gautel ef al, 1993), the interresidue distance would be around 0 145

nm and the length of is2 would be in the order of 70 nm If is2 is partially unfolded or in a ß-sheet

conformation, it would be even longer (i e up to 170 nm for a completely unfolded is2). Thus, is2 could

stretch considerably longer than the 50 nm depicted in the Obermann model A likely hypothesis is

that shortly after the third immunoglobulin domain of titin (m3) the flexible insertion is2 bridges out,

contacting an adjacent thick filament either by direct interaction or via an additional M-band protein

Myomesin is a likely candidate, since it is situated close to the M4 line in the Obermann model and is

closely associated with the thick filaments possibly even forming a kind of sheath around them

(Strehler et al, 1983) A protein ensheathing the thick filaments in the region between the M6 lines

was also suggested in earlier studies on M-band ultrastructure (see 14 11 and 14 12) Whether

myomesin is tightly associated with the thick filament along its entire length obviously depends also on

the distance between titin and the thick filament in the M-band Since myomesin interacts with myosin

through its N-terminal unique domain and with titin through the central fibronectin type III domains, a

close association of myomesin with the thick filament would also imply that titin must be situated near

the thick filament In the A-band, titin is closely associated with the thick filaments via its interaction

with myosin (see 13 3 2) At the M-band proximal end of the C-zone, the myosin-binding superrepeat
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of titin breaks down and therefore, titin may theoretically move away from the filament The interaction

with myomesin in the region of the M4 line may bring titin back into the proximity of the thick filament

The combined electron density of titin and myomesin may also explain the „ensheathing structures"

observed in several independent studies of M-band ultrastructure (Luther ef al, 1981, Strehler ef al,

1983, Vamano-Marston et al, 1987)

Finally, MM-CK may become localized to the M4 lines by binding either to titin or to myomesin,

resulting in the electron dense M4 line that is always observed once MM-CK is expressed

The M6 line Luther ef al (1981) have described the filament cross-sections at the M6 line as ,kidney-

shaped, due to the localization of additional electron dense material but have not found any indication

of mterfilament bridges Nor does the Obermann model assign any particular M-band protein to the M6

line Therefore, the composition of the M6 line remains at least at present, enigmatic Interestingly,
the insertion is7 is located in close proximity to the M6 line Is7 encodes a binding site for the muscle

specific protease calpain p94 (see section 14 2 5) and is encoded by the exon Mex5, which is

alternatively spliced depending on muscle type and species (Kolmerer ef al, 1996) Mex5(+) titin is

predominantly expressed in the heart and in lower amounts, in slow muscles, whereas Mex5(-) titin is

predominantly expressed in fast twitch muscles Incidentally a 3 line pattern (with the M6 line being

absent) is found in certain fast twitch muscles (Pask ef al, 1994) The presence of is7 may thus lead

to the accumulation of calpain p94 (or a p94 related calpain in heart, since p94 is only expressed in

skeletal muscle), resulting in an electron dense M6 line On the other hand, muscles that express

Mex5(-) titin as the major isoform would lack a visible M6 line since p94 cannot bind to titin Also,

varying levels of Mex5(+) and Mex5(-) titin may explain the variable electron density of the M6 line

observed in different muscles (Pask ef al, 1994) Confirmation of this hypothesis would necessitate

immunoelectron labeling of different muscle fibers with specific antibodies against is7 and p94

The model of Obermann et al (1996) goes into great detail to explain the longitudinal arrangement of

all major M-band proteins that are currently known Unfortunately, the data that can be obtained

through immunoelectron microscopy on longitudinal sections is strictly one-dimensional since there is

no information about the distance and position relative to the transverse axis ( for example, the

distance between a given protein and the neighbouring thick filament), therefore, it is impossible to

position the M-band proteins with absolute certainty in a two-dimensional model Conversely, the more

conventional studies on M-band ultrastructure have achieved a three-dimensional model of the M-

band but here, the data is ambiguous and open to sometimes quite different interpretations (e g

Luther and Squire, 1978, Vamano-Marston ef al 1987 Knappeis and Carlsen, 1968) In order to

integrate the two models into a detailed three-dimensional structure of the M-band, more data on

interactions that occur between the M-band components will be needed
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1.5 Targeting of sarcomeric proteins: immunoglobulin-like domains

as mediators of interaction

1.5.1 Overview over immunoglobulin domain-containing proteins

The superfamily of immunoglobulin domain-containing proteins, also called the immunoglobulin

superfamily (IgSF) is the largest protein family currently known, whose members are found in virtually

any species ranging from prokaryotes to mammals (Bork ef al., 1994; Brümmeldorf and Rathjen,

1994). Its distinguishing feature is the presence of one or several immunoglobulin domains. These

domains are approximately 100 residues long and adopt a common folding pattern that consists of a

number of antiparallel ß-strands that form a sandwich-like structure. Despite a common overall

structure, the number of ß-strands and the detailed folding pattern vary among different members and

can thus be used to subdivide them into different classes (see below). The success of the

immunoglobulin domain folding pattern in the course of evolution is largely due to its ability to maintain

a stable fold with only a few conserved residues. These residues form a structural framework that

leaves the remaining majority of residues free to adopt different conformations and to interact with

surrounding residues from other proteins. This feature makes the immunoglobulin domain extremely

well suited to mediate protein-protein interactions. Furthermore, minor changes in the structural

residues can alter the immunoglobulin core and give rise to immunoglobulin domains that adopt

slightly different folds. Presumably, the alterations in the fold were necessary to adapt immunoglobulin
domains to the wide variety of functions that were needed in proteins as different as for example

structural sarcomeric proteins and antibodies.

The major number of immunoglobulin domain-containing (Ig-containing) proteins are extracellular

proteins that are either involved in cell-cell or cell-matrix contacts or that are part of the immune

system of higher vertebrates. However, a considerable number of intracellular Ig-containing proteins

are found in muscle cells of species ranging from nematodes to humans, with other members having

been identified in yeasts and bacteria. Thus, the immunoglobulin domain is an example of a very old

fold that has survived with only minor adaptations (Harpaz and Clothia, 1994; Williams and Barclay,

1988). Table 1.3 iists a number of Ig-containing proteins from each subclass. The list is by no means

complete and should only serve to give an impression of the diversity of Ig-containing proteins. All

members that are discussed in this chapter are listed.

Name Species Function
domain
class

References

4-4-20 vertebrate

s

Antibody directed against
fluorescin

V-type (Herron et al.,
1989)

D1.3 vertebrate

s

Antibody directed against
lysozyme

V-type (Amitetal., 1986)

HyELIO vertebrate

s

Antibody directed against
lysozyme

V-type (Padlan et al.,
1989)

NC10 vertebrate

s

Antibody directed against
neuraminidase

V-type (Colman et al.,
1987)

ICAM-2 vertebrate

s

intercellular adhesion
molecule-2

I-type (Casasnovas et al.,
1997)

VCAM-1 vertebrate

s

vascular cell adhesion
molecule-1

l-type (Joneset al., 1995)

MAdCAM-1 vertebrate
s

Mucosal addressin cell
adhesion molecule-1

l-type (Tan et al., 1998)
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CD2 vertebrate

s

T-cell ligand for CD58 (LFA- V-type (Wangetal, 1999)

CD4 vertebrate

s

T-cell ligand for class II MHC

complexes
V-type (Wang et al

, 1990)

Trk

receptor

vertebrate

s

Receptor for neurotrophins l-type (Ultschetal , 1999)

Flt-1 vertebrate

s

VEGF receptor l-type (Starovasnik et al,
1999)

PapD Escherich

ia Coli
Chaperone lg-related (Holmgren and

Branden, 1989)

Table 1 3 Different members of the immunoglobulin superfamily Only a few members of each subclass are listed together with

the species in which they have been identified and their proposed function Ig domains are classified as described in the text

The first lg-domains whose structures were solved were those of antibodies Antibodies are multimeric

proteins that exclusively contain lg-domains Although antibodies of different subclasses vary slightly

in the structure and composition of their subunits the overall structure is nearly identical A soluble

antibody of the IgG class is made up of four polypeptide chains two large polypeptides, called „heavy

chains" and two smaller polypeptides, called „light chains Heavy and light chains are complexed and

form a Y-like structure where the chains are covalently linked via disulfide bridges Heavy chains

contain four lg-domains, whereas light chains only contain two Based on their structure, two types of

lg-domains can be distinguished The two lg-domains that are situated at the „tips" of the Y belong to

the class of variable lg-domains (V-type domains) whereas the other lg-domains are constant Ig-

domains (C-type domains) Originally, the classification was based on the observation that only the V-

type domains actually participate in the antigen recognition The antigen binding sequences are

situated in so-called hypervanable regions lying on several loops that are prominently situated at the

N-terminal tip of the variable lg-domains (see below) The C-type domains do not participate in the

antigen binding and constitute a structural framework for the V-type domains, as well as being

involved in the interaction with several receptors and ligands that are important in immune effector

responses Nevertheless, the structure of V-type and C-type domains shows important structural

differences and the classification is therefore not just functional

Subsequently, it was found that therefore a large number of other extracellular proteins also contain

lg-domains These proteins interact with other surface proteins and also with protein components of

the extracellular matrix and mediate a number of important biological processes such as cell adhesion,

cell recognition and signal transduction Cell surface members of the immunoglobulin superfamily

contain both C-type and V-type domains, although the composition and number is variable In

addition, they also contain a novel lg-domain whose fold is intermediate between that of V-type and C-

type domains and which has been termed l-type (intermediate type) Several l-type domains in cell

adhesion molecules have been found to participate in interactions, both with l-type domains and other

domains of surface proteins The l-type domains are the only lg-domains that have also been

identified in intracellular proteins Several sarcomeric proteins are assembled from l-type domains

(see 1 3, 1 4 and below) and thus constitute a novel immunoglobulin subfamily Analogous to cell

surface proteins, l-type lg-domains in sarcomeric proteins also mediate protein-protein interactions,

both with other lg-domains and with non Ig-containing proteins (for example, see Gregono et al,

1999)

1.5.2 Extracellular proteins

To date, extracellular proteins make up the biggest part of the immunoglobulin superfamily. A

considerable number of interactions involving lg-domains have been investigated in detail, and some

of these will be described below
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1.52 1 Interactions between variable domains of antibodies and their antigens

By far the most common interactions involving lg-domains are those between antibodies and their

antigens Using a series of complicated somatic rearrangements, the immune system is capable of

generating more than 108 different antibodies Since these antibodies differ only in their respective V-

type domains, there are effectively around 108 lg-domains that all differ in the way they interact with a

target protein

Antibodies interact with their ligands through the N-terminal tip of the variable domains (for the

structure of a V-type domain and the numbering of ß-strands see Figure 1 8) The variable domains of

each chain (VH and VL) are closely packed so that their N-termmi form a combined binding interface

Most of the interface is made up from the hypervanable segments (also called complementary

determining regions, CDRs), which have a high degree of flexibility There are six hypervanable

regions, three from VH and three from V but not all have to participate in interactions Also the

conformation of these regions can be quite different so that the recognition interface can form anything

from a groove to a pointed end This flexibility enables the antibody to interact with a wide variety of

different antigens Figure 1 8 gives the three-dimensional structure of a V-type lg-domain V-type

domains have nine -strands that are aligned in an antiparallel fashion In contrast to C-type domains,

which have only seven -strands, the V-type domains have two additional short -strands termed C

and C" that connect the larger C- and D-strands The three hypervanable regions are formed by loops

that connect the ß-strands of the domain They lie at the N-terminal end of the domain, are long and

exposed and carry most of the interacting residues As already mentioned, the antibody interface

(paratope) may form a groove, may be flat or may assume a pointed shape, depending on the size

and conformation of the loops The three loops that constitute the hypervanable regions (CDRs) are

termed the BC-loop, the CD-loop and the FG-loop The CDRs are numbered from one to three

according, to their location in the primary sequence CDR1 corresponds to the BC-loop, CDR2 to the

CD-loop, and CDR3 to the FG-loop To illustrate the diversity of antibody-antigen interactions, several

examples of complexes whose structures have been solved are briefly discussed below

When interacting with small molecules, antibodies often form clefts where the molecules can fit in

Contacts between the small molecule and the hypervanable loops can thereby be maximized For

example, the complex of the 4-4-20 antibody with fluorescein shows that the major part of the

molecule lies in a deep slot formed exclusively by five of the six hypervanable loops (Herron et al,

1989) In contrast, in the complex of antibody D1 3 with the enzyme lysozyme all six hypervanable

regions and two framework residues are involved in contacts, forming a very large tightly fitting
interface that is rather flat (Amit ef al 1986) Although the antibody surface has also a deep pocket,

only one side chain of the lysozyme actually penetrates it A total of 16 lysozyme residues interact with

17 antibody residues, forming a tightly packed stable interface Nevertheless, the interactions are

highly specific, since mere single amino acid changes in the interacting residues of lysozymes from

other species already lead to a reduced affinity of the antibody Most of the interacting residues are

situated within the hypervanable region CDR3 of VH Incidentally, this is also the region where the

highest combinatorial variability occurs during somatic recombination, suggesting that CDR3 is

especially important in antigen recognition

Yet another example of an antigen-antibody interaction is the complex between the monoclonal

antibody HyHEL-10 and lysozyme Here the interacting surface of the antibody shows no grooves or

clefts but instead a large protrusion consisting of two tyrosine residues that fits into the substrate-

binding groove of lysozyme (Padlan ef al 1989) Interestingly HyHEL-10 is an exception in that the

CDR3 region makes considerably less contacts with the antigen than the other hypervanable loops

The complex between the antibody NC10 and the influenza virus surface protein neuraminidase

confirms the features of the interaction sites in the antibody-lysozyme complexes (Colman ef al,
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Figure 1 8 3D structure of the N terminal two domains of the cell adhesion molecule CD4 and the domain M5 of titin (a) The N-

termmal domain of CD4 belongs to the V type whereas the following domain is of the C type V type domains are larger than C type

domain since they contain two additional b strands C and C The two strands form a protruding ridge which contains the ligand

binding site The two domains are rigidly connected by the G strand of domain 1 that connects directly with the A Strand of domain 2

The C C and G/A strands are colored in yellow (b) Domain M5 of titin is an intracellular member of the I type In contrast to V type

domains it has no C and C strands Instead a loop directly connects the C and D strands giving the domain a compact shape

The structures were drawn with the program Cn3D which is available from NCBI The PDB accession numbers are 3CD4 (CD4) and

1TNN (titin M5)
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1987) Five of the six CDRs interact with the antigen and again, the major interactions happen through

the CDR3 region No clefts or protrusions are obvious and the overall interface between

neuraminidase and NC10 has a large flat surface The tight binding of the complex appears to rely on

the close fit of the interacting surfaces and the exclusion of water molecules from the interaction site

plays an important role in stabilizing the complex, as was already observed for the two lysozyme

complexes

It is important to keep in mind that the interacting surfaces of antibodies are actually composed of two

V-type domains However, the two domains often do not contribute equally to the interacting surface,

with the hypervanable regions of VH contributing around 60% to all interactions In most cases, CDR3

makes the highest contribution to interacting residues but this is by no means a fixed rule (as shown

in the HyHELIO complex) When looking at the binding interfaces of antibody-antigen complexes, it is

not difficult to understand the high specificity and the strength of the interaction First of all, the large

interface composed of a total of six loop sequences generates a large surface area that can be used

for binding. Furthermore, the hypervanable loops are very flexible and can adopt virtually any

conformation Therefore, antibodies easily adapt their paratopes to those of their ligands, leading to a

remarkable fit between the respective interacting surfaces of the antibody and its ligand Indeed, in all

complexes discussed above, the structure of the antibody and the ligand are absolutely

complementary in the paratope/epitope region The close fit excludes virtually all water molecules from

the binding site and results in a strong entropie stabilization The gam of entropy, together with the

many van der Waals and ionic interactions in the tight-fitting binding interface guarantees the high

specificity and stability of the antibody-antigen complexes The specificity of the interaction is mainly

governed by salt bridges and hydrophobic interactions that take place between the key residues in the

interface. Compared to other interacting proteins such as cell adhesion molecules and sarcomeric

proteins, antibodies have thus the advantage of a multimeric interaction site that enables them to form

large, exceptionally stable binding interfaces

15 2 2 Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs)

A large number of extracellular membrane proteins also contain one or several immunoglobulin-like

domains The major number of these proteins are involved in cell adhesion, but other members

include T-cell receptors, Interleukm receptors, scavenger receptors and signal transduction proteins

such as receptor tyrosine kinases and tyrosine phosphatases (Kuma ef al, 1991) Most cell adhesion

proteins that contain lg-domains are found on cells of the immune system and on neuronal cells, but

some are also found on other cell types, such as vascular cell adhesion molecules (VCAMs),
intercellular adhesion molecules (ICAMs) or integnn-associated protein (IAP) Members of the family
of immune system-related CAMs include the CD antigens such as CD2, CD4 or CD28, whereas

neuronal CAMs include neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM), neurofascin, myelin-associated

glycoprotein (MAG) or myelin P0 protein (Brummeldorf and Rathjen, 1994) A surprising number of cell

adhesion molecules actually contain lg-domains and therefore, only proteins for which structural data

and data on protein-protein interactions has been published are discussed here

The fold of the Ig-domams in cell adhesion molecules is less conserved than in antibodies and several

minor variations in the folding pattern give rise to lg-domains with slightly different topologies The

following subclasses have been defined (Bork et al, 1994, Harpaz and Clothia, 1994) V-type (nine ß-

strands, similar to variable lg-domains in antibodies), C-type (seven ß-strands, similar to constant Ig-
domains in antibodies), S-type (seven ß-strands, with the D strand being switched to the CFG face of

the domain, renamed C), H-type (seven ß-strands intermediate between C-type and S-type, where

strand D is kinked and its N-terminal residues form hydrogen bonds with strand C) and a novel l-type

(seven or eight ß-strands, intermediate between C-type and V-type, optional short C strand adjacent
to the C-strand) For the purpose of this comparison, only the l-type is of direct interest, since several
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cell adhesion molecules use l-type domains to interact with their ligands and because sarcomeric

proteins exclusively contain l-type lg-domains (Brummeldorf and Rathjen, 1994 Harpaz and Clothia,

1994)

Classical lg-domains like those belonging to the V- and C-types carry a conserved disulfide bridge that

connects the B and F strands This disulfide bridge is however, not needed for proper folding

intracellular members of the immunoglobulin superfamily lack disulfide bridges and even in

extracellular members, such as domain 1 of CD2 and domain 3 of CD4, it is absent In other members,

for example domain 2 of CD4, the disulfide bridge has moved and connects strands C and F (Bork et

al, 1994 and references therein) This emphasizes once more the strong flexibility of the core

structure, where even relatively conserved residues can be moved or replaced without affecting the

general fold It also suggests that functional rather than structural constraints influence mutation rates

and thus the evolution of lg-domains (see 1 5 4)

A closer look at some lg-domains of cell surface proteins that participate in interactions shows that

the diversity also extends to the way in which they interact with their ligands Whereas CD8 forms its

binding interface in a similar way to antibodies by combining two lg-domains, ligands of the growth

hormone receptor bind in a cleft that is formed by two lg-domains, an interaction that is similar to that

of the bacterial chaperone PapD with its ligand In contrast, many cell adhesion molecules use the

faces of lg-domains to interact in a side-by-side fashion Thus the versatility of the Ig-domam as a

binding interface is mainly due to the many different ways in which it interacts with other proteins

Despite the different modes of binding, one distinction between antibody-antigen complexes and

interactions involving other immunoglobulin domain-containing proteins can be immediately made

whereas in antibodies, interactions occur exclusively through residues that are located in the three

hypervanable loops of each domain, interactions of cell adhesion molecules usually involves the faces

of the ß-sheets Furthermore, the interactions are both of the heterophilic and homophilic type, i e

ICAMs and VCAMs interact with integnns, whereas N-CAM mediates cell adhesion through interaction

with N-CAM molecules on other cells (Williams and Barclay, 1988) In the following paragraphs,

several lg-domains whose structure and mode of binding are known will be described

Interactions involving intracellular adhesion molecules (ICAMs) ICAMs are a familiy of

transmembrane glycoprotein cell adhesion molecules that consist of an extracellular domain encoded

by either nine (telencephalin), five (ICAM-1 and ICAM-3) or two (ICAM-2 and ICAM-4) lg-domains, a

transmembrane region and a short cytoplasmic domain ICAMs play an important role in the

inflammatory response via interactions with two membrane-bound integnns, Mac-1 (macrophage-1

antigen) and LFA-1 (leukocyte function-associated antigen) The binding site for LFA-1 is located in

the N-terminal Ig-domain (D1) of ICAM The crystal structure of the two N-terminal Ig-domains of

ICAM-2 has been solved at 2 2 Â resolution (Casasnovas ef al, 1997) D1 belongs to the l-type,
whereas D2 is a C-type domain As opposed to other l-type domains, D1 lacks the short C strand and

has only a very short CD-loop The lack of a protruding CD-loop results in a integnn binding site that is

fundamentally different from that of VCAM-1 where the major interacting residues are located in the

prominent loop connecting strands C and D (see below) Instead the critical residue Glu37 is situated

at the end of the C strand and, together with several other interacting residues located on the BC-loop
and on the G-strand, defines a broad binding interface situated on the CFG-sheet of D1 D1 is rotated

slightly with regard to D2 and bends sideways, so as to allow optimal access of integnn to the binding
site ICAMs interact with the I domains of integnns, which have relatively flat surfaces and the binding
site located on the flat CFG-sheet complements well with its binding site on integnn In contrast,

VCAM-1 and also fibronectin interact with non-l domains of integnn and therefore need protruding

loops that are inserted into the binding pockets of the integnn u-subunit (Springer, 1997)

ICAM also interacts with rhinoviruses some Coxsackieviruses and the parasite Plasmodium

falciparum through a binding site located at the tip of the N-terminal Ig-domain, next to the LFA-1
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binding site (reviewed in Bella and Rossmann, 1999) The residues that mediate the binding to the

virus are all located in the DE-, BC- and FG-loops that protrude from the N-termmus of D1 This

manner of binding is very similar to antibody-antigen interactions, except that the binding site is

smaller since only a single domain is involved The interaction between ICAM and Plasmodium

falciparum is located at yet another site involving the B strand and the adjacent CD-loop Thus, in

ICAMs a single Ig-domain offers three distinct sites for interactions with three different ligands

Interactions involving vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) VCAM-1 belongs to the same

family as ICAMs and is likewise present on the surface of endothelial cells Its extracellular portion

consists of seven Ig-domains and interacts preferentially with the integnn very late antigen-4 (VLA-4),

which is mainly expressed on leukocytes The structure of the two N-terminal Ig-domains of VCAM-1

has been solved at 1 8 Ä resolution (Jones ef al 1995) Like in ICAMs, the N-terminal domain

belongs to the l-type, whereas domain 2 is of the C-type In contrast to the flat integnn binding site

found in ICAM-2, VCAM-1 binds to integnns via an exposed loop The key binding residue is acidic

(Asp40, compare with ICAM-2, where it is Glu34) and is situated at the exposed edge of the CD-loop

A network of hydrogen bonds connoting the residues surrounding Asp40 with residues situated on the

C-strand ensures a stable and rigid conformation of the CD-loop This is a major difference to ICAM-2,

where the key residue Glu34 is located at the edge of the C-strand and the following CD-loop is just

four residues long, resulting in a very flat binding interface In VCAM-1 the interacting Asp40 points

away from the Ig-domain and no flat binding interface is obvious

Interactions involving mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule-1 (MAdCAM-1) MAdCAM-1 is

another member of the family of intercellular adhesion molecules and is constitutively expressed on a

subset of blood vessels in mucosal tissues where it interacts with the integnn LPAM The extracellular

part of MAdCAM consists of two lg-domains and a mucin-like domain but the published crystal

structure includes only the two N-terminal lg-domains (Tan et al, 1998) The mode of binding of

MAdCAM-1 to integnn is very similar to that of VCAM-1 Once more, the interacting key residue is an

acidic one and is located in the CD-loop, which also protrudes from the body of the Ig-domain

Comparison of the CD-loop sequences of VCAM-1 and MAdCAM-1 shows that the CD-loop of

MAdCAM-1 is two residues smaller and adopts a different conformation than in VCAM-1 This leads to

the key residue Asp42 pointing m a different direction and being slightly less exposed than Asp40 of

VCAM-1, which may in part determine why MAdCAM-1 binds to different integnns than VCAM-1 The

CD-loop conformation is very rigid and is firmly held in place by a network of hydrogen bonds between

a buried Arg70 situated in the F-strand and several residues of the loop

In summary, it can be said that in all cell adhesion molecules discussed above, an acidic residue is

the key residue in the interaction with integnns However, the position of the acidic residue varies

considerably between ICAMs, VCAM-1 and MAdCAM-1 ICAMs bind to a class of integnns (so-called
l-domain containing integnns) that is different from the class VCAM-1 or MAdCAM-1 bind to, and the

observed difference in their binding interfaces explains their different specificities The flat binding
surface of ICAM-1 corresponds well to the flat surface of the interacting l-domam of LFA-1, its integnn

binding partner (Casasnovas et al 1997) In contrast VCAM-1 and MAdCAM-1 interact through an

Asp residue that is situated on the exposed CD-loop and thus posess rather pointed binding interfaces

that are needed to interact with non l-domain integnns of the ct4 subclass, which represent the

interaction partners of VCAM-1 and MAdCAM-1

In order to interact efficiently with their ligands CAMs have to be orientated away from the cell

surface Structural and mutational studies have shown that this is achieved by quite different means m

the three CAMs described above A conspicuous feature that is present in ICAM-2 and VCAM-1 is the

long FG-loop in domain 2 Hydrophobic residues of this loop interact with part of the A-strand of

domain 1 and help to bend it away from the axis of domain 2 The resulting kink" of around 35°

between domains 1 and 2 orientates the integnn binding site away from the axis of the molecule and
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facilitates the interaction with integnn. Domain 2, in turn, is held in an upright position through a set of

glycans that form a tripod-like structure Thus, the other Ig-domains in a given CAM that are not

directly involved in interactions with the respective ligand(s) may nevertheless influence the interaction

by orientating the interacting Ig-domain in a way that its binding interface is optimally exposed In

MAdCAM-1, domain 2 also belongs to the l-type and has no large FG-loop Therefore, interdomain

contacts may be less important for MAdCAM-1 than for ICAM-2 and VCAM-1 Instead, the orientation

of domain 1 occurs through a long DE-loop in domain 2 that forms a ß-ribbon rich in negatively

charged residues The negative charges in the DE-loop are repelled by the strong electrostatic field

generated by the negatively charged mucin-like domain so that consequently, domain 2 and domain 1

are orientated upwards, with the Asp 42 pointing away from the cell surface (Tan ef al, 1998)

Although intracellular Ig-domain-containmg proteins are not directly comparable, similar mechanisms

may also ensure the correct stencal positioning of interacting Ig-domains within the sarcomere

Interactions involving CD2 CD2 is a cell surface glycoprotein that is expressed on all T-cells, where it

mediates the interaction with the ubiquitously expressed ligands CD58 (LFA-3) and CD48 The

extracellular portion of CD2 comprises two lg-domains an N-terminal V-type domain and a C-terminal

C-type domain The affinity of CD2 for CD58 is relatively low and kinetic measurements indicate that

the interaction is very dynamic The crystal structure of the interacting domains of CD2 and CD58 in

complex also provides evidence for a dynamic binding (Wang ef al, 1999) Like CD2, the N-terminal

interacting domain of CD58 is a V-type domain The two domains pack against each other via

interactions formed by residues in the GFCC C faces so that they are orientated orthogonally to each

other. The binding interface is highly charged and practically all interactions involve either hydrogen

bonds or salt links, with only four hydrophobic interactions present The interaction of CD2 and CD48

is around hundredfold lower than that of CD2 and CD58, which is mainly due to fewer salt links

between the domains Thus, the electrostatic interactions are the main determinants of the binding

strength in CD2

Compared to ICAM-1, where the binding site is also located in the CFG face of the domain, but where

good shape complementarity between the interacting domains exists, the poor fit of the CD2 and

CD58 binding interfaces explains the low stability and the rapid kon/k0„ rates of the complex Also, the

total buried surface area is only 1150 Â, as compared to an average of 1600 Â for protein-protein

complexes (Wang ef al, 1999). These factors together with the predominance of electrostatic

interactions, results in the very dynamic interaction observed with CD2 and CD58

Interactions involving CD4 and CD8 The cell surface protein CD4 interacts with the constant regions

of class II MHC molecules The extracellular part of CD4 consists of four Ig-domains, with the two N-

terminal ones being involved in interactions with class II MHC surface glycoproteins and also with HIV.

The crystal structure of the two N-terminal domains shows that domain 1 is of the V-type, whereas

domain 2 is of the C-type (Wang ef al 1990) The two domains are packed very closely together, with

the G-strand of domain 1 extending directly into the A-strand of domain 2 (Figure 1 8) The shared ß-
strand allows little or no flexibility of the two domains so that consequently they are orientated along a

single axis The CC -loop in domain 1 is extended and is projected away from the face of the domain

by the large tryptophane ring of Trp67 Based on mutational studies, the residues that are important

for the interaction of CD4 with the MHC II complex are situated in the CC and CD corners, i e on the

exposed loops, and on the A-strand of domain 2 that faces in the same directions as the CC'C" loops
The rigid alignment of the two domains of CD4 presents a concave binding interface for the MHC

receptor, which allows contacts to be made in both domain 1 and domain 2 Binding to CD4 also

mediates infection with HIV The HIV envelope glycoprotein gp120 interacts with the CC" loop and the

C" strand of CD4 that form a large ridge protruding from the top of the domain Presumably, this ridge

is inserted into a complementary groove on the surface of gp120 (Moebius ef a/, 1992) As opposed
to the MHC complex, gp120 does not seem to contact the A-strand of domain 2 Thus, the binding
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sites on CD4 involve once more a protruding loop on the GFCC'C" interface, but in contrast to VCAM-

1 and ICAM-2 domain 1 of CD4 belongs to the V-type and therefore, the additional residues located

along the C and C
'

strands define a much broader binding interface than in the l-type domains

Like CD4, the class I MHC receptor CD8 also interacts with its ligand through a V-type domain (Leahy

ef al, 1992) The binding interface is slightly different from that of CD4, with key residues situated on

top of the domain in the BC- and C C '-loops and, to a lesser degree, on the A- and B-strands (Giblin

etal, 1994) The BC- and CC'-loops correspond to the CDRs 1 and 2, respectively and therefore, the

interaction of CD8 with class I MHC molecules resembles that of an antibody with its antigen

Interactions involving Trk receptors Neurotrophins are signalling molecules involved in the

development and maintenance of the peripheral and central nervous system They bind to Trk

receptors, inducing dimenzation followed by autophosphorylation of intracellular tyrosine residues and

the triggering of signal transduction cascades Trk receptors consist of a leucme-nch domain flanked

by two cysteine-nch domains and followed by two lg-domains that harbour the neurotrophin binding

site. The structure of the second Ig-domain of TrkA, TrkB and TrkC has been solved both alone and,

in the case of TrkA, complexed with its ligand the nerve growth factor (Ultsch ef al, 1999, Wiesmann

et al, 1999) The domain belongs to the l-type but has several unusual features not found in other I-

type domains The buried disulfide bridge connecting strands B and F in many l-type domains is

absent Instead, an exposed disulfide bridge connects strands B and E The DE-loop is of variable

length, being longest in TrkA, followed by TrkB and TrkC The interaction of Trk with neurotrophins is

fundamentally different from the other interactions described above The ligand binding site is located

in the lower part of the domain and involves residues in the AB-, EF and CD-loops An additional

binding site on the ABED face of TrkA is important in specifying its interaction with the nerve growth

factor (NGF) Several residues form a hydrophobic pocket whose bottom is the exposed disulfide

bridge This pocket accomodates an exposed side chain of NGF and is the key that determines why

TrkA preferentially bind NGF, whereas TrkB and TrkC do not

Interactions involving Flt-1 Fms-like tyrosine kinase 1 (Flt-1) is one of the receptors of the vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and belongs to the family of platelet-derived growth factor receptors

Its extracellular part consists of seven lg-domains, with the second domain carrying the binding site for

VEGF The structure of the second domain has been solved alone and complexed with VEGF

(Starovasnik et al, 1999, Wiesmann et al, 1997) As with the Trk receptors, it belongs to the l-type but

differs in certain aspects from the common l-type fold The A-strand bulges away from the mam body

of the domain and makes no hydrogen bonds to the B-strand, as in other l-type domains For this

reason, the domain has no regular A-strand and has a larger ß-sheet involving strands A'GFCC and a

smaller ß-sheet with strands BED instead The bulge that is formed by the A-strand residues opens up

a hole in the domain that is normally covered by a tyrosine side chain In the bound state, the hole is

covered by VEGF which interacts with several residues from the bulge region, including the tyrosine

side chain The interaction of Flt-1 with VEGF differs from other interactions involving type I domains

because the binding site is located on the ABED face of the domain Although TrkA also binds NGF on

the ABED sheet, the major interaction is located at the C-terminal side of the CFG sheet and the

ABED binding site only adds an additional factor of specificity for recognizing NGF The other proteins

discussed above mostly use the GFCC C face to interact with their respective ligands Several key
residues of the l-type fold are not conserved in the sequence of Flt-1, such as A-strand residues that

would normally form hydrogen bonds to the neighbouring B-strand The absence of these interactions

results in the formation of the bulge region, which is quite unusual for lg-domains In theory, it should

be possible to identify missing key folding residues and unusually shortened or even absent ß-strands
from careful sequence comparisons between different lg-domains Such differences may indicate a

slightly modified immunoglobulin fold and thus a potential interaction site
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1.5.3 Sarcomeric proteins

The first structure of an intracellular Ig-domain that became available was that of telokin, a small

protein, which is the product of alternative splicing of the myosin light chain kinase transcript (Holden

et ai, 1992) Comparison of its fold with the V-type and C-type lg-domains shows that it adopts

features of both types but is not exactly similar to either of them As opposed to C-type domains,

telokin has a short A' strand that is stabilized by hydrogen bonds with the G strand The C" strand

found in V-type domains is not present in telokin and the C strand is very short and not well defined

Supenmposition of the structures of telokin V-type and C-type lg-domains indicates that it resembles

more closely V-type Ig-domains than C-type Ig-domains For these reasons, telokin was proposed to

adopt a novel fold, termed l-type (intermediate type (Harpaz and Gotha, 1994) Since telokin is an

intracellular protein, its l-type domains carry no disulfide bridges Obviously, the disulfide bridges

found in the large majority of V-type and C-type domains are not a prerequisite for the folding and

stability of l-type domains, since several cell adhesion molecules also have l-type domains lacking

disulfide bridges A comparison of the structures of telokin and PapD, an E coli chaperone (Holmgren

and Branden, 1989), shows a highly similar folding pattern (Holden et ai, 1992), suggesting that

evolutionaly, the l-type immunoglobulin fold may be quite ancient

Based on sequence comparisons with telokin several other sarcomeric proteins were predicted to

contain lg-domains as well These include the giant protein titin, as well as the myosin binding proteins

MyBP-C, MyBP-H, myomesin, and M-protein (see Kenny ef al, 1999 and references therein)

Recently, a member of the intracellular immunoglobulin family has also been identified at the Z-disc

(Mues etal, 1998, Valle ef al, 1997) So far, the only sarcomeric proteins for which the structure of Ig-

domains has been solved are telokin, titin and its C elegans homologue, twitchin (Fong ef al, 1996,

Holden etal, 1992, Improta etal, 1996, Pfuhl and Pastore 1995) One domain of titin is situated in

the M-band region (M5), whereas the other pertains to the l-band region (I27). These domains all

belong to the l-type, as had already been predicted by sequence alignments It is thus possible to

identify potential l-type domains by comparison with a set of key residues that are needed for the

proper folding of the lg-domains Such a ruler is shown in the sequence comparison in Figure 2 22

The solution structure of titin M5 confirms the prediction that it belongs to the l-type fold (Pfuhl and

Pastore, 1995) Since it is not known whether M5 is involved in any protein-protein interactions with

other M-band components, no data on potential interacting surfaces exists and the structure of the

domain can only be considered on its own M5 adopts a typical immunoglobulin fold with two ß-sheets

composed of the strands ABED and A'GFC (Figure 1 8) An unusual feature of M5 is its A-strand,

which bulges away from the core of the domain and is followed by the A'-strand that packs tightly

against the C-terminal end of the G-strand from the opposite ß-sheet As in all Ig-domains, several

hydrophobic residues form the core and also replace one of the cysteine residues that form the

disulfide bridge in extracellular lg-domains The surface of M5 consists mainly of hydrophilic residues.

However, Pfuhl etal (1995) note that there are small patches of hydrophobic residues on some of the

exposed ß-strands that may be involved in protein-protein interactions As opposed to telokin, no C-

strand is found in M5 Instead, a large CD-loop folds inwards, forming several ß-turns Therefore, a C-

strand is not an absolute requirement for l-type domains and the region between the C- and D-strands

may instead be used for protein-protein interactions in analogy to CDR2 in antibodies and the CD-

loops in l-type domains of extracellular adhesion molecules

Sequence alignments show that the Ig-domains from the l-band region of titin differ in several aspects

from A- or M-band domains, although they also belong to the l-type fold They lack the P-X-P and D-X-

X-G motifs found in the N- and C-terminal regions of other l-type domains and as a consequence, may

be less stable (Politou et al, 1994) The solution structure of the l-band Ig-domain I27 indicates that it

also adopts an l-type fold (Improta ef al, 1996) In analogy to M5, the A-strand is interrupted by a
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bulge and the following A'-strand lies on the opposite face of the domain, where it pairs with the G-

strand The absolutely conserved tryptophane found in all l-type sequences forms, together with

several other less conserved residues, the hydrophobic core of 127, but in contrast to M5 both of the

cysteines found in extracellular lg-domains are replaced by hydrophobic residues that pack together

with the conserved tryptophane Again, most residues of 127 that face outwards are hydrophihc The

major difference in the structures of 127 and M5 lies in the BC- and FG-loops In M5, the BC-loop

contains the well-conserved P-X-P motif which is absent in l-band Ig-domains Consequently, the BC-

loop is shorter in these domains The same is true for the FG-loop, which contains mostly small

hydrophihc residues The smaller loops at the N-terminus of the l-band Ig-domains results in a more

compact shape that may be needed for the conformational flexibility of the poly-lg stretches

The fourth type of intracellular l-type Ig-domain whose structure has been determined is from twitchin,

a 753 kD protein located in the A-bands of C elegans body wall muscle (Benian ef al, 1989) Like

titin, twitchin contains a serine/threonine kinase but consists of only 30 immunoglobulin-like and 31

fibronectin type III domains The solution structure of Ig18 of twitchin shows that it is also a member of

the l-type immunoglobulin family (Fong et al 1996) Like the lg-domains described above, it contains

seven ß-strands, one of which (the A-strand) is interrupted by a bulge and crosses over into the

adjacent face of the domain Most of the predicted key folding residues are conserved in Ig18' and the

only region that shows high sequence variability is the CD-loop

In summary, it can be said that despite their similar structure l-type domains need very few conserved

residues The hydrophobic core that holds the ß-strands together tolerates considerable sequence

variation and the only two rigidly conserved residues are the tryptophane and the tyrosine in the N-

termmal and C-terminal parts of the domain Especially the edges of the ß-strands and the connecting

loops show very little sequence conservation and thus enable the variable placing of hydrophihc
residues at virtually any position in the domain As a consequence, lg-domains have the capability to

interact not only along the faces of the ß-sheets, but also use the edges of the domain that are

composed of the loops connecting the ß-strands It is here that an important difference between l-type

lg-domains of extracellular and intracellular proteins can be found In antibodies and cell adhesion

molecules such as CD2, N-CAM, VCAMs and ICAMs, the interacting domam(s) are situated at the N-

terminus of the protein For this reason, the N-terminal tip of the domain is free to interact with

potential ligands The best example is given by the antigen binding sites of antibodies, which are

composed of the three loops at the N-terminal tips of the V-type domains Intracellular proteins, on the

other hand, usually consist of tandem arrays of l-type lg-domains and the N-terminal tip is therefore

probably not accessible for interacting proteins, except if two adjacent domains are connected via an

especially long flexible linker As a consequence one would expect interactions to happen mainly

through the two faces of the ß-sheets or through loops that point outwards from the body of the

domain, such as the CD-loop

Invertebrates like C elegans or Drosophila do not yet posess the elaborate immune system of higher

vertebrates, but they already have sarcomeric proteins and cell surface receptors that are composed
of immunoglobulin-like domains The fact that these domains probably all belong to the l-type fold

suggests that the ancestral Ig-domain may have been of the l-type This hypothesis is also supported

by the identification of PapD in E coli, which contains lg-domains that strongly resemble l-type
domains (Holmgren and Branden, 1989) Like cell adhesion molecules, interactions between structural

sarcomeric proteins are subject to tensile forces so that consequently, the interactions must be strong

enough to withstand disruption It has been suggested that l-type lg-domains are especially resistant

to tensile forces and this may be one of the reasons why they are present in extracellular adhesion

molecules and in intracellular muscle proteins In a recent publication, the immunoglobulin-like and

fibronectin type III domains of a number of sarcomeric proteins have been compared (Kenny ef al,

1999) The phylogenetic analysis showed that the diversity in intracellular l-type Ig-domains must have
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arisen from rapid and early duplication events. For example, in the A-band region of titin,

immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type III domains are more closely related to corresponding

domains located at identical positions in other superrepeats than to domains within the same

superrepeat, suggesting that the titin A-band superrepeats have evolved through gene duplication.

Similarly, the immunoglobulin-like and fibronectin type III domains of myomesin and M-protein always

group together and therefore, myomesin and M-protein most probably evolved from a common

ancestor protein containing l-type domains.
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1.6 Aim of the work

When this thesis was begun, little was known about the interactions between myomesin and other

components of the M-band Early work had suggested that an association between myomesin and the

thick and elastic filament systems might exist (Nave ef al 1989, Vinkemeier ef al, 1993) but no

interaction had been defined, either by in vitro binding assays or by studies in muscle cells

Nevertheless, it was obvious that myomesin must play a pivotal role in the M-band, since there was

ample evidence for its presence in all types of developing and adult striated muscles (Pernard ef al,

1986, Grove ef al, 1987, Grove and Thomell, 1988 Grove ef al, 1989, Grove ef al, 1994, Grove ef

al, 1995) The cloning of the complete cDNA of chicken myomesin (Bantle ef al, 1996) opened up the

possibility of investigating the interactions involving myomesin at a molecular level The present study,

however, was initiated not only to simply define binding sites on the myomesin molecule, but also to

gam a clearer insight into the interactions that are needed during the assembly of complicated

structures, such as a myofibril By using the approach of expressing defined fragments of myomesin in

cultured cardiac muscle cells, interactions that have a direct relevance to the in vivo situation during

myofibril assembly and maintenance were to be mapped As already mentioned in the Introduction,

the muscle cell must have a means to target each sarcomeric protein to its site of assembly The

proper targeting of each protein ensures that multimeric complexes are correctly assembled and

avoids unproductive interactions Therefore, one of the major aims of this work was to define those

interactions that are crucial to the targeting of myomesin to the M-band Once interacting domains

were identified by expression in cultured cardiomyocytes, an attempt had to be made to identify the

respective binding partners using different screening methods A surprising finding was that seemingly

important interactions that had been defined in vitro (such as the myosin and titin binding sites in

myomesin) were not involved in M-band targeting of myomesin in cultured cells Although the

significance of these findings is presently unclear, they point to the presence of a hierarchy of

affinities, where certain interactions are needed to position the molecule at its correct site in the

nascent sarcomere, whereas others are only formed later on, for example during the formation of

multimeric complexes It is cleariy of paramount importance to define interactions between distinct

components not only by in vitro assays, but also to investigate the relevance of these interactions in

the more natural environment of the cell
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IL Results

2.11n vivo domain mapping of chicken and rat myomesin

2.1 1 Construction of truncation and deletion mutants of chicken and rat myomesin

In a first step, a clone was assembled that covered the complete open reading frame of chicken heart

myomesin (cMy1-14 in Figure 2 1B) Details of the construction are described in the materials and

methods section An epitope tag encoding 11 amino acids derived from the G-protem sequence of the

vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV tag, Galhone and Rose 1985) was fused in frame to the C-terminus In

this construct and all subsequent constructs of chicken myomesin, the VSV tag was used in order to

distinguish exogenously expressed myomesin from endogenous myomesin present in the

cardiomyocytes The truncation and deletion mutants of chicken myomesin were generated by PCR

using cMy1-14 as template The VSV tag was incorporated at the C-terminus of all constructs (see

Figure 2 1B)

Truncations and deletions of rat myomesin were constructed by PCR on a lambda clone that

contained the N-terminal 1 2 kb of the rat myomesin coding sequence In order to distinguish rat from

chicken myomesin constructs, a different epitope tag was used a 9 amino acid sequence derived from

the mediumT antigen of polyoma virus (mT tag, Grussenmeyer ef al, 1985) was incorporated at the

C-terminus of all rat myomesin constructs (see Figure 2 1C)

The C-terminal truncations of mouse myomesin were also generated by PCR using a full-length
mouse myomesin clone kindly provided by M Price (Price and Gomer, 1993). Originally, the two

truncations were done as C-terminal fusions to the green fluorescent protein (GFP, Chalfie ef ai,

1994) In a second step, the GFP was then replaced by a mT tag (see Figure 2 1D)

2.1.2 Expression of chicken myomesin constructs in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes

The myomesin constructs were expressed in primary cultures of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes These

cells are well suited for studying the incorporation of exogenously expressed proteins into myofibrils
since they spread well in culture and assemble large arrays of myofibrils Cardiomyocytes transfected

with cMy1-14 incorporated the exogenously expressed protein into their myofibrils in narrow stripes

approximately 2 pirn apart (Figure 2 2a) In order to ascertain the correct localization of exogenously

expressed cMy1-14, an antibody against sarcomeric a-actinin, which is a component of the

sarcomeric Z-disc, was used as a counterstain Figure 2 2b shows the pattern of a-actinin, which is

visible as a series of narrow stripes representing the Z-discs of myofibrils By comparing the signals for

the VSV epitope and a-actinin in the superimposition (Figure 2 2a inset), it is evident that the VSV

epitope lies in the center between two neighbouring Z-discs, where the M-band is located Thus,

exogenously expressed full-length chicken myomesin was incorporated at its proper location in the M-

band of the sarcomere

In order to broadly map the parts of myomesin that are important in directing the incorporation of the

protein into the M-band, three constructs were generated cMy1-3 encodes the N-terminal head
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Figure 2.1. Truncation and deletion constructs encoding chicken, rat and mouse myomesin A schematic representations of

the domain layout of chicken and rat myomesin The mam part of myomesin is identical between chicken myomesin and its

mammalian counterparts: a unique N-terminal domain is followed by seven immunoglobulin-like and five fibronectin type III

domains Additionally, the heart isoform of chicken myomesin contains a C-terminal unique domain that is absent in the

skeletal isoform or in mammalian myomesin forms B truncation and deletion mutants of chicken myomesin carrying a C-

terminal VSV epitope tag. C rat myomesin truncation and deletion mutants carrying a C-terminal mT epitope tag. D constructs

encoding the C-terminal immunoglobulin-like domains of mouse myomesin Symbols are explained at the bottom of the figure
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Figure 2 2. Expression of chicken myomesin in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes Confocal images of cardiomyocytes expressing full length chicken

heart myomesin cMy1-14 (a b) and truncation mutants cMy1-3 (c d) cMy4-8 (e f) and cMy9-13 (g h) Cells were stained with an antibody against
the VSV epitope (a, c, e, g) and either with an antibody against sarcomeric « actinin (b d h) or against myomesin (f) Only cMy1-14 and cMyl 3

are incorporated into the M-band region of the myofibrils as shown by the superimposition of the VSV epitope and a actinin signals in insets a

and c The constructs cMy4-8 and cMy9 14 are diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm In (g) some unspecific interaction of the recombinant

protein with the myofibrils can be seen The arrow in (d) marks non-striated myofibrils which incorporate sarcomenc a-actinin but not myomesin

The antibody against myomesin used in (f) is directed against an epitope in domain eleven and therefore recognizes only endogenous

myomesin but not the truncation mutant Bar 10 nm
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domain and two immunoglobulin-like domains, cMy4-8 encodes the five fibronectin type III domains in

the central part of myomesin, and cMy9-14 encodes the five C-terminal immunoglobuhn-hke domains

followed by the heart-specific tail domain (Figure 2 1B) In Figure 2 2, cardiomyocytes transfected with

the three constructs are shown In cells expressing cMy1-3, the recombinant protein was incorporated

into the myofibrils in a striated pattern (Figure 2 2c) Comparison with the a-actinm signal confirmed

the M-band localization of cMy1-3 (Figure 2 2c, inset) In the a-actmm staining of the transfected

cardiomyocyte, continuously labeled non-striated myofibrils (NSMF) can be seen running towards the

border of the cell (Figure 2 2d, arrow) In contrast to sarcomeric a-actinin, myomesin is never found in

NSMF (Schultheiss ef al, 1990), further supporting the specificity of interaction of cMy1-3 with the M-

band The truncations cMy4-8 and cMy9-14 did not incorporate into the myofibrils, but were instead

distributed m a diffuse manner in the cytoplasm (Figure 2e,g) In some cells expressing cMy9-14,

weak double stnations running mostly along the borders of the cell were observed (Figure 2 2g) Since

the a-actinin and myomesin stamings showed that myofibrils were still present in transfected cells, it

was concluded that cMy4-8 and cMy9-14 have no major antimorphic effects on the myofibrils

Therefore, the diffuse localization of the two constructs can be ascribed to a lack of interaction with the

myofibrils

Since only the truncation cMy1-3 was correctly targeted, a potential binding site directing myomesin to

the M-band must be present within the three N-terminal domains In order to map this interaction site

more closely, several expression constructs separately encoding each N-terminal domain, as well as

combinations of N-terminal domains were generated It was found that only cMy2, encoding the N-

termmal immunoglobuhn-hke domain of chicken myomesin was incorporated in a striated pattern

(Figure 2 3c) Comparison with a-actmm (Figure 2 3d) showed that the single domain was correctly

targeted to the M-band (Figure 2 3c, inset) In contrast, cMyl and cMy3, encoding the head domain

and the third domain, respectively, were not incorporated into the myofibrils of transfected

cardiomyocytes, but showed instead a diffuse localization throughout the cytoplasm instead (Figure

2 3a,e) Again, the presence of myofibrils as shown with the a-actinin staining (Figure 2 3b,f) excluded

any antimorphic effects of the constructs However, in many cells with high expression levels of cMyl,

nuclear staining was observed (Figure 2 3a) Two other constructs that included the second domain,

cMy1-2 and cMy2-3, were also targeted to the M-band (Figure 2 4a,c). Thus, the second domain is

sufficient for M-band targeting of chicken myomesin, since (1) the single domain was targeted to the

sarcomeric M-band in a pattern that was indistinguishable from that of endogenous myomesin

(compare the VSV staining with the B4 staining in Figure 2 4 b d) and (2) all fragments containing the

second domain were consistently found to be targeted to the M-band in rat cardiomyocytes

In an attempt to investigate antimorphic effects of cMy2 expression, such as inhibition of contractility,

the second domain was fused to GFP (Chalfie ef al, 1994) The fusion protein was expressed in NRC

and was targeted to the M-band (Figure 2 5) Transfected cardiomyocytes continued to beat while

expressing cMy2-GFP, which made it possible to observe sarcomeric contraction in living cells. The

decrease in distance between neighbouring M-bands upon contraction of the sarcomeres was readily

visible (compare different spacing of arrows in Figure 2 5a and b) In relaxed sarcomeres (Figure

2.5a), the distance between the M-bands was approximately 1 3 times longer than in contracted ones

(Figure 2 5b). Cardiomyocytes expressing the fusion protein did not show any difference in beating

activity as compared to neighbouring untransfected cardiomyocytes, and staining of fixed cells with

antibodies against various sarcomeric proteins revealed no defects in myofibril structure The fusion of

cMy2 to the C-terminus of GFP (GFP-cMy2) showed no differences in incorporation pattern as

compared to cMy2-GFP Thus, GFP has no detrimental effect on the ability of cMy2 to target to the M-

band From these observations, it is clear that the overexpression of cMy2 has no apparent

antimorphic effects on the cardiomyocytes and neither affects sarcomere structure nor the contractile

ability of these cells
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Figure 2.3. Expression of N-terminal chicken myomesin truncations in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes Confocal images of

cardiomyocytes expressing constructs cMyl (a b) cMy2 (c, d) and cMy3 (e f) Cells were stained with an antibody against the VSV

epitope (a, c, e) and with an antibody against sarcomeric u-actmin (b, d, f) Only the construct cMy2 is targeted to the M-band

whereas cMyl and cMy3 are diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm of the cells The inset shows a superimposition of the VSV (c) and

a-actinin (d) signals Bar 10 nm
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Figure 2.4. Expression of cMyl-2 and cMy2-3 in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes Cells were transfected with either cMyl -2 (a, b)
or cMy2-3 (c, d) and stained with an antibody against the VSV tag (a, c) and against sarcomeric a-actinin (b) or myomesin (d)
Both truncations are incorporated into the M-band and no difference in the targeting behaviour can be observed between

cMy1-2 and cMy2-3 Like the other constructs encoding the unique N-terminai domain, cMy1-2 was also found in the nuclei

Note that neither endogenous myomesin (d) nor the exogenously expressed truncations (a, c) are incorporated into the SFLS

that are visible in the a-actinin staining (b) Bar 10 nm

Figure 2.5. Living cardiomyocytes expressing GFP-tagged cMy2 Single images taken from a video recording of a cardiomyocyte

expressing cMy2-GFP showing relaxed (a) and contracted (b) states cMy2-GFP localizes to the M-bands of the sarcomere and does

not inhibit the contractile activity of the cardiomyocyte The contraction of the sarcomeres can be seen by comparing the decrease in

distance between neighbouring M-bands in the contracted and uncontracted states (arrows) The lines are drawn to visualize the

shortening of the distance between neighbouring M-bands Scale bar 5 nm
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Figure 2.6. Expression of C-termmal chicken myomesin truncations in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes The truncations cMy9-
14 (a, b) and cMy9-13 (c, d) are mostly diffuse in the cytoplasm Double stnations are visible along the borders of the cell,

where the truncations seem to be associated with the M-band and the Z-disc The removal of the C-terminal unique domain

has no influence on the intracellular distribution of the C-terminal domains Cells were stained with an antibody against the

VSV tag (a, c) and against sarcomenc a-actinin (b, d) Bar 10 nm
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In chicken heart, several myomesin isoforms are expressed (Agarkova ef al, 2000; Bantle ef al.,

1996). For example, addition of a domain at the C-terminus by alternative splicing gives rise to a

longer and a shorter isoform, but only the longer isoform is expressed in significant levels in the heart

(Agarkova ef al, 2000). So far, no function has been attributed to this domain. The cardiomyocyte

shown in Figure 2.6g expresses a truncation where this heart-specific domain is present at the C-

terminus of the five immunoglobulin-like domains (see Figure 2.1 B). Since the corresponding skeletal

isoform of myomesin, as well as mammalian forms of myomesin, lack this domain at their C-termini, a

construct encoding only the five immunoglobulin-like domains was also expressed in cardiomyocytes.

In Figure 2.6, two cardiomyocytes expressing the C-terminal immunoglobulin-like domains, either with

or without the heart-specific domain, are shown. As already observed, cMy9-14 is mostly diffuse in the

cytoplasm, with some double striations visible along the borders of the cell (Figure 2.6a). The

construct cMy9-13 has an identical distribution (Figure 2.6c). Despite their attachment to the M-band

and Z-disc, neither construct has any visible effect on sarcomere structure, as shown by the costaining

with a-actinin (Figure 2.6b and d). From these observations, it is not clear why the exogenously

expressed C-terminal immunoglobulin-like domains are accumulated at the M-bands and Z-discs, but

it is clear that the heart-specific domain has no influence on this, since both constructs show

approximately equal levels of accumulation.

2.1.3 Expression of rat myomesin truncation mutants in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes

It has previously been shown that only N-terminal fragments of human myomesin that include the

head domain interact with myosin in biochemical binding assays (Obermann ef al, 1997). Judging

from these in vitro assays, an interaction between the head domain of myomesin and the thick

filament protein myosin should be sufficient for its targeting to the M-band in vivo. However,

expression of cMyl in cardiomyocytes clearly shows that this is not the case. As shown in Figure 2.3a,

cMyl was not incorporated into myofibrils in rat cardiomyocytes and no incorporation was observed in

chicken cardiomyocytes, either. However, one has to keep in mind that the binding assays between

myomesin and myosin were carried out using recombinantly expressed human myomesin. A

comparison of myomesin sequences shows strong divergences between the head domains of chicken

and mammalian species (Figure 2.7). In particular, the amino acid sequence KQSTAS is present in

varying copy numbers in the sequences of rat, mouse and human myomesin, whereas it is absent in

chicken myomesin (Bantle etal., 1996).
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of the head domain sequences of human, mouse, rat, and chicken myomesin. In the N-terminal 150

residues, chicken myomesin shows little sequence similarity to either mouse or rat myomesin, whereas in the C-terminal part,

the four available sequences show a rather high similarity. Note that no KQSTAS repeat is present in chicken myomesin. The

series of X in human myomesin was inserted to correct the alignment since the N-terminal part of hMyl has not yet been

cloned. The lower line shows the consensus: ! is any of IV, $ is any of LM, % is any of FY, # is any of NDQEBZ. The alignment

was performed using MULTALIN (Corpet, 1Î

Therefore, species-specific differences in the head domains of chicken and human myomesin might

be responsible for the observed discrepancy between in vitro binding assays and transfection

experiments. A fragment of the rat myomesin cDNA, which has a high identity with human myomesin

on the amino acid level (Bantle ef al., 1996), was used to generate constructs encoding different

combinations of the N-terminal three domains (Figure 2.1 C). Expression of the constructs in neonatal

rat cardiomyocytes showed that there is indeed a difference in the incorporation behaviour between N-

terminal chicken and rat myomesin domains. The truncation mutant rMyl, encoding the head domain

of rat myomesin, and the truncation rMy2, encoding the second domain, were both incorporated into

the myofibrils in a striated pattern (Figure 2.8a,c). Comparison with an antibody against MyBP-C, a

protein localized in the C-region of the sarcomeric A-band, showed that rMyl also localized outside of

the M-band. The targeting to an area within the A-band (compare the width of the signals in Figure

2.8a and b) was accompanied by the presence of significant amounts of unincorporated protein in the

cytoplasm of transfected cardiomyocytes. In cardiomyocytes expressing the construct rMy2, the

recombinant protein was localized in the M-band but transfected cells also had comparatively high
levels of unincorporated protein (Figure 2.8c). The construct rMy3 did not incorporate into the M-band

and was diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm (Figure 2.8e). Consequently, a construct encoding only

the two N-terminal immunoglobulin-like domains of rat myomesin (rMy2-3 in Figure 2.1 C) was

expressed in cardiomyocytes. The truncation rMy2-3 was localized in sharp striations in the M-band of

the sarcomeres and almost no unincorporated protein was present (Figure 2.8g). Since M-band

targeting was never observed with cMy3 or rMy3 (Figure 2.3e and Figure 2.8e), the reduction of

unincorporated protein in cardiomyocytes expressing rMy2-3 must be due to an increase in affinity of

the two-domain construct. In order to achieve an analogous effect for the head domain, a construct

was made where cMyl was directly linked to cMy3 (Figure 2.1 C). Cardiomyocytes expressing the

deletion mutant rMy1+3 had considerably lower levels of unincorporated protein in the cytoplasm, but

the incorporated protein was still localized in rather broad stripes along a subset of the A-band (Figure

2.8i). Therefore, the presence of another domain may have a beneficial effect on either the domain

stability or the folding of both rMyl and rMy2, as the "stabilized" constructs rMy2-3 and rMy1+3
showed decreased levels of unincorporated protein. Yet targeting to an area within the A-band was

observed for rMyl as well as for rMy1+3. As judged from these light microscopic images, the head

domain of rat myomesin is not targeted to the M-band, but shows a broader distribution along part of

the A-band. It is important to note that rMyl and rMy1+3 did not localize to the entire A-band when

compared with a staining against the A-band protein MyBP-C. In contrast, the second domain of rat
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Figure 2.8. Expression of N-terminal truncations and deletions of rat myomesin in neonatal rat

cardiomyocytes Confocal images of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes expressing constructs rMyl (a,b), rMy2 (c,d),

rMy3 (e,f), rMy2-3 (g,h) and the deletion mutant rMy1+3 (i,k) Cells were stained with an antibody against the

mT epitope (a, c, e, g, i) and an antibody against MyBP-C (b, d, f, h, k) The constructs rMyl and rMy2 are

targeted to an area within the A-band and to the M-band, respectively, but significant levels of unincorporated

protein are present in the cytoplasm The amount of unincorporated protein is reduced in cells expressing the

two-domain constructs rMy2-3 and rMy1+3 Bar 10 nm
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myomesin shows proper M-band sorting and thus confirms the results found with the second domain

of chicken myomesin

Structural studies on immunoglobulin-like domains have shown that the extension by only a few amino

acids can have profound effects on domain stability (Politou ef al 1994) In order to test whether an

extension of rMy2 might enhance the M-band targeting in cardiomyocytes, its C-terminal boundary

was extended by five ammo acids so as to match precisely the boundaries of cMy2 The comparison

of cardiomyocytes expressing rMy2 with short (Figure 2 10a) and extended (Figure 2 10c) domain

boundaries shows that the extension of the C-terminus had no visible effect on the M-band targeting of

rMy2 The extended domain still showed considerable background, as well as a broad distribution

around the M-band Thus, despite identical domain boundaries, rMy2 seems to be less stable than

cMy2, leading to the observed decrease in M-band affinity and consequently, to higher levels of

unincorporated protein Biophysical studies using heat or pH-induced unfolding of the two domains

would be needed in order to be able to safely assume that the differences observed in binding affinity

are indeed due to intrinsic stability differences and not to some other external effect in the

cardiomyocytes

Figure 2 9 Expression of N terminal truncation and deletion mutants of rat myomesin in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes Cells

were fixed 72 hours after transfection and stained with an antibody against the mT tag (a c e g i) and with an antibody against

MyBP C (b d f h j) Cells transfected with the construct rMyl (a b) incorporate the protein in a broad pattern covering most of

the A band Additionally some protein is also found in the cytoplasm In contrast cells transfected with rMyl+3 (c d) show less

protein in the cytoplasm but the incorporation pattern remains the same The constmct rMy2 (e f) also shows high levels of

diffusely distributed protein and the fraction of protein that is incorporated into the sarcomeres is not localized exclusively at the

M band Addition of the adjacent immunoglobulin like domain in the construct rMy2 3 (g h) decreases the amount of

unincorporated protein and also leads to a clear targeting to the M band For comparison a cell expressing the construct rMyf 2

(i j) shows that all of the exogenously expressed protein is incorporated into the M band in a crisp pattern with no appreciable

amounts of unincorporated protein in the cytoplasm Scale bar 10 urn
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Figure 2.10. The effect of a C-terminal extension of rMy2 on its localization in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes Cardiomyocytes

expressing rMy2 show targeting of the exogenous protein to the M-band but high amounts of protein are also found in the

cytoplasm (a b) The C-terminal extension of rMy2 by five amino acids has no significant effect on M-band targeting (c, d) The

exogenous protein is still found along major parts of the myofibrils and in the cytoplasm Cells were stained with an antibody

against the mT tag (a, c) and with an antibody against MyBP-C (b, d) Bar 10 urn
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2 1 4 Expression of C-terminal domains of mouse myomesin in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes

Expression of the five C-terminal immunoglobuhn-hke domains of chicken myomesin in neonatal rat

cardiomyocytes resulted in the association of the protein with both the M-band and the Z-disc (see

Figure 2 2g and Figure 2 6ac) Although no species-specific sequence insertions exist in the C-

termmus of myomesin it is difficult to interpret the results because of the heterogeneity of expressing

chicken myomesin domains in rat cardiomyocytes To avoid effects that arise from species-specific

sequence differences, the C-terminus of rat myomesin should be used for domain mapping studies in

rat cardiomyocytes Since no single cDNA clone covering the complete C-terminus was available,

mouse myomesin was used instead This approach should pose no problems, since the primary

sequences of mouse and rat myomesin are about 95% identical (Bantle ef al, 1996) The two

constructs, mMy9-13 and mMy11-13 were initially made as fusions to GFP and expressed in neonatal

rat cardiomyocytes (Figure 2 11) The construct encoding all five immunoglobuhn-hke domains

(mMy9-13-GFP) also localized to the M-band and the Z-disc apart from being diffusely distributed in

the cytoplasm (Figure 2 11a) In contrast the construct encoding only the three C-terminal

immmunoglobulin-hke domains (mMy11-13-GFP) was mostly localized in a diffuse fashion, with some

protein localized along NSMF, as shown by the a-actinin costaining (arrow in Figure 2 11c and d)

Association with NSMF was also observed with mMy9-13-GFP (arrow in Figure 2 11a) In

cardiomyocytes fixed with paraformaldehyde GFP often gets trapped at the level of the Z-disc (Leu,

1996) To prevent any side effects from unspecific interactions of the GFP fusion proteins with the Z-

disc or other structures in transfected cells the two C-terminal truncations were also cloned with a mT

tag at the C-terminus In Figure 2 11, cardiomyocytes expressing mMy9-13mT (e) and mMy11-13mT

(g) are shown Despite the absence of GFP, mMy9-13mT was still localized in double stnations,

together with significant amounts of unincorporated protein The truncation mMy11-13mT was

distributed in a diffuse fashion in the cytoplasm Since both truncations showed no association with

NSMF, the association with these structures in the GFP-fused truncations can be ascribed to some

unspecific interaction between GFP and a NSMF component The presence of such 'cable-like'

structures can also be found in cells transfected with GFP alone (Leu, 1996) As already mentioned,

unspecific trapping of GFP fusion proteins at the Z-disc of fixed cardiomyocytes seems to occur quite

frequently, possibly due to the hydrophobic nature of the Z-disc M-band trapping, on the other hand,

has never been observed Therefore, the weak M-band affinity observed with mMy9-13 may in fact be

due to an interaction with another M-band component

2.1 5 Expression of human myomesin truncations m neonatal rat cardiomyocytes

Constructs encoding various domain fragments of human myomesin were kindly provided by D O

Fürst (University of Potsdam Germany) Several constructs encoded myomesin fragments where

phosphorylation sites involved in regulation were altered to investigate regulated interactions within

the cell These constructs will be described in detail

The interaction of myomesin with titin is modulated by phosphorylation of a serine in the linker

connecting domains My4 and My5 (Obermann ef al 1997) In vitro the phosphorylation of this serine

residue abolishes the interaction of domains My4-6 with titin but it is unclear whether the modulation of

titin binding also ocurrs in the cellular environment Therefore several constructs encoding the titin

binding site were made hMy4-6 encodes the minimal fragment that still exhibits binding to titin in vitro,

in hMy4-6SA, the serine was exchanged for an alanine to mitnick the unphosphorylated state, and in

hMy4-6SD, the serine was exchanged for an aspartic acid to mimick the phosphorylated state If the

data obtained in vitro holds also true for the situation in the cell then titin binding fragments that

mimick either the phosphorylated or unphosphorylated state may become incorporated into the
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Figure 2.11. Expression of mouse myomesin C-terminal domains in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes. Constructs rnMy9-13
and mMy11-13 were expressed either as fusions to GFP (a, b and o, d) or to the mT epitope tag (e, f and g, h). Cells

were stained with antibodies against the mT tag (e, g) or against either a-actinin (b, d) or MyBP-C (f, h). Pictures a and

c are direct recordings of GFP fluorescence. All five C-terminal immunoglobulin-like domains (mMy9-13) were

accumulated at the M-bands and the Z-discs, whereas mMy11-13 was mostly distributed diffusely in the cytoplasm.
The 'cable-like' structures visible in cells expressing GFP-fusions (a, c) are most likely due to the affinity of GFP for

some cytoskeletal components present in the cardiomyocytes. Bar: 10 nm.
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myofibrils in cardiomyocytes. Wild type hMy4-6 did not localize to the myofibrils in cardiomyocytes

(Figure 2.12a), a finding that is not unexpected, since neither cMy4-8 nor hMy4-8, which both contain

the titin binding site as well as the phosphorylation site, showed M-band localization when expressed

in cardiomyocytes. Surprisingly, hMy4-6SA did not localize to the M-band either (Figure 2.12c). The

exchange of serine for an alanine in this construct prevents phosphorylation in vitro (Obermann ef al,

1997) and therefore results in a 'constitutive' titin binding site. The absence of any targeting in cultured

cardiomyocytes suggests, however, that either the titin-binding site is not accessible in mature

myofibrils or that the interaction is so weak that it does not result in appreciable targeting in the cell.

The construct hMy4-6SD, mimicking the phosphorylated loop, was also tested for targeting in

cardiomyocytes, but as with the other constructs, no incorporation into the myofibrils was observed

(Figure 2.12e).
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Figure 2.12. Expression of hMy4 6 exchange mutants in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes In order to investigate the effect of phosphorylation on the

titin binding site of myomesin in cardiomyocytes the phosphorylated serine residue was changed to either alanine to mimick the

unphosphorylated state (hMy4-6SA) or to aspartic acid to mimick the phosphorylated state (hMy4-6SD) Wild type and mutant constructs were

transfected into cardiomyocytes fixed 72 hours later and stained with an antibody against the T7 tag (a c e) and with an antibody against MyBP-
C (b, d, f) Wild type hMy4-6 did not localize to the M-band but was distributed in a diffuse pattern throughout the cytoplasm (a) Likewise neither

hMy4-6SA (c) nor hMy4-6SD (e) localized to the M band The diffuse distribution of wild type and mutant hMy4-6 constructs suggests that the titin

binding site is not accessible for endogenous protein in the cellular environment Bar 10 urn
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2.2. Interaction of N-terminal myomesin domains with myosin

2.2.1 Solid phase myosin binding assay

The association of rMyl with thick filaments in cardiomyocytes raises the question of whether only the

N-terminal head domain of myomesin interacts with myosin or whether the immunoglobulin-like

domain My2 is involved in myosin binding as well To distinguish between these possibilities, N-

terminal fragments of rat and chicken myomesin were assayed for interaction with the LMM portion of

myosin using a solid phase binding assay N-terminal constructs were expressed in a coupled

transcription/translation system in the presence of [35S]methionine. SDS-PAGE analysis of the

radioactively labeled proteins resulted in bands of the expected size for all constructs (Figure 2 13A)

With some of the larger proteins, lower bands, probably representing either products of alternative

initiation events or degradation products, were observed The radioactively labeled proteins were

incubated with two different concentrations of LMM fragment bound to nitrocellulose The results of the

solid phase binding assay are shown in Figure 2 13B The constructs rMy1-3 and cMy1-3 had a strong

affinity for myosin, which confirms previous reports about a myosin-binding site in the N-terminal part

of myomesin (Obermann ef al, 1997, Obermann et al 1995) The constructs cMyl and rMyl bound

to myosin as well, albeit very weakly However, neither cMy2 nor rMy2 bound to myosin, nor did cMy3

or rMy3 To exclude that the non-binding of the second domain is due to improper folding, the

constructs cMy2-3 and rMy2-3 were also tested for myosin interaction Neither cMy2-3 nor rMy2-3

showed significant binding to myosin The deletion mutant rMy1+3 showed stronger binding to myosin

than the single head domain rMyl, but a similar enhancement in binding to myosin was not observed

for cMy1+3 However, it has to be noted that all chicken myomesin fragments tested in the assay

showed weaker binding to myosin than their rat myomesin counterparts This may m part be due to

the use of rabbit myosin in all experiments The signal obtained with cMy1-3 and rMy1-3 was stronger

than that obtained with cMyl and rMyl, which is an indication that the three N-terminal domains

bound more strongly to myosin than the head domains alone The results of the solid phase binding

assay strongly support the findings concerning the localization of the rat myomesin head domain in

cardiomyocytes The single domain rMyl localizes to an area within the A-band in vivo and shows

myosin binding in vitro In contrast, the second domain does not interact with myosin in solid phase

binding assays, but is nevertheless is the only N-terminal domain that is specifically targeted to the M-

band in both chicken and rat myomesin Therefore it has to be concluded that the N-terminal head

domain has a basic affinity for the thick filament protein myosin but that this affinity is not sufficient to

target myomesin to its assembly site in the sarcomere For a proper interaction of myomesin with the

M-band, the second domain is absolutely necessary

2.2.2 Expression of recombinant myomesin domains in E coli

The results of the solid phase binding assay between recombinant fragments of chicken and rat

myomesin and the thick filament protein myosin indicate that the interaction is situated in the N-

termmal unique domain of myosin This result is also in accordance with the transfection experiments

described in section 1 4, where the N-terminal domain was incorporated into a subregion of the A-

band in cardiomyocytes Based on the solid phase binding assays, an interaction of the adjacent

immunoglobuhn-hke domain (My2) with myosin must be excluded, although (1) it shows specific M-

band targeting in cardiomyocytes and (2) is directly adjacent to the N-terminal unique domain and

must therefore be situated in close proximity to the thick filament These points raise the question

whether there is a cooperative interaction of My1 and My2 with the thick filament that was not detected
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Figure 2.13. Interaction between N-terminal domains of myomesin and myosin A 8-22% SDS-PAGE of chicken and rat

constructs expressed in the coupled transcription/translation system Lanes 1-6 chicken mutants lane (1) cMyl, (2) cMy2, (3)

cMy3, (4) cMy2-3, (5) cMy1+3 (6) cMy1-3 Lanes 7-12 rat mutants lane (7) rMyl, (8) rMy2, (9) rMy3, (10) rMy2-3, (11)

rMy1+3 (12) rMy1-3 Lane 13 luciferase Molecular weight standards are in kD All constructs express proteins of the expected

size, although in the case of longer constructs additional lower bands representing either alternative initiation events or

proteolytic degradation products can be observed B Solid phase binding assay of chicken and rat constructs The rows are

labeled after the domain nomenclature used in Figure 2 1 a Chicken constructs, b Rat constructs, c luciferase control

Different amounts of LMM fragment were used 1 ug LMM fragment (columns 1 3 5) and 100 ng LMM fragment (columns 2, 4,

6)
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in the solid phase binding assays. Such a binding may indeed occur because cooperative interaction

of domains Mp2-3 of M-protein with myosin has been described (Obermann ef a/, 1998) Moreover,

the immobilization of a ligand on a hydrophobic support may interfere with some interactions (Young

et al, 1998) or may lead to the partial denaturation of the bound protein A more physiological assay

to test the interaction of N-terminal myomesin domains with myosin was assumed to be of advantage

Consequently, a solution-based spin-down assay was chosen since the ligands do not have to be

immobilized and some semi-quantitative data on the strength of the interaction can be obtained The

drawback was that, in order to obtain sufficient amounts for the spin-down assay, the myomesin

fragments had to be recombmantly expressed in a bacterial system

2 22 1 GST-fused domain constructs

Initially, the following domain fragments were generated as fusions to glutathione-S-transferase rMyl,

rMy2, rMy3, rMy1+3 and rMy2-3 The reason was to facilitate purification and at the same time, to

increase the solubility of the recombinant fragments The cDNA sequences encoding the domain

fragments were excised from the expression constructs and cloned into the commercially available

vector pGEX-2T, as described under Materials and Methods providing the domains with an N-terminal

GST and a C-terminal mT tag GST-rMy2 and GST-rMy3 could be readily purified from the soluble

fraction, as shown in Figure 2 14B and C GST-rMy1 however, proved to be completely insoluble

Furthermore, the expression level of the construct was very low and western blots using the antibody

against the C-terminal epitope tag showed that a considerable amount of the fusion protein was lost,

possibly due to cleavage between the GST and rMyl moieties (Figure 2 14A) Different E coli strains

were tried out to increase the protein level, and growth conditions, growth media and induction

conditions were varied in order to obtain soluble GST-rMy1 (Hinderhng, 1997). However, no soluble

protein was obtained under any of the conditions (Figure 2 14B)

It is evident from the expression of N-terminal rat myomesin domain fragments in cardiomyocytes that

the C-terminal addition of rMy3 has a beneficial effect on the M-band targeting of rMy2 The increase

in M-band affinity observed with rMy2-3 is most likely due to a stronger binding to its partner in the M-

band Therefore, it was decided that rMy2-3 should be used for all interaction assays Like with the

single domains, it was possible to purify GST-rMy2-3 in a native state from the soluble fraction of

bacteria (Figure 2 14D) The fusion protein was essentially pure after glutathione affinity

chromatography and, in subsequent assays, was used either fused to GST or was cleaved off, using

thrombin as described under materials and methods

2.2 2 2 Poly-His tagged domain constructs

The complete insolubility of all constructs containing the N-terminal unique domain posed a severe

problem, since refolding prior to purification usually results in heavy degradation as well as a reduced

yield of the fusion protein (Lihe ef al, 1998) Apart from that, chances that the refolded protein will

adopt its native conformation are scarce (Lilie et al 1998, Schein, 1991) Nevertheless, rMyl, rMy1-3
and rMy2-3 were subcloned into a pQE vector which contains an N-terminal polyhistidme tag, and

expressed in E coli XL-1 Blue As expected His-rMy1 was completely insoluble, whereas His-rMy2-3
was mostly found in the soluble fraction (Figure 2 15A and B) Surprisingly, bacteria transformed with

the His-rMy1-3 construct did not express any recombinant protein at all To exclude very low levels of

expression, fractions of bacteria transformed with His-rMy1-3 were tested on western blots using the

antibody against the mT epitope tag, but no bands could be detected Subsequently, a different

expression vector was used for rMy1-3 (see 2 2 3)

After purification on Ni+ affinity resin under denaturing conditions, His-rMy1 and His-rMy2-3 were

refolded by dialysis as described under materials and methods Whereas His-rMy2-3 could be

completely refolded, His-rMy1 remained largely insoluble, regardless of whether high or low
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Figure 2.14. Expression and purification of different N-terminal rat myomesin constructs from E. coli. A; Coommassie-stained SDS-PAGE (a)
and western blot (b) of BL21 cells expressing GST-rMy1. Lane 1 : uninduced cells, lane 2: cells 3 hours after induction with 0.5 mM IPTG. The

western blot was probed with the antibody against the mT tag. B: purification of GST-rMy1 (a) and GST-rMy2 (b) from the soluble fraction of £

coli BL21. Uninduced BL21 (lane 1), soluble fraction (2), coloumn flow-through (3) and coloumn eluate (4). GST-rMy2 purified from the soluble

fraction was essentially pure (b, lane 4). C: purification of GST-rMy3 (a) and GST (b) from the soluble fraction of BL21 cells. Uninduced BL21

(lane 1), soluble fraction (2), coloumn flow-through (3) and coloumn eluate (4).D: Purification of GST-rMy2-3 from BL21 cells. Total lysate after

induction (lane 1), soluble fraction (2), pellet fraction (3), coloumn flow-through (4), wash fraction (5) and eluate fraction (6). Marker sizes are

given in kD.
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Figure 2.15. Purification of His-rMyl and His-rMy2 from BL21 cells under denaturing conditions and refolding of insoluble protein. A:

purification of His-rMy1. Cells before induction (lane 1), total lysate (2), pellet fraction (3), coloumn flow-through (4), wash fractions (5-8),
eluate fractions (9-13). B: purification of His-rMy2-3. Cells before induction (lane 1), total lysate (2), pellet fraction (3), coloumn flow-

through (4), wash fractions (5-8), eluate fractions (9-13). C: refolding of His-rMy2-3 (lanes 1-3) and His-rMy1 (lanes 4-8). Purified His-

rMy2-3 (iane 1), soluble (2) and insoluble material after renaturation. Purified His-rMy1 (lane 4), soluble (5) and insoluble (6) material

after refolding at low concentration and soluble (7) and insoluble (8) material after refolding at high concentration. Markers are indicated

inkD.
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concentrations were used in the refolding process (Figure 2 15C) Intracellular immunoglobulin-like

domains have previously been shown to refold very well in vitro (Pfuhl ef a/, 1995) To prevent

unspecific interactions during the refolding process His-rMy1 was also refolded directly on the Ni-

column (Lihe ef al, 1998), but in this procedure the protein aggregated while bound to the resin and

no soluble protein could be eluted It was consequently concluded that refolding was not a reasonable

alternative to obtaining any soluble rMyl since the amounts of soluble protein were too small and it

could not be proved that rMyl would fold into its native structure

222 3 Construction of a modified His-based expression vector

The failure to express His-rMy1-3 may be due to negative side effects of overexpression since the

pQE vector does not encode its own lac repressor and is therefore rather leaky In order to improve

the regulation of expression, a new vector was constructed As a backbone, pET28 was used, which

allows T7-based expression of N-and C-terminally His-tagged proteins and also contains a lac

repressor cassette for tight regulation The T7 promoter and the N-terminal His-tag were replaced by a

tac promoter followed by a His-tag, a TEV endoprotease cleavage site (Life Technologies,

Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) and a modified polylinker The replacement of the T7 promoter

sequence by a tac promoter allows protein expression in all bacterial hosts and removes some

problems of unregulated overexpression commonly associated with the T7 system (Weickert ef a/.,

1996) A map of the vector is depicted in Figure 2 16A The insert encoding rMy1-3 was then excised

from the pQE-based construct and subcloned into pET28ptac resulting in the construct pET28ptac-

rMy1-3 The construct was transformed into the host strain BL21 and protein expression was

monitored using the antibody against the C-terminal mT tag Figure 2 16B shows a comparison of

cells transformed with the original construct His-rMy1-3 and with pET28ptac-rMy1-3 No signal was

detected on a western blot of cells expressing His-rMy1-3 either in the soluble or insoluble fractions,

three hours after induction with 0 2 mM IPTG In contrast a product of the expected size was detected

in the insoluble fraction of cells expressing pET28ptac-rMy1-3 three hours after induction Again, the

protein was completely insoluble, as shown by the absence of any signal in the soluble fraction (Figure

2 16B, lanes 5 and 6)

2 2 2 4 Attempts at expressing soluble rMyl and rMy1-3

Sequestration of recombinantly overexpressed proteins in insoluble inclusion bodies is a common

problem of protein overproduction in E coll Usually, it is a direct result of misfolding events because

of high amounts of recombinant protein in the cytoplasm of the cell, leading to aggregation of unfolded

or partially folded polypeptide chains (Georgiou and Valax, 1996 Lilie ef al, 1998) The most common

solutions for preventing protein insolubility in E coli involve the slowing down of protein synthesis, so

as to give the protein more time to fold properly This can be achieved in many ways, the most widely

used being reduction of growth temperature use of low levels of IPTG for induction and the use of

media that support only slow growth (Georgiou and Valax, 1996) The variation of these parameters

can often lead to low levels of soluble protein even if the majority is still found in an aggregated state

As described under Materials and Methods and in Hmderling (1997), various methods were tried to

obtain at least some soluble protein from the constructs rMyl and rMy1-3, but recombinant proteins

containing the N-terminal unique domain invariably remained completely insoluble Therefore, another

approach was chosen, in which bacterial chaperones are coexpressed together with the recombinant

protein In many cases, the coexpression of either thioredoxm or GroESL can have tremendous

effects on protein solubility (Yasukawa et al 1995) To this end, two plasmids encoding either

thioredoxm (pT-Trx) or the GroESL chaperone (pT-groE) were introduced into BL21(DE3) cells as

described under materials and methods Figure 2 17A gives an example of thioredoxm- and GroESL-

expressing BL21(DE3) cells Subsequently the two strains harbouring the respective plasmids were

again made competent and His-rMyl and pET28ptac-rMy1 -3 were introduced into these strains As
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Figure 2.16. Expression of His-rMy1-3 in a modified pET-based expression construct. A: vector map of pET28ptac. The expression
cassette consists of a tac promoter and a ribosome binding site followed by a polyhistidine tag, a cleavage site for TEV protease and

the multiple cloning site. In addition, the vector carries its own lac repressor coding sequence, resulting in tight regulation of lac-based

expression, and a resistance gene for kanamycine. B: Western blot of BL21 cells expressing either pQE-rMy1-3 (lanes1-3) or

pET28ptac-rMy1-3 (lanes 4-6). Cells prior to induction (lanes 1 and 4), soluble (2 and 5) and insoluble fractions (3 and 6). No

expression was observed for the construct pQE-rMy1-3, whereas pET28ptac-rMy1-3 expresses a product of the expected size. Note

that expressed rMy1-3 is totally insoluble. The antibody used for the western blot was directed against the C-terminal mT tag. Marker

sizes are indicated in kD.
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before, the production of recombinant protein was monitored either on Coommassie-stained SDS-

PAGE gels or by western blot with the antibody against the mT tag Figure 2 17 shows the

coexpression of pTrx and pET28ptac-rMy1-3 plasmids in E Coli BL21. Two independent clones were

tested for the expression of soluble rMy1-3, but in both cases, rMy1-3 was recovered completely in the

insoluble fraction After this, it was decided to abandon the strategy of purifying the entire N-terminal

domain in a soluble state

Obermann et al (1998) have noted that the N-terminal domain of human myomesin is not stable when

expressed on its own, but that fragments encoding the N-termmal domain and the following

immunoglobulin-like domains can be purified in the soluble state However, their expression constructs

encode only the C-terminal half of My1, since they are based on the originally published human

myomesin sequence which lacks the N-termmal 140 residues (Vinkemeier et al, 1993) To investigate

whether expression of the C-terminal half of rMyl may likewise yield soluble protein, a construct was

made where the C-terminal half of My1 followed by My3 was fused C-terminally to the maltose binding

protein (MBP-/\N-rMy1+3) MBP was chosen because it may stabilize AN-rMy1+3 and protect it from

degradation and because it has been shown to enhance the solubility of its fusion partners (di Guan ef

al, 1988) The expression of MBP-\N-rMy1+3 did indeed yield soluble protein (Figure 2 17C) Thus,

the part of My1 that is responsible for its insolubility is located in the N-terminal 140 residues The fact

that in the study of Obermann et al (1997) recombinant myomesin fragments containing the truncated

N-terminal domain did bind myosin indicates that the myosin binding site is located in the C-terminal

part of My1 The soluble expression of MBP-AN-rMy1+3 makes it possible to confirm and extend the

results of the solid phase binding assays, using the spin down assays mentioned above.

It is still an open question whether the A-band targeting of rMyl in cardiomyocytes is due to its affinity

for myosin or whether the A-band targeting and the interaction with myosin are mediated by separate

binding sites The N-termmally truncated rMy1+3 construct is thought to retain its myosin-binding site,

but it is unclear whether it would also target to the A-band Therefore, AN-rMy1+3 was subcloned into

a eukaryotic expression vector and expressed in cultured cardiomyocytes As shown in Figure 2 18,

the truncated N-terminal fragment did no longer localize to a subregion of the A-band and was found

in a diffuse distribution in the cytoplasm or m the nucleus instead This may imply that the A-band

localization is independent of the interaction with myosin On the other hand, the N-termmally

truncated domain may not fold correctly anymore or may even become degraded, resulting in a loss of

the myosin binding site and consequently, a loss of A-band targeting. In an attempt to stabilize the N-

terminally truncated head domain, \N-rMy1+3 was subcloned into the vector pEGFP-N2, resulting in

the construct GFP-AN-rMy1+3 In the latter construct, the N-termmal GFP may serve to stabilize the

truncated head domain Thus if the diffuse localization observed with AN-rMy1+3 is an artifact due to

the degradation of the unfolded head domain then the stabilizing effect of the GFP fusion may restore

the A-band targeting of AN-rMy1+3 As shown in Figure 2 18 this was not the case In cardiomyocytes

transfected with GFP-AN-rMy1+3, the fusion protein was diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm and

showed no affinity for the A-bands of the myofibrils The faint Z-disc staining in Figure 2 18e is a

fixation artifact due to the presence of GFP since it was not observed in living cells The observation

that GFP-AN-rMy1+3 shows no A-band localization suggests that the absence of A-band targeting in

AN-rMy1+3 was not due to a degradation of the N-terminally truncated head domain The results of

Obermann ef al (1997) indicate that, at least in vitro, the N-termmally truncated head domain of

myomesin still binds to myosin The absence of any A-band targeting of the corresponding rat

myomesin fragment in cultured cardiomyocytes, however, suggests that the A-band localization of the

original constructs containing the head domain (i e rMyl and rMy1+3, see section 2 1.3) may actually

not be due to their affinity for myosin To prove that another binding site in the N-terminal part of My1

is responsible for the A-band targeting the N-terminal part of My1 needs to be expressed separately

in cardiomyoyctes, for example as a fusion to GFP
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Figure 2.17. Expression of N-ierminal rai myomesin constructs in E coli BL21 To improve the solubility of 6xHis-rMy1-3, the protein
was coexpressed with the E coli chaperones thioredoxm and GroESL A E coli BL21 (DE3) expressing thioredoxm (lanes 1 and 2) or

GroESL (lanes 3 and 4) Cells prior to induction (lanes 1 and 3) or grown for 3 hours after induction with 1 mM IPTG (lanes 2 and 4)
Arrowheads mark GroEL ( 51 kD) GroES (14 kD) and thioredoxm (7 kD) B Western blot of BL21(DE3) expressing 6xHis-rMy1-3 and

thioredoxm Two different clones were selected (lanes 1 3 and 4-6) Cells prior to induction (lanes 1 and 4), and soluble (lanes 2 and

5) and pellet (lanes 3 and 6) fractions taken three hours after induction with 0 5 mM IPTG All of the protein is found in the insoluble

fraction despite the coexpression of thioredoxm Molecular weight markers are indicated in kD C Expression of MBP-rMy1+3 in E

Coli BL21 Extracts of cells prior to induction (lane 1) or 3 hours after induction with 0 5 mM IPTG (lanes 2-4) were probed with an

antibody against the C-terminal mT tag Soluble (lane 2), pellet (lane 3) and total extract (lane 4) fractions are shown The major part
of the fusion protein is found in the soluble fraction



Figure 2 18 Expression of ANrMy1+3 in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes In cardiomyocytes expressing ANrMy1+3 the exogenous protein

is not targeted to the myofibrils anymore Cells were stained with the antibody against the mT tag (a and c) and with an antibody against

MyBP C (b and d) The recombinant protein is either faintly localized along stress fiber like structures in the cytoplasm together with

strong nuclear staining (a) or it is diffusely localized in the cytoplasm (c) In order to stabilize the N terminally truncated head domain

the construct GFP ANrMy1+3 was generated In cardiomyocytes transfected with GFP ANrMy1+3 the fusion protein is found in a diffuse

distribution in the cytoplasm (e f) The faint Z disc pattern in (e) is a fixation artifact due to the presence of GFP Cells were stained with

an antibody against sarcomeric a actinin (f) The GFP signal is shown in (e) Bar 10 ^m
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2.3 Interaction screenings using rMy2

The precise targeting of the immunoglobuhn-hke domain My2 to the M-band in cardiomyocytes

suggests an interaction with another protein that is exclusively located in the M-band Although there

may be binding sites on the thick filament that are only accessible within the M-band (see section

1 5 3 3), other proteins that have a unique domain structure may also interact with My2 Titin, with its

unique layout of domains from the Z-disc to the M-band is well suited to act as a 'targeting scaffold'

for other proteins and an interaction with a yet unknown M-band component cannot be excluded

either In an attempt to identify the binding partner of rMy2, two different approaches were used first,

a conventional screening approach based on a phage expression library and second, the yeast two-

hybrid system

2.3.1 Expression screening of a lambda gt11 rat heart library

Conventionally, phage-based expression libraries are screened using an antibody against a protein in

order to obtain cDNA sequences encoding this protein In this approach, bacteria infected by phages

are grown on solid media and production of the peptide encoded by the phage insert is induced by

IPTG Consequently, the peptide is produced as a fusion with ß-galactosidase, which, when

transferred to nitrocellulose membranes by the plaque lift-offs, is accessible for the antibody used to

probe the library Instead of simply using an antibody, protein-protein interactions can be identified by

using a recombinantly expressed protein as a 'bait' (Kaelin et al, 1992) The success of this method

depends on a number of factors, such as whether the interacting domain is expressed as a correct

fusion, whether it is folded correctly and whether the interaction is strong enough to withstand the

incubation and washing conditions (Ausubel ef al 1987) In order to detect the protein-protein

complex, the bait must be labeled in some way and several different methods have been used to

achieve this (Ausubel ef al, 1987; Edmondson and Roth, 1998, Kaelin ef al, 1992) In this

experiment, the bait GST-rM2-3 was labeled with P by means of a recognition site for cAMP-

dependent kinase that was placed in the linker connecting GST and rMy2-3 The construction and the

labeling procedure are described in detail in the materials and methods section and an

autoradiography of 32P-labeled GST-rMy2-3 is shown in Figure 2 19A

The most critical parameter that affects the success of this method is whether the fusion protein

produced on the phage surface is folded correctly or not For some fusion proteins, complete

denaturation followed by stepwise renaturation may result in a correctly folded fusion (Ausubel et al.,

1987) To assess the influence of a denaturation/renaturation step on the binding of rMy2-3 to a

potential partner, a blot overlay was used Extracts of heart and skeletal muscles and liver extract as

control were loaded onto 2-12% gradient SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to nitrocellulose as

described under materials and methods The immobilized proteins were probed either directly with

labeled GST-rMy2-3 (Figure 2 19B, lanes 1-3) or first subjected to a denaturation/ renaturation cycle

and then probed with GST-rMy2-3 (Figure 2 19B, lanes 4-6) Since there was no difference in bands

between the two overlays, no denaturation/renaturation cycle was carried out in the subsequent

assays In the following, blocking and incubation conditions were optimized as described in Materials

and Methods in order to eliminate the unspecific bands visible in the overlay in Figure 2 19B. In

addition, overlay assays were carried out in parallel using either 32P-labeled GST-rMy2-3 or rMy2-3

that had been cleaved off the GST moiety using thrombin, which was detected by means of the

antibody against the C-terminal mT tag In Figure 2 19C, the result of an overlay assay using the

antibody detection method is shown It was found that unspecific background was substantially

reduced by the use of unlabeled rMy2-3 followed by antibody detection, and this finding has also been
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Figure 2.19. Blot overlay assays with radiocatively labeled GST-rMy2-3 and unlabeled rMy2-3. A: autoradiography of a 12.5% SDS-

PAGE loaded with îabeled GST-rMy2-3 (lanes 1 and 2) and GST (lane 3). B: blot overlay with radiocatively labeled GST-rMy2-3, where

the membrane was either untreated (lanes 1-3) or carried through a denaturing/renaturing cycle (lanes 4-6). The following extracts

were loaded: C57 mouse heart (lanes 1 and 4), adult rat skeletal muscle (lanes 2 and 5) and adult rat liver (lanes 3 and 6). C: blot

overlay assay with unlabeled rMy2-3. Detection was performed using an antibody against the C-terminal mT tag followed by a

horseradish peroxidase-coupled anti mouse antibody. The blot was incubated either with primary and secondary antibodies alone

(lanes 1-5) or with GST-rMy2-3 followed by primary and secondary antibodies (lanes 6-10). The following extracts were loaded: C57

mouse heart (lanes 1 and 6), neonatal mouse heart (2 and 7). neonatal mouse skeletal muscle (3 and 8), adult rat skeletal muscle

(lanes 4 and 9) and adult rat liver (lanes 5 and 10). The weak signal observed in lanes 2 and 7 is due an unspecific reaction of either

the primary or the secondary antibody. Markers are indicated in kD.
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described in the literature (Ausubel et al, 1987 and references therein; Kaehn ef al, 1992) However,

one problem that became apparent was unspecific background from the antibody that appeared with

longer exposure times (Figure 2 19C, lanes 2 and 6) In these overlay assays, the only strong signal

was found in an extract of neonatal mouse skeletal muscle Since myomesin is expressed in skeletal

and cardiac muscles and since no corresponding band was observed in extracts of neonatal mouse

heart, this band may also represent an artifact (Figure 2 19C lane 8)

Despite the somewhat discouraging results of the overlay assays, it was decided that an expression

screen using rMy2-3 as a bait should be carried out Optimization of blocking and incubation

conditions, library plating and filter lift-offs are described in detail in materials and methods For the

primary screen, approximately 750'000 clones were plated and screened with ^P-labeled GST-rMy2-3
Thirteen putatively positive signals were identified, seven of which could be confirmed on both filter lift¬

offs These seven clones were subjected to a second round of screening Out of the six clones, 1-2

plaques corresponding to positive signals were picked for a third round of screening The

autoradiographies of the third screen had very high numbers of weak signals, which may either have

been due to faint labeling of the probe or to too stringent washing conditions, since more washing

steps had been carried out to remove background signals encountered in the first two screening

rounds Therefore, a fourth round of screening was carried out using plaques from the third screen,

and a filter lift-off from the secondary screen as a control for unspecific background Again, the

autoradiographies showed a great number of weak signals but no strong signals corresponding to

single plaques Instead, all plaques showed weak spots on the autoradiographies It is very likely that

the strong signals observed in the first two screening rounds represented false positives, since no

enrichment of strong signals was observed either in the third or in the fourth round of screening For

this reason, the expression cloning approach was abandoned at this point

2.3.2 Yeast two-hybrid assays

The yeast two-hybrid system, originally developed by (Fields and Song, 1989), is an extremely

powerful method to identify protein-protein interactions in an in vivo system and thus overcome many

of the problems that are associated with in vitro interaction assays (Brachmann and Boeke, 1997,

Fields and Sternglanz, 1994) The method takes advantage of a property often found in transcriptional
activator proteins such as the bacterial LexA protein or the yeast transcription factor GAL4 These

proteins consist of two domains, a DNA-bindmg domain (DB) and an acidic activator domain (AD) The

two domains can be expressed separately and when brought into close proximity, they reconstitute a

functional transcriptional activator Usually, the protein for which an interaction partner is sought (the
so-called 'bait') is fused to the DNA-bindmg domain and a cDNA-hbrary derived from the tissue of

interest is fused to the activator domain If the bait is interacting with a target sequence encoded by a

library clone, the DNA-bindmg domain and the activator domain are brought into close proximity, and

the protein complex then functions as a transcriptional activator In most yeast-two-hybrid systems,

screening for this interaction involves selection on media lacking an essential ammo acid, followed by
detection of a reporter gene, such as p-galactosidase (Fields and Sternglanz, 1994)

In the course of the screening experiments two different yeast-two-hybrid systems were used in one

system the baits were fused to the DNA-bindmg domain of the bacterial LexA protein, whereas the

other system was a commercial one available from Clontech laboratories that use the DNA-bindmg
domain of the endogenous yeast transcription factor GAL4 In the following, screenings that were

carried out using the LexA-based system are described first

In a first step, several bait constructs were made by subclonmg different fragments encoding N-

termmal and C-terminal myomesin domains into the bait vectors pLexMG or pLexMGpl The reading
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frames were chosen in a way to result in a fusion protein with an N-terminal LexA moiety fused to

different domains of myomesin. Some constructs also had a C-terminal mT epitope tag. The following

bait constructs were made first: LexA-rMy1-3, LexA-rMy1+3, LexA-rMy2-3, LexA-mMy9-13, and LexA-

mMy11-13. The bait constructs were transformed into the yeast strain L40 and assayed for

autonomous activation of the reporter genes. All N-terminal bait constructs strongly activated

transcription of the reporter genes on their own and could therefore not be used in this assay.

Autoactivation in the yeast two-hybrid system can sometimes be avoided by shortening the constructs,

i.e. by removing domains. To test this, three other constructs were made: LexA-rMy1, LexA-rMy2, and

LexA-cMy2. In the case of LexA-cMy2, it was reasoned that the autoactivating sequence stretches

present in rMy2 may not occur in cMy2, although the two domains share around 76% identical amino

acids. The new bait constructs were also tested for autoactivation in L40 cells, and unfortunately, with

the exception of LexA-cMy2, all were strongly autoactivating. LexA-cMy2 was also found to be

autoactivating, but the autoactivation was weak enough to be suppressable by addition of the drug

aminotriazole (3-AT). Subsequently, a round of screening was carried out using LexA-cMy2 as a bait,

but the number of colonies arising on the selection plates was so high that autoactivation must have

occurred despite the addition of the 3-AT. Therefore, the screen was abandoned.

The C-terminal bait construct LexA-mMy9-13 showed no autoactivation in the L40 strain. It was

therefore decided to carry out another screening round using this construct as a bait. Among the

approximately 200 colonies that grew on the selection plates, two phenotypes could be distinguished:
the majority ( around 190) was of average size and had a pinkish color similar to untransformed L40

cells, whereas a small number of colonies (7) was of a deep red color. Approximately 60 pink and four

red colonies were tested for p-galactosidase activity. Only the four red colonies showed significant

activity in this assay. Library plasmids from the four colonies were rescued into E. coli, sequenced and

compared to GenBank using the BLAST algorithm. The identity of the four clones is shown in Table 1.

Clone Insert length (base pairs) BLAST search result

Yr1.1 600 mitochondrial DNA

Yr1.2 1200 Lamin C

Yr1.3 2500 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme
Yr1.4 800 mitochondrial DNA

Table 1. BLAST search results using the inserts sequences of positive clones recovered from the LexA-mMy9-13 screen. The

insert length was determined by digestion of the library plasmids using Bgl II. Only the best match from the BLAST search is

shown.

A comparison of the insert sequences with a database listing the most commonly encountered false

positives in the yeast two-hybrid system (http:// www fccc edu''research/labs/golemis/

intro.html) showed that each of the four proteins had been identified as a false positive before.

Sequences that frequently turn up as false positives in yeast two-hybrid screens have the ability to

autonomously activate transcription of the reporter genes (Barrel et al., 1993). In addition, none of the

proteins encoded by these genes is likely to interact with myomesin in vivo. Therefore, none of the

four clones found in this screening round represents a true binding partner of myomesin.

A possible solution to the problem of autoactivation is to switch to a different yeast two-hybrid system.

Proteins that are autoactivating when expressed as LexA-fusions may not be so if fused to GAL4, and

vice versa. A commercially available GAL4-based system originally described by (James ef al, 1996)
and subsequently marketed by Clontech was therefore tried. Unlike the LexA-based system it uses

three different reporter genes, with each gene being driven by a different promoter, thereby

considerably reducing the number of false positives that arise during a screen. Selection with the

strain AH109 first involves plating on defined medium lacking the amino acid histidine (HIS), A bait
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that interacts with a library encoded fusion protein activates transcription of the HIS-gene from the

GAL1-upstream activating sequence (UAS), resulting in growth on selection plates lacking the amino

acid histidine This selection is still leaky, although much less so than in previous strains (James et al,

1996) and commonly results in many false positives Therefore, clones arising in this selection step

are subjected to another round of selection on medium lacking adenine The GAL2-UAS driving the

ADE gene is regulated in a much tighter fashion than all other selection markers and will result in only

very few false positives In fact, it has been noted that the selection is so stringent that weak protein-

protein interactions often fail to be detected (Agatep ef al, 1998, James ef al., 1996). Finally, the

remaining clones are assayed for ß-galactosidase activity to provide yet another test for a true

interaction, since the UAS upstream of the p-galactosidase gene is different from the ones upstream of

the HIS and ADE genes Thus, three selection markers driven by three different UAS types are used,

which considerably reduces the number of false positive clones

Four different N-termmal domain fragments of myomesin were chosen for this screening round rMyl-

3, rMy2-3, rMy2, and cMy2 The corresponding cDNA sequences were subcloned into the bait vector

pAS2-1 (Clontech) and assayed for autoactivation in AH109 Only cMy2 was slightly autoactivating,

but the activation could be suppressed by addition of as little as 2 mM 3-AT The construct rMy1-3 was

chosen as bait in the screening, because it covers the complete N-termmus of myomesin and is most

likely to interact with more than one ligand (see 1 4) First, the transformation efficiency of AH109 was

investigated The most common problem when introducing complex libraries into yeast is the low

transformation efficiency (Agatep ef al, 1998) Using a protocol supplied by Clontech, no

transformants at all were obtained after transformation of AH109 with 1 u.g of library plasmid

Normally, such an amount should result in 10J-10D colonies on medium lacking leucine (the LEU

marker is used to select for the presence of the library plasmid) Two further repetitions with minor

modifications in incubation and heat-shock times (see Materials and Methods) didn't result in any

colonies either Thus, an alternative protocol supplied by R D Gietz (http//
www umanitoba ca/faculties/medicine/ units/human_genetics/gietz/2HS html) was used in all

subsequent library transformations Several parameters were optimized as described under Materials

and Methods The optimized protocol finally gave around 4x10 colonies per ug of library plasmid in

AH109 carrying the empty bait vector, but only resulted in around 10' colonies per ug of library

plasmid in AH 109 carrying the bait construct pAS-rMy1-3 This result was independent of whether the

cells were raised without selection (YPAD, see Materials and Methods) prior to the transformation

steps, or whether selection (growth in SD-W) was applied at all stages of growth It was found that

incubation under selective conditions slightly decreases the transformation rate The reduced number

of double transformants may have been due to toxic effects of the bait protein, resulting in additional

strain for the cells already under double selection and thus in increased cell death (I Staghar, personal

communication) However, the usual signs of bait toxicity such as slow growth under selection and

smaller size of colonies grown on solid media were not observed with pAS-rMy1-3 transformed cells

so that the reason for the low co-transformation efficiency remains unclear

For the screening, AH109 containing the bait pAS-rMy1-3 was transformed with 100 ug of library

plasmid using the optimized protocol and plated on SD-LWH plates (see Materials and Methods) Two

controls were included in the library screen AH109 cells transformed with the plasmid pCL-1 encoding
the wild-type GAL4 protein and AH109 harboring pVA3 (encoding a DB-p53 fusion) that was

transformed with pTD-1 encoding an AD-SV40/largeT-antigen fusion Wild type GAL4 will activate

transcription in yeast on its own and p53 and SV40/largeT-antigen have previously been shown to

interact with each other in the yeast two-hybrid system Therefore both act as positive controls in the

system Approximately 5x106 primary transformants were plated on SD medium lacking the ammo

acids tryptophane and leucine to select for bait and library plasmid respectively, and histidine to select

for protein-protein interactions After 20 days of incubation more than 200 colonies of various sizes

had grown on the selection plates These colonies were replica-plated to SD plates lacking
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tryptophane, leucine, and adenine and grown for five days. More than 50 colonies survived the

selection and were plated back on SD plates lacking tryptophane, leucine, histidine, and adenine.

Surprisingly, only 10 colonies survived the replating step. These colonies were assayed for ß-

galactosidase activity. As positive controls, AH 109 transformed with pCL-1 and AH109 transformed

with pVA3 and pTD-1 were used. AH109 harbouring pCL-1 turned blue after a 1 hour incubation at

37°, whereas AH109 harbouring pVA3/pTD-1 had to be incubated for more than six hours before

colonies turned blue. Of the 10 colonies from the pAS-rMy1-3, none showed any blue color even after

overnight incubation. Nevertheless, plasmid DNA was rescued from 5 of the 10 colonies and

sequenced. The identity of the clones is listed in Table 2.

Clone Insert length (base pairs) BLASTsearch result

Yr2.1 1500 Antioxidant protein 1 (AOP1)
Yr2.2 1200 Four and a half LIM-only protein

(FHL2 or DRAL)
Yr2.3 1200 Four and a half LIM-only protein

(FHL2 or DRAL)
Yr2.4 1200 Four and a half LIM-only protein

(FHL2 or DRAL)
Yr2.5 2800 HLA-3 associated transcript (BAT3)

Table 2. BLAST search results obtained by using the inserts sequences of positive clones recovered from the pAS-rMy1-3

screen. The insert length was determined by digestion of the library plasmids using BglH. Only the best match from the BLAST

search is shown.

With the possible exception of DRAL, all rescued plasmids seemed to encode false positives. This

was to be expected since (1) the number of colonies after the double selection step was very low and

(2) none of the colonies activated transcription of the ß-galactosidase gene. DRAL, also called FHL2

(four and a half LIM-only protein) or SLIM3 (Chan ef al., 1998; Genini et al, 1996; Morgan and

Madgwick, 1996), is a member of the family of LIM-only proteins (Schmeichel and Beckerle, 1994).
DRAL contains four LIM domains, which are motifs composed of two Zn-finger like domains, and one-

half LIM-domain at its N-terminus. LIM-domain containing proteins have been implied in the assembly
of multi-protein complexes, where they may act as adapter molecules (Schmeichel and Beckerle,

1994). Since the DRAL clone showed no activity in the ß-galactosidase assay, it was decided that the

localization of DRAL in cardiomyocytes should be investigated before subjecting the clone to further

false-positive tests in the yeast two-hybrid system. Although it has been shown that DRAL is

predominantly expressed in the heart and, at lower levels, in skeletal muscles (Chan et al., 1998), its

actual localization in the cell has not been investigated. Therefore, a cDNA encoding full-length DRAL
that was fused either N- or C-terminally with a FLAG epitope was obtained from B. Schäfer (Childrens

Hospital, Zürich). FLAG-tagged DRAL was transfected into cardiomyocytes and predominantly
localized to a doublet flanking the Z-disc (Figure 2.20a and c). However, a smaller fraction of the

exogenous DRAL was also found at the M-band (see insets in Figure 2.20a and c, arrowheads point
to the M-band). This localization was specific, since FLAG-tagged alkaline phosphatase was not

localized at either the Z-disc or the M-band when expressed in cardiomyocytes (Figure 2.20e). These

results reveal DRAL as a component of the sarcomere and are thus in agreement with the postulated
role of LIM-only proteins as adapter involved in protein-protein interactions (Schmeichel and Beckerle,

1994).
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Figure 2 20 Expression of N and C terminally tagged DRAL in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes Constructs encoding N terminally (a
and b) and C terminally (c and d) tagged full length DRAL (a kind gift of Dr B Schäfer Childrens hospital Zurich) were transfected

into neonatal rat cardiomyoyctes and stained with the antibody against the FLAG epitope (a c e) or with antibodies against MyBP C

(b and d) or a actinin (f) In order to assess any non specific binding of the FLAG antibody tagged alkaline phosphatase was also

expressed in cardiomyocytes (e and f) The tagged alkaline phosphatase is not localized at either M band or Z disc but is diffusely

distributed in the cytoplasm DRAL predominantly targets to an area flanking the Z disc but a smaller fraction is also found at the

level of the M band (arrowheads in insets a and c point to the M band) Bar 10 urn
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2.4. Identification of residues in cMy2 that are critical for M-band

targeting

Immunoglobuhn-hke domains exist in a wide variety of extracellular proteins, such as antibodies,

receptors, and cell adhesion molecules (Brummeldorf and Rathjen, 1994, Harpaz and Clothia, 1994,

Williams and Barclay, 1988) Surprisingly the major number of sarcomeric proteins that are

associated with the thick filament also contain immunoglobulin-like domains, which may reflect the

extraordinary suitability of these domains both as stable structural elements and as scaffolds for

protein-protein interactions The immunoglobulin fold of two antiparallel ß-sheets arranged in a

sandwich-like structure requires only very few conserved residues, leaving the majority of amino acids

free to participate in interactions with other proteins Site-directed mutagenesis on several extracellular

immunoglobuhn-hke domain containing proteins has shown that different parts of the domain may be

involved in protein-protein interactions (see Introduction) and there is no easy way to identify which

part of an immunoglobulin-like domain may harbour interacting residues In addition, the interacting

residues may be dependent on the presence of a correct three-dimensional fold, as is the case with

most cell adhesion molecules (Bella and Rossmann 1999) Alternatively, a simple stretch of

continuous amino acids may be enough to define the binding site, as it ocurrs with the RGD motif in

the closely related fibronectin type III domains (Leahy ef al 1992) For these reasons, two different

approaches were used to characterize the binding interface of cMy2 The domain was first subdivided

into N- and C-terminal parts and these were separately expressed in cardiomyocytes, subsequently,

site-directed mutagenesis was carried out

2.4.1 Expression of the N- and C-terminal halves of cMy2 in cardiomyocytes

The expression of N- and C-terminal halves of cMy2 will most likely result in a completely unfolded

peptide chain, since the residues that are critical for folding are distributed all along the sequence

(Pfuhl and Pastore, 1995) In order to prevent degradation of the fragments, each half-domain was

fused either N- or C-terminaliy to GFP The two constructs were first transfected into CHO cells and

the integrity of the expressed proteins was monitored by western blot (Figure 2 21 A) Both proteins

were stable since bands of the expected size were present and only NcMy2-GFP showed a band of

lower molecular weight, probably representing a degradation product Subsequently, the two

constructs were transfected into neonatal rat cardiomyocytes The N-terminal half-domain (NcMy2-

GFP, Figure 2 21a and b) was mostly found in the cytoplasm, with some protein localized at Z-discs

and in cable-like structures The localization pattern was very much similar to that of GFP alone

(Figure 2 21 e and f) Surprisingly, the C-terminal half of cMy2 (GFP-CcMy2, Figure 2 21c and d) was

almost exclusively localized at the Z-discs with little or no protein in the cytoplasm Compared to the

unspecific 'stickiness' that is observed with GFP or NcMy2-GFP m fixed cardiomyocytes (Leu, 1996

and Figure 2 21), the association of GFP-CcMy2 with the Z-discs was much stronger, as indicated by

the almost complete lack of any diffusely distributed protein in the cytoplasm It is not easy to explain

why only the C-terminal half of cMy2 should show such a strong affinity for the Z-disc, but this

phenomenon was also observed with some of the cMy2 mutants that may have been unfolded

because some structurally important residue had been exchanged (see 3 2)

2.4.2 Site directed mutagenesis of cMv2

Judging from the results shown above the binding site in cMy2 is dependent on the three-dimensional

structure of the immunoglobulin scaffold Therefore, site-directed mutagenesis was used to identify
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Figure 2.21 Expression of the N- and C-terminal parts of cMy2 m neonatal rat cardiomyocytes A western blot of COS cell lysates
A monoclonal antibody against GFP was used to detect NcMy2-GFP (a), GFP-CcMy2 (b) and GFP (c) Both domain fragments are

expressed as GFP fusions and are not degraded B Neonatal rat cardiomyocytes expressing NcMy2-GFP (a, b), GFP-CcMy2 (c, d),
and GFP (e, f). The signal from GFP is shown in a, c and e cells were counterstained with an antibody against sarcomenc a-actinin

(b and d) or myomesin (f) NcMy2-GFP is mostly diffuse in the cytoplasm with some weak staining of the Z-discs and resembles the

pattern found with empty GFP (e) GFP-CcMy2 is strongly associated with the Z-disc and almost no protein is found in the

cytoplasm Bar 10 pm
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interacting residues in cMy2. Two different strategies were used: in the first group of mutants,

sequence stretches in cMy2 postulated to be involved in M-band binding were replaced with the

homologous sequences of its neighbour cMy3, since this domain was not targeted to any sarcomeric

structure in cardiomyocytes and had no affinity for myosin in solid phase binding assays. This strategy

is adequate for the replacement of single loops which usually play no structural role, but may result in

domain unfolding when the ß-strands are mutated. For example, the replacement of a structural

residue by a larger one may disturb the packing of the hydrophobic core, even if the key residues

involved in folding are left undisturbed. To circumvent this problem, a second group of mutants was

made, where putative interacting residues were simply exchanged for alanine. Due to the small size of

its side chain, alanine has no negative impact on interactions that are important for packing and also

does not disturb the configuration of the main peptide chain. Mutant constructs were transfected into

cardiomyocytes and their localization was checked by means of the C-terminal mT tag. In the first

mutant, the loop connecting ß-strands C and D (see Figure 1.8 for the three-dimensional structure of

an immunoglobulin-like domain and Figure 2.22 for a sequence alignment of cMy2 and cMy3) was

replaced. The CD-loop is an attractive target for mutagenesis since it is one of the most variable parts

of an immunoglobulin-like domain, usually having no residues that are critical for folding. In the cell

adhesion molecule VCAM, this loop contains all of the residues that are involved in integrin-binding

(Jones etal., 1995).
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Figure 2.22. Comparison between the immunoglobulin-like domains of VCAM-1, titin MS, telokin, cMy2, and cMy3. Strands,

positions of the p-strands in telokin and M5; consensus: key residues of the l-type fold in intracellular Ig domains (shaded in

black) and conserved residues in some members of the l-type fold (shaded in grey). The residues of the A' strand are indicated

by 'a' in the row labeled ''strands". # is any of Q. E. The alignment was performed using MULTALIN (Corpet, 1<

In Figure 2.23a, a cardiomyocyte transfected with wild type cMy2 is shown. As expected, the domain

is localized exclusively at the M-band, with almost no diffusely distributed protein. The mutant

cMy2CD3 is also localized at the M-band and its overall localization pattern is absolutely

indistinguishable from that of cMy2 (Figure 2.23c). Thus, exchange of the CD-loop in cMy2 does not

affect M-band targeting and consequently, key residues responsible for M-band targeting of cMy2 are

probably not located in the CD-loop, Since the majority of Ig domains interact through the CFG face,

the ß-strands and loops lying on the CFG-face of the domain were mutated first. Table 3 gives the

replaced sequences and their effect on the M-band targeting of cMy2.

Construct Location in cMy2 Original sequence Mutated sequence Localization
in

cardiomyocyt
es

cMy2CD3 CD-loop NVPIDVQA GVLITPSK M-band
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cMy2C2

cMy2F3

cMy2D/DE3

cMy2G3

cMy2Da

C-strand

F-strand

D-strand and DE-loop
G-strand

End of D-strand

PRVTWYKN

AQYRASAM

GKYTIENRY

EISAYASLVVKRY

PGKYTI

PDVEWYRN

ALYTARVV

VQMHWSGER

YEEYSGSLFVRDA

?

M-band

?

?

?PGAYTI

Table 3. Sequence mutations and their effect on M-band targeting of cMy2. Constructs were named in the following way: letters

after cMy2 indicate the structural parts of the domain that were mutated, i.e. 'CD' stands for a mutation in the loop connecting ß-

strands C and D. A '3' after the letter(s) indicates that the mutation was done by replacing the residues of cMy2 with those of

cMy3. A lower case 'a' after the letter(s) indicates that the mutated residues were exchanged for alanine. In the column 'original

sequence', the wild type cMy2 sequence is given, the mutated sequence is given in the column
'

mutated sequence'. Residues

that are changed in the mutants are underlined. The column 'localization m cardiomyocytes' indicates whether the mutated

domain still localized to the M-band in cardiomyocytes. A ? indicates that no cells expressing the mutant construct were found.

The mutant where the F-strand had been replaced by that of cMy3 also localized to the M-band

(Figure 2.23e). Except for a structural tyrosine and two alanine residues, all residues on the F-strand

of cMy2 were mutated in this construct (see Table 3). Since these mutations had obviously no effect

on the M-band targeting, the interacting residues are probably not located on the F-strand. Despite

repeated transfections using different amounts of plasmid DNA, different plasmid DNA preparations
and also different transfection methods, no cells expressing the other four mutants were identified.

Except for the mutant cMy2Da, all other constructs involve several mutations on the ß-strands and

may have resulted in unfolded, and therefore unstable, proteins. To achieve a stabilization of

potentially unfolded mutant cMy2 polypetides, GFP fusions were used once more. Thus, the cMy2
mutants listed in Table 3 were subcloned into the pEGFP-N2 vector, resulting in constructs that

carried the coding sequence of cMy2 (either wild type or mutated) fused C-terminally to GFP. The

subcloning strategy was chosen in order to remove the C-terminal mT tag and the following stop
codon.
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Figure 2.23. Expression of cMy2 mutants in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes Constructs where the coding sequence of cMy2 was mutated at different

residue positions were expressed in cardiomyocytes to assess the impact of the mutations on the ability of cMy2 to target to the M-band Wild-type cMy2
(a, b), cMy2ACD3, where the loop connecting ß-sheets C and D was replaced by the loop sequence of the adjacent immunoglobulin-like domain cMy3 (c,
d) and cMy2AF3, where the F-strand was replaced by that of cMy3 (e f) are shown Insets in b d and f show supenmpositions of the two stamings The

arrowheads point to the M-band Cells were stained with an antibody directed against the mT tag (a c e) and with an antibody against MyBP-C (b, d, f)
Bar 10 jim
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2.5. Regulated and tissue-specific expression of GFP-tagged

sarcomeric proteins in primary cultures of rat cardiomyocytes

2.5.1 Regulated expression of MLC-GFP using the Tetracycline system

2.5.1 1 Results

A major drawback of all expression constructs described in the preceding sections is the lack of

control over the start of expression and the amount of expressed protein. For example, extremely

high amounts of exogenous protein may have a negative impact on the cell, leading to myofibril

disassembly and other morphological changes, even if the expressed protein itself does not directly

damage the sarcomeric structure Therefore, a system that allows control over the beginning of the

expression as well as over the amount of protein expressed would be of great advantage. The most

widely used inducible expression system is based on the bacterial tetracychne-binding protein

(Gossen et al., 1994, Gossen and Bujard, 1992) The Tet-binding protein (TBP) is fused to the VP16

transactivator protein (VP16) derived from the Herpes Simplex virus. In the system used here,

induction was accomplished by adding the Tetracycline analogue Doxycychne to the culture medium.

TBP-VP16 that is complexed with Doxycychne strongly binds to tandem repeats of the bacterial Tet-

bmding sequence upstream of the minimal CMV promoter, resulting in induction of the gene

downstream. Compared with other inducible systems, the advantage of the Tet-system is its low level

of basal expression and the high levels of induction that can be achieved (Gossen et al., 1994). In

addition, the drug Tetracycline and its analogue Doxycychne are not toxic for the cells in the

concentrations used for induction. Normally, a cell line is generated where the plasmid encoding the

TBP-VP16 fusion is stably integrated into the genome In a second step, the plasmid carrying the gene

under the control of the inducible promoter is transfected and clones that show high levels of induction

are selected Ideally, clones are obtained that express little or no protein in the uninduced state and

that show a several hundredfold upregulation upon induction Since cardiomyocytes are postmitotic,

no cell line carrying the TBP-VP16 plasmid can be established and the plasmids have to be

cotransfected

To test whether the Tet-system can be used to regulate the exogenous expression of sarcomeric

proteins in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, the already established MLC-GFP expression plasmid was

used. In order to achieve Doxycychne-dependent expression of MLC-GFP, the constitutive CMV

promoter was replaced by a minimal CMV promoter fused to several copies of the TBP binding

sequence The two plasmids were then cotransfected into cultured cardiomyocytes and the expression

of the MLC-GFP fusion protein was induced by adding varying amounts of Doxycychne to the culture

medium. As shown in Figure 2 24A, the induction by addition of Doxycychne is possible in primary

cultures of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes cotransfected with the TBP-VP16 and CMVtetO-MLC-GFP

plasmids However, even before induction there was a considerable level of basal expression (Figure
2.24A, lane 1) Immunofluorescence on uninduced cultures showed a small amount of cells that

expressed high levels of MLC-GFP It is not clear why these cells express protein in the uninduced

state, but since expressing cells were also observed in cultures transfected with the CMVtetO-MLC-

GFP plasmid alone, the activity must be independent of the TBP-VP16 fusion. Upon induction with 10

ng/ml Doxycychne, expression levels were shifted up and increased with higher doses of induction

(Figure 2 24A, lanes 2-4). Even at the highest dose employed (1 ug/ml), expression levels remained

considerably below those of MLC-GFP expressed from the constitutively active CMV promoter This is

probably a result of the longer expression times of the constitutively active promoter construct, since
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CMV-dnven expression of MLC-GFP can be observed as early as 6 hours after transfection, whereas

induction by Doxycychne was only started 24 hours after transfection MLC-GFP accumulated slowly

with time and the rate of accumulation was dependent on the amount of Doxycychne used in the

induction (Figure 2 24B) After induction with 100 ng/ml Doxycychne, MLC-GFP was first observed 6

hours later and steadily increased with time This is consistent with the onset of expression that has

been observed with the wild type CMV promoter As already shown in Figure 2 24A, expression levels

increased when higher amounts of Doxycychne were used for the induction (Figure 2 24B) MLC-GFP

expressed from the inducible promoter was incorporated into the A-bands of the sarcomere in a

localization pattern that was completely indistinguishable from that of constitutively expressed MLC-

GFP (Figure 2 24C)

2 5 12 Discussion

The tetracycline inducible system represents a considerable advantage over constitutive expression

systems, since the onset of expression can be chosen at will and the level of expression can be

regulated simply by changing the amount of doxycychne that is added to the culture medium (Blau and

Rossi, 1999, Gossen and Bujard, 1992) A cell line that carries the TBP-VP16 fusion under the control

of a constitutive or tissue-specific promoter is usually established first Many clones of this line have

then to be tested to find a clone that shows both low levels of basal expression and high induction

properties A second intergration event will then result in a cell line that expresses a specific transgene

under the control of the inducible promoter (Gossen and Bujard 1992) Since cardiomyocytes are

post-mitotic, this strategy cannot be used here and both plasmids have to be cotransfected, resulting

in high basal levels of expression and only little induction by doxycychne It was nevertheless possible

to induce the expression of MLC3f-GFP in a concentration-dependent manner by the addition of

doxycychne This shows that the stable integration of the two plasmids is not necessary In this

context, it may be of advantage that cardiomyocytes are post-mitotic since the plasmids are not diluted

out by subsequent cell divisisons Western blotting shows that the regulatable MLC3f-GFP fusion

protein never accumulates to the levels seen with the CMV-dnven constructs In part, this may reflect

the fact that not all transfected cells will contain both plasmids but it also reflects the slow onset of

expression after induction The lower expression level of the Tet-system may be of advantage, since it

avoids unspecific overexpression effects Indeed no strongly overexpressmg cells were observed with

the Tet-system, whereas in cultures transfected with the CMV-MLC3f-GFP construct, many cells

expressing high levels of the fusion protein were observed In these cells, MLC3f-GFP is no longer

correctly incorporated into the sarcomere In this respect it is interesting that the overexpression of

TBP-VP16 did not seem to cause any obvious toxic effects in the cardiomyocytes Plasmid levels in

transiently transfected cells are several fold higher than when stably integrated into the genome (for

example, see McBurney et al 1995) Since it is thought that the overexpression of TBP-VP16 is toxic

to the cell, possibly due to interfering with the transcription machinery (Shockett and Schatz 1996),

one could assume that the introduction of hundreds to thousands of plasmids expressing TBP-VP16

would quickly kill all transfected cells However the transfection rates observed with the two plasmids
were normal and no toxic effects were obvious, even after 7 days in culture Older cultures were not

analysed anymore, since primary cultures of cardiomyocytes start to die after approximately two

weeks in culture

Several modifications of the original system have been developed that mainly address the problems of

toxicity associated with the expression of the TBP-VP16 fusion which have also resulted in lower

basal levels of expression (reviewed in Blau and Rossi 1999 Shockett and Schatz, 1996) For

example, integration of an autoregulatory TBP-VP16 expression cassette and a regulatable transgene

into a retroviral vector resulted in efficient expression of ß-galactosidase in primary myoblasts

(Hofmann et al, 1996) In theory, such a system could be used to introduce altered sarcomeric genes

into muscle cells and to observe the effects of regulated overexpression on sarcomere structure The
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Tet-system would be especially valuble in conjunction with embryonal carcinoma cells or embryonic

stem cells (ES cells). In the undifferentiated state, these cells divide normally and therefore, cell lines

that stably express the TBP-VP16 fusion protein under the control of a cardiac-specfic promoter (see

below) could easily be made. These cell lines could then be transfected with a transgene driven by the

inducible promoter and the cells could then be differentiated into cardiomyocytes or skeletal muscle

cells via aggregation (Maltsev et al, 1993, Martin and Evans, 1975: Wobus etal., 1994). Alternatively,
the retroviral system described above could be used, which would facilitate the whole procedure, since

only one integration step would have to be carried out For example, the inducible ES cell system

could be used to express antisense RNA to sarcomeric proteins and to investigate its effect on the

sarcomere structure This would be especially helpful for important sarcomeric proteins such as titin

for which a knock-out strategy is likely to result in early embryonic lethal phenotypes
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Figure 2 24 Regulation of MLC GFP expression in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes by the Tet system A dependence of induction

on the concentration of the tetracycline analogue doxycycline Cardiomyocytes cotransfected with the transactivator and

reporter plasmids were induced with varying amounts of doxycycline 18 hours after transfection Cell extracts were prepared 72

hours later run on a 12 5% SDS PAGE blotted and probed with an antibody against myosin light chain as described in

materials and methods The lower band represents endogenous light chain the upper is the MLC GFP fusion protein Cells

prior to induction (lane 1) and induced with 10 ng/ml 100 ng/ml and 1 ug/ml doxycycline (lanes 2 3 4) Lane 5 shows cells

transfected with the CMV driven MLC GFP construct as a control B Time dependence of induction Cardiomyocytes were

transfected as described above and induced 18 hours after transfection with 100 ng/ml doxycycline Cells were harvested 0 4

6 8 10 12 and 24 hours afer induction (lanes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7) Lane 8 CMV driven MLC GFP lanes 9 and 10 samples taken

12 and 24 hours after induction with 10 ng/ml doxycycline lanes 11 and 12 samples taken 12 and 24 hours after induction with

1 ng/ml doxycycline Marker sizes are given in kD C Live image of a cardiomyocyte transfected with inducible MLC GFP 24

hours after induction with 100 ng/ml doxycycline The fusion protein is correctly localized in the A band of the sarcomere Bar

10 pm
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2.5.2 Tissue-specific expression of MLC-GFP using the cardiac troponin I promoter

252 1 Results

Tissue-specific promoters have become an important tool in restricting the expression of a protein
under study to only a subset of cells Several cardiac-specific promoters have already been

characterized, such as the a-MHC, a-cardiac actin, ANF or cardiac troponin I (cTnl) promoters (di Lisi

et al, 1998 and references therein) A drawback of these promoters, as compared, for example, to

viral promoters such as CMV or SV40 is their large size and the often low expression levels they
achieve The a-MHC promoter has previously been used in this lab to direct cardiac-specific

expression of GFP-fused sarcomeric proteins in differentiating ES cells (Rohrer, 1997) The size of the

a-MHC promoter (around 5 5 kb) limits the use of additional features that could be placed into the

expression plasmid and also makes it impossible to use alternative methods for gene transduction

such as retroviral infection Furthermore the expression level of MLC-GFP driven by the a-MHC

promoter was found to be very low in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (Rohrer, 1997)

The -203/+16 bp fragment of the cTnl promoter is very small and can therefore be added to almost

any expression system without significantly increasing the size of the expression plasmids It was

therefore decided to test the strength and specificity of this promoter in cultured cells The -203/+16

bp fragment encoding the minimal region of the cTnl promoter that still directs cardiac-specific

expression was obtained from Dr Steffano Schiaffino (di Lisi et al, 1998) As a reporter, the

previously described MLC-GFP fusion was used Thus, the CMV promoter was replaced by the cTnl

promoter and the resulting construct was transfected into neonatal rat cardiomyocytes As shown in

Figure 2 25a, MLC-GFP driven by the cTnl promoter is strongly expressed in cultured cardiomyocytes
and is correctly incorporated into sarcomeric A-bands Judged by immunofluorescence, the expression

level of cTnl-dnven MLC-GFP was indistinguishable from that of CMV-dnven MLC-GFP This indicates

that the cTnl promoter is much stronger in cultured cardiomyocytes than the a-MHC promoter, where

detectable levels of MLC-GFP were only achieved after prolonged expression times (Rohrer, 1997)
The specificity of the cTnl promoter was tested in C2C12 and CHO cells C2C12 is a skeletal myoblast
cell line that differentiates to form myotubes upon serum withdrawal C2C12 cells were transfected

with the expression plasmids encoding either CMV- or cTnl-dnven MLC-GFP 24 hours after

transfection, the cells were induced to differentiate and were fixed 7 days later CMV-dnven MLC-GFP

is expressed in transfected myotubes, where it incorporates into sarcomeric A-bands (Figure 2 25c) In

contrast, no myotubes expressing cTnl-dnven MLC-GFP could be found (Figure 2 25e)

2 5.22 Discussion

The use of cardiac-specific promoters in primary cultures of cardiomyocytes has no real advantage
since these cultures are essentially free of contaminating cell types In contrast, in systems where the

desired cell type represents only a minor fraction of all cells, such as in cultures of cardiomyocytes that

are generated through induced differentiation of embryonal carcinoma cells or embryonic stem cells

(Maltsev et al, 1993, Martin and Evans, 1975 Wobus etal 1994), it may be necessary to restrict the

expression of the transgene to the desired cell type in order to reduce unwanted background In the

past years, several promoters have been characterized that restrict expression to either cardiac or

skeletal cell types in vitro and in vivo (see di Lisi et al, 1998 and references therein) A potentially
useful promoter should have several features its expression in the desired cell type must be strong

enough to allow easy detection of the transcribed gene, it should be small enough to allow convenient

insertion into plasmid-based or retroviral vectors and finally its expression level in the desired cell type
must be several orders of magnitude higher than in other cell types, i e it must be truly tissue-specific,
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both in cell culture and in the animal. The -203/+16 bp fragment of the cTnl promoter seems to fulfill

these requirements As judgded by immunofluoresecence of transiently transfected rat

cardiomyocytes, the level of expression from the cTnl promoter was equal to that of the CMV

promoter The variation in expression levels between different constructs is a major problem

associated with the transient transfection of cardiomyocytes, which makes it very hard to do

quantitative comparisons. However, since the only difference between the cTnl-based and CMV-

based MLC3f-GFP expression plasmids consists in the replacement of the 600 bp CMV promoter

fragment with the smaller, 300 bp cTnl promoter fragment, there should be no gross variations in

expression levels At any rate, the transfection rate of the two constructs was very similar, as judged

by counting the ratio of transfected vs total cells under the microscope. Furthermore, di Lisi ef al.

(1998) used a control plasmid in all transient transfection assays In these assays, the strength of the

-203/+16 bp fragment was considerably higher than that of the SV40 promoter in rat cardiomyocytes

(di Lisi ef al, 1998) Another promoter that has been used for the purpose of cardiac-specific gene

expression in this laboratory is the a-MHC promoter (Gulick et al., 1991; Klug et al., 1996; Molkentin ef

al., 1993). A major disadvantage of the u-MHC promoter is its size (5.5 kb) that prevents its use in

systems where the maximal size of the expression cassette is restricted (i.e. viral vectors) When used

to drive the expression of the MLC3f-GFP fusion protein in rat cardiomyocytes, the a-MHC promoter

proved to be very inefficient and MLC3f-GFP expression could only be detected several days after

transfection (Rohrer, 1997), as compared to the cTnl-dnven MLC3f-GFP that was already detectable

12 hours after transfection. Furthermore, transfection in COS-1 cells (Gluzrnan, 1981) showed that the

a-MHC promoter is strongly activated (Rohrer, 1997)

Although the cardiac troponin I isoform is strictly heart-specific, it is not the earliest Tnl isoform

expressed in cardiac muscles (Gorza et al, 1993; Schiaffino et al, 1993; Zhu ef al, 1995). In the early
rat embryo, the slow isoform of troponin I (sTnl) is expressed throughout the heart tube, whereas cTnl

mRNA can only be detected by embryonic day 11 in the atria and ventricles, but not in the outflow

tract (Gorza ef al, 1993). In contrast, cTnl mRNA could already be detected in mouse hearts at

embryonic day 8 5 in the atria and faintly in the ventricles (Zhu et al, 1995). During development, the

two isoforms coexist, although the levels of sTnl are higher than those of cTnl Postnatally, sTnl

becomes rapidly downregulated and in adult hearts, cTnl is the only isoform expressed (Gorza ef ai,

1993; Zhu ef ai, 1995) Promoter mapping of the cTnl gene in mouse and rat has indicated that the

major elements that confer heart-specific expression are situated in the 5' proximal sequences of the

gene (Ausoni ef al., 1994; Murphy ef al, 1997), as opposed to skeletal muscle specific enhancer

sequences, which are often found within the first intron of the gene (Konieczny and Emerson Jr.,

1987). However, the results of promoter studies have been somewhat confusing. Ausoni ef al. (1994)

reported strong, cardiac-specific expression using a -3000/-127 bp fragment of the cTnl gene, but

further truncations strongly decreased the expression level and also led to strong expression in

skeletal muscle cells and fibroblasts. Contrary to this, Murphy et al. (1997) noted that a -896/+45 bp

fragment gave strong, heart-specific expression Further deletions at the 5' end of the fragment
resulted in decreased expression levels, but the specificity of the promoter was retained in all cases.

They concluded from these results that the primary elements necessary for strong, specific expression

are situated in the 5' proximal 900 bp of the cTnl gene Finally, the fragment used in this study, -

203/+16 bp, was shown to result in strong expression in cardiomyocytes, but not in fibroblasts (di Lisi

et ai, 1998). It was not possible to detect the expression of the cTnl-dnven MLC3f-GFP in skeletal

muscle cells using western blots, which indicates that the -203/+16 bp cTnl promoter has no

significant activity in skeletal muscle cells This is also in agreement with the immunofluorescence data

on C2C12 myotubes, where no expression of MLC3f-GFP could be detected in C2C12 myotubes
transfected with cTnl construct, Also, the -203/+126 bp promoter fragment directed cardiac-specific

expression of a lacZ transgene as early as embryonic day 9 5 in mouse (di Lisi et ai, 1998).
Therefore, the -203/+16 bp cTnl fragment represents a good cardiac-specific promoter which can be
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used to direct the specific expression of transgenes in cardiomyocytes generated from differentiating

embryonic stem cells, for example in conjunction with the Tet-system described above.



Figure 2.25. Specificity of the cTnl promoter m neonatal rat cardiomyocytes and C2C12 cells To test the specificity of the cardiac

troponin I promoter in cultured cells, the construct encoding MLC-GFP driven by the cTnl promoter was transfected into neonatal rat

cardiomyocytes (a, b) and C2C12 cells (e, f) As a control CMV-dnven MLC-GFP was transfected into C2C12 cells as well (c, d)
Cardiomyocytes were fixed and stained 72 hours after transfection C2C12 cells were transferred to differentiation medium 24 hours

after transfection and fixed 7 days later Panels a, c and e show the GFP signal, panels b d and f show a staining for sarcomeric a-

actinin Bar 10 ^im
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III Discussion

The myofibrils of striated muscles represent a unique system where a large number of structural

proteins must be precisely assembled into a highly complex structure The ordered assembly of many

different proteins raises several problems, which the muscle cell has to overcome. Most, if not all,

structural sarcomeric proteins contain multiple binding sites and interact with many other sarcomeric

proteins, which in turn may interact with yet other components of the sarcomere, all of them forming a

complex network of protein-protein interactions Even comparably small structural proteins such as a-

actmin already interact with a surprising number of other proteins (see Young ef al, 1998 and

references therein) and titin, which spans an entire half sarcomere, interacts with a multitude of

different proteins (for example, see Gregono ef al 1999) The muscle cell has to regulate these

interactions in order to minimize unproductive aggregation of proteins and the random formation of

sarcomeric precursor structures One way of regulation is to control the temporal expression pattern of

different sarcomeric proteins consisting for example in preventing the premature assembly of a

component into the developing sarcomere (Fürst et al, 1989) In developing cardiac muscle in situ,

however, all major sarcomeric proteins are expressed and assembled within a very short time frame

(Ehler et al, 1999) and therefore, additional mechanisms must exist to govern sarcomeric assembly

The precise targeting of proteins to their respective assembly sites is obviously of great importance

since it prevents their accumulation at locations where they are not needed Interactions that target a

given sarcomeric protein to its proper place within the developing myofibrils ensure that it

subsequently interacts only with those proteins that are in close proximity Targeting will also ensure

the correct assembly of multimeric complexes, where several proteins have to interact in a precise

manner Thus, targeting in vivo results in an additional level of specificity that is not found in

interactions between proteins in vitro One of the main objects of this study was to investigate the

targeting of the sarcomeric M-band protein myomesin in striated muscle cells and the identification of

domains that are involved in this targeting process

3.1 Targeting of myomesin in cultured cardiomyocytes

For the initial investigations into the targeting properties of myomesin, two different cDNAs encoding

either chicken or rat myomesin were used Over most of their sequences, they share a homology

close to 76% on the ammo acid level a value that is normal considering the evolutionary distance of

chicken and rat The unique N-terminal domain of myomesin is an exception since (1) the N-termmal

140 residues share very little homology and (2) rat My1 contains so-called KQSTAS repeats that are

absent in chicken My1 (see Figure 1 7 and Figure 2 7) Since the major part of all localization

experiments was carried out in cultured neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, the difference in My1 may lead

to some unexpected differences in targeting Therefore, constructs encoding N-termmal domains were

done for chicken and for rat sequences

Localization of full-length chicken myomesin Prior to the expression of domain fragments, the correct

targeting of wild type, full-length chicken myomesin in cultured cardiomyocytes was checked. As

expected, exogenously expressed chicken heart myomesin was exclusively localized at the

sarcomeric M-band of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes However, the level of expression in transfected

cells was very low and the rate of transfection was significantly below that observed with all other

constructs Since it is rather unlikely that the overexpression of wild type myomesin would have any

negative impact on the cells, the reason for the drop observed in transfection and expression levels

must he somewhere else. While the size of the expressed protein may pose a problem, it has to be
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mentioned that expression of ß myosin heavy chain, which is even larger than myomesin, resulted in

normal transfection and expression levels in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (Becker ef al, 1997) The

observation that all chicken myomesin constructs consistently showed lower transfection levels than

corresponding rat myomesin constructs may indicate either a problem with translation efficiency (for

example due to codon usage problems) or alternatively, premature degradation in rat cardiomyocytes

Presumably, such an effect would be more pronounced with larger proteins

Localization of the N-terminal central and C-terminal parts The modular structure of myomesin can

be used to subdivide the protein into N-terminal, central and C-terminal parts (Figure 1 7) In

transfection assays with cultured rat cardiomyocytes, only constructs that contained the N-terminal

region of myomesin were unambiguously targeted to the M-band The central part showed no M-band

targeting at all, whereas the C-termmal five immunoglobulin-like domains were mostly found in a

diffuse pattern, still, in a subset of cells, the fragment was found in double stnations along the cell

borders The lack of targeting is somewhat surprising since both parts of myomesin interact with other

proteins in vitro The central part of myomesin contains the titin-binding site defined by Obermann ef

al (1997) Since one of the roles of titin is that of a sarcomeric ruler, the targeting of myomesin to the

M-band may well involve an interaction with titin Other sarcomeric proteins such as a-actinin or

telethonm can localize to their respective positions in the sarcomere via interactions with titin (Gregono

et al, 1998, Lin ef al, 1998, Schultheis ef al 1992) On the other hand, the A-band protein MyBP-C,

which also binds titin, needs the concerted action of a titin and a myosin binding site for proper

targeting (Gilbert ef al, 1996) Therefore two different cases can be distinguished, namely one where

an interaction with titin is sufficient for targeting as for a-actinin and telethonm, or where additional (or

other) interactions are necessary for targeting, as observed with MyBP-C and myomesin Considering

myofibrillogenesis, such a distinction makes sense Z-disc components like a-actinin and telethonm

associate with titin rather early (Ehler ef al, 1999, Fürst et al, 1989, Tokuyasu, 1989, Tokuyasu and

Maher, 1987), since the N-termmus is probably the first part of titin that becomes involved in contacts

with other sarcomeric proteins In contrast thick filament associated proteins like myomesin or MyBP-

C may associate with other structures first and only interact with titin the moment thick and thin

filaments move into register In this context, the discovery that the interaction between myomesin and

titin is modulated by phosphorylation is especially intriguing (Obermann ef al, 1997) Regulated

binding sites may be absolutely necessary to prevent the premature interaction of sarcomeric

components during myofibrillogenesis The observation that hMy4-6 mutants mimicking either

phosphorylated (titin-binding inhibited) or unphosphorylated (titin-binding active) states had no effect

on the localization in rat cardiomyocytes suggests that the mechanism may only be active m

developing muscle A modulatory switch has also been identified in the M-band region of titin, where

KSP repeats are phosphorylated by a cdc2 kinase-like activity that is active in the developing muscle,

but not in adult muscle (Gautel ef al 1993)

The C-terminal five immunoglobulin-like domains were found to be localized in weak double striations

in a subset of transfected cardiomyocytes whereas the majority only showed a diffuse localization In

embryonic chicken cardiomyocytes, the localization was improved, with all transfected cells showing

localization of cMy9-13 in strong double striations In the hope that expression of mouse myomesin in

rat cardiomyocytes would lead to a more distinct targeting, mMy9-13 and mMy11-13 were expressed

as fusions to GFP and as epitope-tagged variants However, both constructs showed only weak, if

any, localization in double striations that were found mostly along the borders of the cell From these

observations, it is difficult to judge whether the localization pattern is indeed due to a weak interaction

or whether the expressed fragments are simply trapped nonspecifically along the myofibrils Unspecific

accumulation at Z-discs is a problem when overexpressing proteins in cardiomyocytes (Leu, 1996),

but trapping at the level of the M-band has so far not been observed Even if the M-band localization of

My9-13 is due to a specific interaction, it must be quite weak A recent study has identified an

interaction between domains My10-11 of mouse myomesin and the cytoplasmic tail of ß,- and ß3-
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integnns in the yeast two-hybrid system (Reddy ef al, 1998) In the course of this study, a yeast two-

hybrid screen was carried out with cMy9-13 as a bait, but no interacting clones were recovered

Despite the fact that the interaction was confirmed biochemically, the results of Reddy ef al (1998)

are difficult to interpret In mature muscle cells, ß-integrms are localized at costamenc sites and at the

level of Z-discs, but not at M-bands (Kim ef al, 1999) ES cells lacking ß-integrin still develop skeletal

muscle, albeit at reduced rates (Rohwedel et al, 1998), and it has been suggested that integnns are

not directly involved in myofibrillogenesis but rather in the stabilization and maintenance of the

sarcomere (Kim ef al, 1999) In contrast av integnn is found mainly at the Z-discs of skeletal

myotubes, but in a subset of the cells it is also found at the M-band, and during myofibrillogenesis av

integnn colocahzes with titin in dot-like aggregates (McDonald ef a/, 1995) This would suggest that

integnns can associate (at least transiently) with M-band components Unfortunately, av integnn was

not tested for interaction with myomesin by Reddy ef al (1998) but since mature integnns are dimers

composed of an a and a ß subunit, it may well be that a integnn is associated with a ß subunit that

interacts with myomesin Interestingly, ß-integnns occur in several splice variants that differ in their

respective cytoplasmic tails, and which show tissue-specific expression patterns For example, a

splice variant termed ß,D is uniquely expressed in skeletal and cardiac muscles (van der Flier ef al,

1995) Thus, an explanation for the binding of myomesin to the cytoplasmic tail of ß,- and ß3-integnns

observed in vitro may he in a hypothetical transient interaction of the two proteins during

myofibrillogenesis To prove this point, colocahzation studies involving integnns and myomesin in

developing cardiac or skeletal muscles would have to be carried out

Earlier studies have suggested that myomesin may link the sarcomere to transverse and longitudinal

filaments that surround the myofibril and are postulated to have stabilizing functions (Pierobon-

Bormioli, 1981, Street, 1983, Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell 1983) The basis for this hypothesis was the

immunolocalization of myomesin in rings around the M-band and sequence similarities with certain

intermediate filament-like motifs (Price 1987, Price and Gomer, 1993) The simultaneous localization

of cMy9-13 and mMy9-13 at the Z-disc and at the M-band may be explained by an interaction with

components of these intermediate filament-like structures, since they continuously extend from the Z-

disc to the M-band (Pierobon-Bormioh, 1981 Street, 1983, Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 1983) The

absence of any strong targeting motif in My9-13 may thus lead to its association with these filaments

However, such an interaction must be weak, since the major fraction of My9-13 was found to be

diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm Furthermore, any interaction between an integral M-band protein

like myomesin and a component of the surrounding filaments (such as desmin, or another

intermediate filament protein) is complicated by the fact that, due to the large diameter of a myofibril,

only myomesin molecules that are situated at the periphery may be in a position to interact with

surrounding intermediate filament proteins The average diameter of a myofibril is around 1-2 jim and

the lenght of a myomesin molecule is around 50 nm (Obermann et al, 1995) Therefore, myomesin

molecules that are situated in the center are too short to protrude outwards from the myofibril Since

the tight association of myomesin with titin and myosin (Nave ef al, 1989, Obermann et al, 1997, this

study) define it as an integral M-band protein, it is very unlikely that myomesin should be present only

in the periphery of the myofibril Therefore any hypothesis involving interactions of myomesin with

filamentous components outside the M-band would have to explain the differential binding of

myomesin molecules that are situated inside the myofibril and those lying at its surface

The N-terminal part of myomesin is made up of a unique domain followed by two immunoglobuhn-hke
domains Transfection assays in cardiomyocytes identified the first immunoglobuhn-hke domain (My2)
as the element that is both necessary and sufficient to localize myomesin at the M-band When

comparing My2 of chicken and rat, an interesting effect was observed Despite identical domain

boundaries, rMy2 consistently showed weaker targeting to the M-band than cMy2, leading to a "fuzzy"
localization pattern and accumulation of unincorporated rMy2 in the cytoplasm C-terminal extension of

rMy2 with its neighbouring domain rMy3 strongly increased its M-band affinity and no difference in the
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localization pattern of rMy2-3 and cMy2 was apparent anymore. Since the stability of the respective

domains from chicken and rat in vitro was not measured it is impossible to attribute the effect to the

different stabilities of the two domains Immunoglobuhn-hke domains are very stable structures and are

capable of folding under a wide variety of conditions in vitro However, it has been found that some

domains are more stable than others, as is the case with immunoglobuhn-hke domains from the M-

band part of titin versus those from the l-band part (Pohtou ef al, 1994) Moreover, the removal of

even a few ammo acids from the N-terminus had a profound negative impact on the domain stability

(Pfuhl ef al, 1997, Pohtou ef al, 1994) In the case of rMy2 the extension was performed at the C-

termmus, but a similar mechanism as described by Pohtou ef al (1994) might have improved its

stability Alternatively, it could be argued that the linker connecting the two domains contains the

actual binding site or that the cooperative action of both domains is needed for M-band binding This is

rather unlikely, for several reasons First cMy2 does not need its neghbounng domain for M-band

targeting and therefore, the M-band binding site must be situated either in cMy2 or in the linker

connecting My2 and My3 However, expression of the C-terminal half of cMy2, which also included the

linker, resulted in no obvious affinity of the truncated domain for the M-band Linker sequences

connecting adjacent domains are probably unstructured and therefore, a binding site in the linker can

be assumed to keep its M-band affinity even if the preceding domain My2 is not folded anymore

Second, the original rMy2 construct lacked five amino acids of the linker connecting rMy2 and rMy3

Subsequently, a new construct encoding rMy2 with the complete linker was made and this construct

has domain boundaries that are identical to those in cMy2 Since both rMy2 constructs had only weak

affinity for the M-band, a contribution of the linker to the M-band binding site is unlikely Thus, the most

likely explanation for the observed differences in affinity of cMy2 and rMy2 for the M-band lies in the

different stabilities of the respective domains This might be easily confirmed by thermal denaturation

studies in vitro Furthermore, competition experiments between cMy2 and rMy2 may help to determine

the relative affinities of each domain for the M-band binding site Such experiments have previously

demonstrated differential binding of myosin light chain and actin isoforms (Soldati and Pernard, 1991,

von Arx ef al, 1995)

When comparing the size of the linker sequences that connect the immunoglobuhn-hke and fibronectin

type III domains in myomesin, an interesting observation is made The average length of the linkers is

5-20 ammo acids,, there are, however, three linkers that significantly exceed this average The linker

connecting domains 2 and 3 is 38 residues long, the linker connecting domains 4 and 5 is 35 residues

long and the linker connecting domains 10 and 11 has a length of 24 residues Incidentally, the

domains that are connected by these linkers are all implicated in interactions My2 contains the M-

band binding site, My4-6 interact with titin (Obermann ef al 1997) and My10-11 constitute the minimal

integnn binding site (Reddy ef al, 1998) It is tempting to speculate that the enlarged linkers are

necessary to give the interacting domains the freedom to move and to interact with their respective

ligands When viewed under the electron microscope, modular proteins like myomesin, M-protein,

MyBP-C or titin invariably appear as elongated string-like structures (Nave ef al, 1989, Obermann et

al., 1995, Tnnick, 1991, Woodhead and Lowey, 1982) In the sarcomere, however, these proteins

must follow bent paths to interact with their ligands Therefore, linkers that are larger than the average

may indicate that the protein bends at these sites or that the adjacent domains may be involved in

protein-protein interactions

Immunoglobuhn-hke domains are the most frequently found building blocks in sarcomeric proteins (for

example, see Fratemah and Pastore 1999 Kenny ef al 1999), presumably because very few

residues are needed to maintain the fold so that the remaining residues would be free to form

interactions with other proteins (Fratemah and Pastore, 1999) Several interactions between

sarcomeric proteins involving immunoglobulin-like domains have already been identified and these are

discussed in detail in section 3 5 Two examples will be mentioned here since they are directly
relevant to myomesin M-protein, like myomesin, binds to myosin and titin (Nave ef al, 1989,
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Obermann ef a/., 1998). Its binding site for myosin has been mapped to the two immunoglobuhn-hke

domains that follow the N-terminal unique domain (Obermann ef a/., 1998) Myomesin and M-protein

share a largely identical domain structure (Figure 1 7), and it is of interest that the corresponding

immunoglobulin-like domain in M-protein is also involved in interactions with the M-band The major

difference between the two interactions is the need for cooperativity between Mp2 and Mp3 in M-

protem, since either domain does not bind to myosin on its own (Obermann ef al, 1998) A similar

mechanism operates in MyBP-C, where the C-terminal immunoglobulin-like domain mediates binding

to myosin Here, the domain itself is sufficient for the interaction with myosin in vitro but not for A-band

targeting in vivo (Gilbert ef a/, 1996, Okagaki ef al, 1993) In addition to the immunoglobuhn-hke

domain, a set of fibronectin type III domain that is situated immediately N-terminally to it, is needed for

the A-band incorporation of MyBP-C Since the fibronectin type III domains constitute a titin binding

site (Freiburg and Gautel, 1996), only a cooperative interaction of MyBP-C with titin and myosin leads

to its incorporation into the A-band From these three examples alone, three different targeting

mechanism can be postulated targeting may be mediated by the interaction of a single

immunoglobulin-like domain, as in myomesin, by the cooperative interaction of several

immunoglobulin-like domains, as in M-protein, or finally, by the cooperative interaction of an

immunoglobuhn-hke domain together with other domains, such as the fibronectin type III domains in

the case of MyBP-C

A surprising observation was made when expressing the unique N-terminal domain in cardiomyocytes

Whereas My1 of chicken myomesin was found only in a diffuse distribution in the cytoplasm, its rat

counterpart was localized in broad striations centered around the M-band. The localization pattern was

considerably broader than that of cMy2 or rMy2-3 or that of an antibody against endogenous

myomesin, indicating that some of the exogenously expressed rMyl associated outside the M-band.

On the other hand, the striations were never as broad as those seen with an antibody against MyBP-

C, which labels the entire C-zone of the A-band Therefore, rMyl seemed to localize only along a

subregion of the A-band Since a considerable stabilization effect was achieved by the C-terminal

extension of rMy2, an analogous extension was done with rMyl by fusing it directly to rMy3 However,

the construct rMy1+3 had the same localization pattern, suggesting that the association of rMyl with a

subset of the A-band is not due to a stability problem

The significance of the distinct localization patterns of cMyl and rMyl is difficult to explain The unique

N-terminal domain of myomesin has been implicated in myosin binding (Obermann ef al, 1997,

Obermann ef al, 1995) and the observed localization of rMyl along part of the thick filaments may be

due to its affinity for myosin On the other hand, if myomesin acts indeed as a linker connecting thick

filaments with titin, then the myosin binding site is essential for its functional role and its position can

be assumed to be conserved, even in more distantly related species such as chicken and rat. As

mentioned before, the unique N-terminal domain of chicken myomesin shows striking sequence

differences when compared with the corresponding domains of either human, mouse or rat myomesin

(Figure 2 7, Bantle et al, 1996) The N-terminal 140 residues of cMyl show little or no homology to the

mammalian My1 sequences, whereas the remaining 110 have a homology score around 60%

Furthermore, the N-termmal domains of human mouse and rat myomesin have a conspicuous repeat

structure composed of the amino acids KQSTAS
,
which starts at residue 190 (mouse myomesin

sequence, see Figure 2 7). The copy number of the repeats varies between the different mammalian

sequences, but they are completely absent in chicken myomesin (Figure 1 7, Bantle et al, 1996) To

date, the significance of these repeats is unclear, but again the striking similarity to the KSP repeats
found in is4 of M-band titin (Gautel et al, 1993) comes to mind The developmental phosphorylation of

the KSP repeats in titin suggests that a similar mechanism may act on the KQSTAS repeats of

mammalian myomesins Since cMyl as well as rMyl bind myosin in vitro (see below), the binding site

is probably located in the C-terminal half of the unique domain This is also suggested by the binding
studies carried out by Obermann ef al (1997) The recombinantly expressed unique N-termmal
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domain used in their overlay assays lacks the N-termmal 140 residues, yet it still binds myosin in vitro.

Therefore, the binding site must be located in the C-terminal 100-130 residues of My1 In the course of

trying to solubly express rMyl in E Coll, a truncated rMyl construct was made that also lacked the N-

terminal 140 residues of the native domain (see section 224 and below) In contrast to full-length

My1, the truncated version (AN-rMy1+3) was readily expressed in E Coli as a soluble protein (Figure

2 17) Consequently, ANr-My1+3 was also expressed in cultured cardiomyocytes Surprisingly, it did

not localize to the A-band anymore, but was distributed diffusely throughout the cytoplasm (Figure

2 18) The failure of AN-rMy1+3 to localize to a subregion of the A-band suggests that either A-band

targeting in cardiomyocytes and binding to myosin in vitro ocurr in an independent way or that a

correctly folded domain is needed for binding to myosin and hence for A-band targeting in vivo

However, the postulated need for a correctly folded domain is incompatible with the results of

Obermann ef al (1997), who observed binding to myosin with a truncated (and therefore probably

unfolded) head domain To clarify this issue, it will be necessary to test whether ANr-My1+3 still

retains its myosin binding affinity in vitro and whether the N-terminal region of rMyl is sufficient for A-

band localization in cardiomyocytes

3.2 In vitro interaction assays

Binding of myomesin fragments to myosin in vitro To investigate whether the M-band targeting of My2

in cardiomyocytes was due to an affinity for the thick filaments, binding of all N-terminal domains of

chicken and rat myomesin to myosin was tested in vitro As described in Section 2, only the unique N-

termmal domains of chicken and rat myomesin had any affinity for myosin, whereas My2 was negative

in this assay These results are in agreement with those of Obermann et al (1997), who also located

the myosin-binding site in the unique N-terminal domain Moreover, it was observed that the complete

N-terminal region of myomesin (My1-3) bound myosin significantly stronger than any of the single

domains Only a minor enhancement of binding was observed with the stabilized constructs My1+3,

which suggests that the weaker signal observed with My1 is not due to misfoldmg Therefore, the

possibility that My2 binds myosin in a cooperative manner together with My 1 remains, despite the lack

of affinity of isolated My2 for myosin Examples of cooperative binding to myosin are also found in M-

protem (Obermann et al, 1998) and also in titin (Labeit et al, 1992) A highly hypothetical speculation

is that cooperative interactions between several domains of the same protein may be needed to

restrict the interaction to a specific site on the highly repetitive structure of the thick filament

The major uncertainty of the solid phase overlay assay is the topology of the reconstituted thick

filaments Although filaments that are immobilized on grids for electron microscopy retain their native

structure (at least as judged by electron microscopy), there is absolutely no information available on

the structure of thick filaments that have been immobilized on the nitrocellulose normally used in this

kind of assay The strongly hydrophobic nature of its surface may distort the filaments or even render

binding sites inaccessible, as observed with the interaction between a-actinin and titin (Gautel et al,

1996, Sotenou ef al, 1993) Therefore, a more physiological assay would be of advantage The most

commonly used binding assay involving myosin is a so-called 'spin-down assay" that exploits the

property of myosin filaments to sediment upon centrifugation Spin-down assays have the advantage
that binding is carried out in a soluble system and that the myosin filaments are not perturbed by
immobilization to a matrix Furthermore it allows at least a rough estimate of the binding affinity and

could therefore be used to investigate the different affinities observed in the solid phase binding assay

On the other hand, spin-down assays require large amounts of protein that cannot be produced in

conventional transcription/translation systems Therefore, proteins are usually expressed

recombmantly in E Coli, a strategy that turned out to be problematic in the case of myomesin (see

below)
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Expression of the N-terminal domains of rat myomesin in E Coli The solid phase overlay assays

indicate that the M-band targeting of My2 is not due to binding to myosin To confirm this result in an

alternative assay and to obtain material for further experiments aimed at identifying the interaction

partner of the second domain, the three N-terminal domains of myomesin were expressed

recombinantly in £ Coli Bacterial overexpression of intracellular immunoglobulin-like domains has

been achieved many times before (Freiburg and Gautel 1996 Gregono ef al, 1998, Labeit ef al,

1992, Obermann et al, 1997 Pfuhl and Pastore 1995 Pohtou et al 1996, Pohtou etal, 1994)

Initially, all domains were expressed as C-terminal fusions to glutathione-S-transferase (GST) to

improve yield and solubility This led to the purification of the desired products in the case of

constructs encoding single or linked immunoglobuhn-hke domains but failed to yield any soluble

proteins when the unique N-terminal domain was included Consequently an attempt was made to

purify these constructs from inclusion bodies and to refold them after purification Since refolding of

GST is ineffective and usually reduces the amount of recovered protein (Lilie ef al, 1998) it was

replaced by an N-termmal poly-histidine (His-) tag Inclusion of a His-tag allows purification under

almost any condition and has the additional advantage that refolding can be carried out while the

protein is still bound to the solid matrix thereby reducing aggregation (Lilie et al, 1998) Whereas His-

tagged rMyl could still be expressed the corresponding construct encoding rMy1-3 was not

expressed at all in £ Coli Only expression in a modified vector with a more tightly repressed promoter

resulted in the production of (insoluble) protein A common reason for low levels of protein and

insolubility in £ Coll are differences in codon usage between prokaryotes and eukaryotes Especially

two codons for the amino acid argimne AGG and AGA occur only with frequencies of 0 12% and

0 22%, respectively, in the E Coli genome Therefore the levels of AGCtRNAs and AGAtRNAs are very

low in E Coli and clustering of these rare codons m exogenous sequences often leads to extremely

slow translation and subsequent aggregation of the encoded proteins (Kane, 1995, Makndes 1996)

Consequently, the occurrence of rare codons in the N-terminal domain was checked and it was found

that there are indeed several AGG and AGA codons at short distances within each other To

circumvent this problem, the construct was expressed m an £ Coli host with increased levels of rare

tRNAs, but this did not lead to an increase in solubility of rMy1-3

Next, rMy1-3 was coexpressed with two plasmids encoding the bacterial chaperones thioredoxm and

GroESL, which have previously been shown to drastically increase the solubility of several proteins

that were completely insoluble when expressed under normal conditions (Yasukawa ef al, 1995)

Again rMy1-3 remained totally insoluble and it was therefore decided to abandon the strategy of

expressing the complete N-terminal domain and to express only the C-terminal half instead

Expression as a fusion to the maltose binding protein (MBP di Guan ef al, 1988) suddenly resulted in

high levels of soluble protein As of now there is no reliable rule to predict whether a given protein can

be solubly expressed in £ Coli or not In the case of rMyl the presence of the N-termmal 140

residues, which contain several clusters of serines and glutamines in addition to the rare codons,

seems to have prevented the effective expression of soluble protein Since the level of expression was

slightly increased in bacteria coexpressing AjCAoAtRNAs the clustering of several AGG and AGA

codons in the N-terminus of the domain may indeed have had a negative impact on translation

efficiency However this still doesnt explain the absolute insolubility of rMy1-3 MBP is known to be

quite effective in improving both the yield of expression and the solubility of its fusion partner (di Guan

ef al, 1988) Nevertheless it is doubtful whether the complete N-terminal domain could have been

expressed solubly even as a fusion to MBP

3.3 Expression cloning and yeast two-hybrid screens

Screenings for the interaction partner of My2 Most of the few integral M-band proteins that are

currently known have been tested for interaction with myomesin (see below) Therefore, two popular
methods for the identification of novel protein-protein interactions, namely interaction cloning (Ausubel
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et al, 1987, Kaelm et al, 1992) and the yeast two-hybrid system (Fields and Song, 1989) were used

to identify potentially new binding partners of myomesin Whereas interaction screening is a variation

of the more conventional immunoscreening method that detects an interaction in vitro the yeast two-

hybrid system has the powerful advantage that the detection of interactions is carried out in vivo

Despite their somewhat complementary nature, both methods failed to detect an interaction involving

the second domain of myomesin

Interaction cloning Prior to the interaction screening conventional blot overlay assays using

recombinantly expressed rMy2-3 and extracts of skeletal and cardiac muscle of different stages were

used Despite the use of different blocking and incubation conditions, no interaction could be identified

Although many interactions have been identified in the past using blot overlay assays, its major

drawback is the dependence on correctly folded ligands for the detection of an interaction This is a

special problem when dealing with sarcomeric proteins since highly denaturing conditions must be

used to ensure complete solubilization of the myofibrils which in turn, will severely denature most

proteins in the extract Therefore, it can be expected that only interactions that do not need a specific

tertiary structure or interactions between ligands that are especially resistant towards denaturation are

found In a certain way, the same is true for the interaction screen itself Here, cDNA inserts encoding

open reading frames are expressed as fusions with ß-galactosidase The system is limited by several

factors First, only a third of all inserts express a correct fusion protein, which may severely limit the

use of the library in cases where the interacting factor is a rare protein Second, depending on the size

of the insert and its position relative to the domain boundaries in the native protein, the resulting fusion

protein may be improperly folded so that interactions that depend on the proper folding of the ligands

cannot be detected Third the conditions used for washing and incubation, as well as the method used

for labeling the probe, has to be carefully chosen since weak interaction can be easily lost by harsh

washing and incubation conditions For example it was noted during the screening that the

background on filter lift-offs varied considerably with plaque density

The interaction screen was carried out using a fusion protein of GST and the two N-termmal

immunoglobulin-like domains of rat myomesin (GST-rMy2-3) as a bait Detection was achieved by

means of a recognition site for PKA in the linker between the GST and myomesin moieties Thus, the

fusion protein was conveniently labeled by the transfer of a
3
P group from ATP to the phosphorylation

site This method has the advantage of being relatively easy to carry out and also minimizes the

washing steps involved On the other hand the sensitivity is somewhat lower than with antibody-based
detection methods and in some instances high background can be a problem (Ausubel ef al, 1987)
The screening was carried through four successive rounds but although the initial signals looked

promising, no enrichment of putatively positive signals was achieved Since the method is only optimal
for rather strong interactions the failure to identify any interacting clones may indicate that the

interaction involving My2 is weak Alternatively the interacting protein may have to be in a special
conformation For example, interactions involving myosin are unlikely to be detected in such a system,

since neither dimenzation into coiled-coil structures nor formation of filaments is possible Thus,

although the screening system has several advantages as compared to the traditional biochemical

methods to detect protein-protein interactions the failure to detect an interaction certainly doesn't

mean that the interaction does not exist The same holds true for the yeast two-hybrid system (see

below)

Yeast two-hybrid screens The yeast two-hybrid system has several advantages over the expression

screening in that interactions are directly detected in the environment of the yeast nucleus Therefore,

potential interactions take place in a physiological environment and are not affected by variations in

washing or incubation conditions On the other hand the system has several drawbacks that prevent

the detection of some types of interactions (reviewed in Fields and Song, 1989, Fields and Sternglanz,

1994, Gietz et al, 1997) Autoactivation i e the ability of the bait to autonomously activate the reporter
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genes, is a severe problem in many cases. In the LexA-based system that was used during the first

screening rounds, six out of eight baits tested turned out to be autoactivating These included all baits

encoding N-terminal myomesin sequences, consequently, no screening could be carried out with

those constructs However, a screening was carried out using mMy9-13 as a bait, but no positive

mteractors were found In the light of the findings of Reddy ef al (1998), the failure to isolate any

interacting clones with mMy9-13 may be due to the fact that clones encoding the cytoplasmic domain

of ß-integrin most likely include the adjacent membrane spanning domain and would therefore be

excluded from the yeast nucleus A recent paper describing strategies for high throughput yeast two-

hybrid screens using C elegans sequences also noted the failure to detect known interactions

involving membrane proteins (Walhout ef al., 2000) On the other hand, the interaction might readily

be detectable by using only the cytoplasmic domain of ß-integrin as a bait, since myomesin is an

intracellular protein and would be readily exported to the nucleus

Currently, there are two mam variants of the yeast two-hybrid system available that differ in the

transcription factors they employ to detect interactions Due to this difference, it is sometimes possible

to circumvent autoactivation by simply switching the two-hybrid system Indeed, all the baits that

previously showed strong autoactivation in the LexA-based system were without any problems in the

GAL4-based system Only pAS-cMy2 showed weak autoactivation, which was easily suppressed by

the addition of 2 mM 3-AT to the plates Consequently, rMy1-3 was selected for the screening since it

contains the entire N-terminus of myomesin and would presumably have the highest chance of

detecting an interaction The screen was carried out with a modified system that incorporates three

selection steps instead of only two to decrease the number of false positives (James ef al., 1996). In

effect, only 10 clones survived the first two selection steps Since they all failed to activate ß-

galactosidase and sequencing showed them to encode likely false positives, this can be considered as

the average background of false positives in this system Compared to the LexA-based system, which

resulted in a background of around 200 colonies, this number is very low. There is, however, one

serious drawback associated with the second stringent selection step, since it can easily lead to the

unwanted elimination of weak mteractors (Gietz et al, 1997) Given the fact that the first selection step

in this system is already much more stringent than in other systems using the same reporter gene (i e

selection on plates lacking the ammo acid histidine), the high number of surviving clones (more than

200) may indicate the presence of an mteractor that was eliminated by the much more stringent

second selection step In addition, the inclusion of the N-termmal domain in the bait construct may

have influenced the interaction of the adjacent immunoglobuhn-hke domain M-protein, which has the

same domain structure as myomesin, is phosphorylated at a site in its N-terminal domain and this

abolishes the affinity of the adjacent immunoglobuhn-like domains for myosin (Obermann et al, 1998)

Myomesin and M-protein have been predicted to stem from a common ancestor in evolution (Kenny ef

al., 1999) and they may share some common regulatory mechanisms There are several potential

phosphorylation sites in the N-terminal domain of myomesin, and if any of them are indeed active in

vivo, its phosphorylation in yeast may inhibit the interaction involving My2 For this reason, an

additional screen using only rMy2-3 as a bait should be carried out Also, putative positive mteractors

that survive the first selection step should be carefully analysed, i e by testing a subpopulation for ß-

galactosidase activity, to ensure that no weak interactions are lost in the following selection steps

Three of the five false positives recovered in the screen with rMy1-3 had identical inserts that encoded

a LIM domain protein termed DRAL or four and a half-LIM only protein (Chan ef a/, 1998, Genini ef

al., 1996, Morgan ef al, 1995, Morgan and Madgwick 1996) The DRAL clone is the only false

positive clone that actually encodes a muscle-specific protein Therefore, its localization in cultured

cardiomyocytes was investigated Expression of N- or C-termmally tagged DRAL revealed that the

protein was localized at two distinct sites in the sarcomere consistent labeling in all cells was found in

a narrow doublet flanking the Z-disc, whereas in a smaller fraction of the cells, DRAL also localized at

the M-band Since the doublet was resolved only m cells where myofibrils were in a relaxed state,
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DRAL must be localized close to the Z-disc, for example near the N2 line DRAL is mainly expressed in

the heart (Chan ef al, 1998) As of now, there are no clues as to its function, but since LIM domain

proteins have been implicated as mediators of protein-protein interactions (Schmeichel and Beckerle,

1994) it may interact with other sarcomeric components at N? line and at the M-band A likely binding

partner is titin since it is present at both sites where DRAL is found Recently, it has been suggested

that the N2B segment of titin interacts with a still unknown protein and that this interaction is important

for the stability of the thin filaments (Linke ef al 1999) Interestingly, another muscle-specific protein,

the protease calpain p94, is also localized at the M-band and at the N2 line (Kinbara ef al, 1997,

Sonmachi ef al, 1995) Clearly, further work is needed to establish the interaction partners of DRAL

and to define its function in the sarcomere

3.4 Mutational analysis of My2

Despite the fact that several sarcomeric proteins interact with their respective partners through

immunoglobuhn-like domains (Mues et al 1998 Obermann et al, 1998, Okagaki et al, 1993, Reddy

et al, 1998), no mutagenesis studies have yet been carried out to determine their respective modes of

binding For this reason, it was attempted to define the residues that mediate targeting of cMy2 to the

sarcomeric M-band by site-directed mutagenesis In order to determine whether the binding site in

cMy2 involves only a small stretch of contiguous residues (as for example in the case of the RGD-

motif in fibronectin type III domains, Leahy ef al 1992) or whether it is dependent on a correctly folded

domain, the N- and C-terminal 50 residues of cMy2 were expressed as fusions to GFP. Neither of the

fragments localized to the M-band anymore, suggesting that a correctly folded domain is needed for

the interaction with the M-band

Next, broad regions corresponding to connecting loops or ß-strands were replaced by those of the

neighbouring domain cMy3, which is not targeted to the M-band The mutants were expressed in

cultured cardiomyocytes and the effect of the mutated residues on the M-band targeting of cMy2 was

investigated The loops connecting the ß-strands of cMy2 are the most obvious candidates for

mutations since they are mostly exposed to the solvent and have little or no structural functions For

this reason, it was assumed that even the replacement of large sequence stretches would not result in

decreased stability or unfolding The CD-loop was mutated first because it is part of the binding

interface present in some cell adhesion molecules (see section 1 5) Disappointingly, the replacement

of the CD-loop of cMy2 with that of cMy3 had absolutely no effect on the M-band targeting so that it

had to be concluded that the interacting residues lie outside this region Next, several mutants were

made where the ß-strands on the A'CFG-face of the domain were altered (see section 3 2)

Expression of these mutants in cultured cardiomyocytes resulted either in strong 'sticking' to the Z-

disc, as already observed with the C-terminal half of cMy2, or in the complete absence of any staining

The accumulation at the Z-disc indicates that the respective mutants are not correctly folded and also

suggests that the other mutants, for which no signal was observed, may have been degraded

Possibly, the exchange of hydrophobic residues needed for the domain packing may have caused

misfolded and/or unstable domains For this reason, subsequent mutants were made by replacing

maximally two residues at the same time In order to minimize any effects of the mutagenesis on the

domain structure, the mutated residues were not replaced by the corresponding residue in cMy3, but

by alanine instead

In order to carry out an effective mutational analysis of cMy2 its tertiary structure would be needed

Using a structural assignment, residues that participate in the formation of the hydrophobic core can

be distinguished from potentially interacting residues that point outwards It may nevertheless be

possible to model the structure of cMy2 based on the known structures of M5 and telokin even if the

tertiary structure is absent Such a modelling has been carried out with a two-domain fragment of the

titin l-band region (Improta ef al, 1996) One inherent problem of this approach is that the structure of
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the loop regions can often not be determined since they are very flexible Yet it is exactly the loops

that frequently participate in interactions (see section 1 5) For this reason, all residues that are located

in loop regions must be checked by mutagenesis Since few, if any, loop residues are involved in

interactions with the hydrophobic core of the domain, it is feasible to use the approach where a given

loop of cMy2 is completely replaced by its counterpart in cMy3 ß-Strands, on the other hand, contain

residues that are critical to the accurate folding of the domain, and residues that point outwards and

which may be involved in interactions By completely replacing a certain ß-strand by another, one may

completely destabilize the hydrophobic core, which consequently leads to an unfolded domain The

modelling approach may help to avoid such errors, since residues that participate in the formation of

the hydrophobic core can be easily identified Finally, it may also be possible to use the so-called

'charged-to-alanme scanning' approach, where all charged residues are first converted to alanines in

groups of 2-5 residues (Wells, 1991) Once an interacting group is identified, its charged residues are

singly converted to alanine to map the interacting site more closely

In the case of cMy2, the absence of a good interaction system makes mutagenesis especially difficult

Mutating a single interacting residue normally decreases the strength of interaction 2-100 fold (Wells,

1991) In an in vitro binding assay where Ka constants can be measured, even a small decrease in the

binding affinity is detectable In contrast, the expression of mutated domains in cultured

cardiomyocytes does not allow the measurement of any binding constants and therefore, only mutants

with drastically decreased binding affinities would be detected Also, the limitations of the cell culture

system (low transfection rates, time required to generate the primary cultures) do not allow strategies

that require the screening of large numbers of mutants, such as random mutagenesis This is

demonstrated in the case of the mutants listed in Table 3, where despite numerous independent

transfections, it was not possible to detect the greater part of the mutants The reasons for this are

unclear and it can only be speculated that partially or completely unfolded Ig domains are rapidly

degraded in the cell Even if unfolded domains remain stable in the cytoplasm, one cannot

discriminate between loss of binding due to mutated interacting residues or due to an unfolded

domain Alanine scanning mutagenesis is less prone to disturbing the domain structure than the

replacement of entire ß-strands On the other hand it is very labour-intensive.

The indentification of the binding partner of My2 would help to establish an in vitro binding system

where large numbers of mutants could be screened Using the well-established solid phase binding

assay, a library of mutated domain fragments that are either translated in a reticulocyte lysate system

or expressed recombinantly in £ Coli could be assayed for binding to the immobilized ligand As an

example, such as system could be used to determine the interacting residues in the titin Ig domain M4,

since in this case, the ligand (myomesin) is already known

3.5 An outlook: experiments to identify the binding partner of My2

So far, two distinct methods have failed to identify the interaction partner of My2 In the case of the

yeast two-hybrid screenings, the reason for the failure may either he in the suboptimal design of the

bait (as already discussed above) so that a new round of screening using rMy2-3 as bait may yield

interacting clones Alternatively, the interaction involving My2 may not be detectable at all in the yeast

two-hybrid system Depending on the interaction partner, there are several explanations for the failure

of the two-hybrid screens to detect an interaction, they are discussed below.

Despite available evidence from solid phase interaction assays (section 3 2), My2 may still interact

with myosin, since its binding site may be inaccessible on myosin filaments bound to a hydrophobic
matrix The interaction between myomesin and myosin is unlikely to be detectable m the yeast two-

hybrid system. Native myosin exists as a dimer that in turn assembles into higher order filaments. The
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expression of myosin sequences that have the ability to form higher order structures (i e that encode

a part of the helical rod that is long enough to form thermodynamically stable aggregates, Bandman ef

al, 1997) would most probably lead to aggregates in the yeast cytoplasm that are not exported to the

nucleus or that may even kill the cell Since myomesin interacts with the rod portion of myosin

(Obermann et al, 1997), the major fraction of sequences encoding the myomesin binding site would

also have the ability to aggregate Sequences that contain the binding site but are too small to form

stable aggregates may reach the nucleus but whether they would actually interact with myomesin is

doubtful Thus, the use of a spin-down assay would be better suited to detect a potential interaction

between My2 and myosin as described in section 3 2

Other known M-band proteins that may interact with myomesin include the enzyme creatine kinase

(MM-CK), M-protein and titin. An interaction of My2 with MM-CK is unlikely since constructs including

My2 also display M-band targeting in embryonic chicken cardiomyocytes that do not express MM-CK

(Wallimann ef al, 1977, Schäfer and Pernard, 1988) Likewise, M-protein is an unlikely interaction

partner for My2 because it is absent from slow skeletal muscles, where myomesin is present (Grove ef

al., 1989, Grove and Thomell, 1988, Pernard et al 1986) This leaves titin as a potential interaction

partner Intuitively, this makes sense M-band targeting of myomesin occurs through the interaction of

My2 and titin has been implicated as a sarcomeric ruler (Gregono ef al, 1999, Tnnick, 1994) The

previously identified interaction site between myomesin and titin (Obermann ef al, 1997) is not

involved in targeting in vivo, since neither wild type My4-8 nor mutants mimicking the phosphorylated

and unphosphorylated states were localized at the M-band (see 1 2 and 1 5). Another major structural

protein, a-actinin, has two distinct binding sites for titin that are crucial to directing Z-disc assembly

(Young ef al, 1998), and a similar mechanism in myomesin may specify the layout of the M-band

Several recombinantly expressed fragments of M-band titin have been mapped for binding to My2

(Obermann ef al, 1997) but no interaction was found However, only a limited combination of titin

domains was used in this study and more importantly some sequences, such as the large insertion

is2, were not included in the panel of titin fragments It has already been noted in section 1 5 3 that

depending on its secondary structure, is2 may be considerably longer than depicted in the model by

Obermann ef al (1997) and may well contact the thick filament, as well as myomesin, which is

associated with it Secondary structure modelling predicts an a-hehcal conformation for is2 (Gautel ef

al., 1993), but it cannot be excluded that is2 is largely unstructured, on account of which an interaction

with My2 may again escape detection in a yeast two-hybrid screen The use of small overlapping

regions of is2 as baits may help to overcome any expression or stability problems in the yeast two-

hybrid system

Alternatively, the interaction of My2 at the M-band may involve a ternary complex that cannot be

detected using methods such as interaction cloning or the yeast two-hybrid system In this case, an

approach has to be found that detects the interaction in situ Diffusion assays using skinned myofibrils

have been used successfully to detect interactions between sarcomeric proteins in situ (Gruen and

Gautel, 1999, Stolz and Wallimann, 1998) Thus, a combination of the skinned fiber assay and cross-

linking techniques may identify the interaction partner of My2 Recombinantly expressed and purified

His-tagged rMy2-3 is incubated with skinned myofibrils and a covalently linked complex between

rMy2-3 and the interacting protein is formed using a afunctional zero-length cross-linker Following
solubilization of the myofibril in a SDS/urea containing buffer, the complex may be purified using metal

affinity chromatography Compared with the yeast two-hybrid assay, in situ cross-linking techniques
have the advantage that all interacting components are already present and that multimeric

interactions have a higher chance of being detected than in a system that is limited to two interacting

components On the other hand, the specificity of cross-linking strongly depends on the selected

cross-linker This is especially important for detecting interactions within the myofibrils, where many

proteins are in close vicinity, even if they do not directly interact with each other Therefore, unspecific
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background may become a serious problem so that several different cross-linkers will most probably

have to be tested before meaningful results can be obtained.
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IV. Materials and Methods

4.1 Plasmid manipulations

4.1.1 General methods

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) PCR reactions were carried out in 50 ul volumes with the following

components 100 pg-1ng template DNA, 1X Pfu polymerase buffer (containing MgCIJ, 1 uM each

primer, 0 2 mM dNTPs, 2 units Pfu polymerase Reactions were overlayed with mineral oil and run on

a Hybaid Omnicycler (MWG Biotech, Lausanne, Switzerland) using the following conditions 95°C 2

minutes followed by 30 cycles of 95°C 45 seconds, annealing at 45-65°C 45 seconds, extension at

72°C for 1-10 minutes and a final elongation at 72°C for 10 minutes Usually, the polymerase was

added after the initial denaturation step

Plasmid digestion For preparative digestions, 3-10 ug plasmid DNA were digested with 10-30 U of

enzyme in the appropriate 1X restriction buffer for 2 hours Alternatively, DNA was digested with 10 U

enzyme for 1 hour, another 10 U of enzyme were added and the digest was continued for another

hour For difficult plasmids or for digesting close to the ends of the DNA fragment, digests were carried

out with 1-5 U of enzyme over night A list of enzymes that can be used in over night digests can be

found in the New England Biolabs catalogue When needed digestion mixes were supplemented with

1X bovine serum albumin (BSA, supplied by the enzyme manufacturer) Enzymes were from

Boehrmger Mannheim (Rotkreuz, Switzerland), Angewandte Biotechnologie Systeme (AGS, Axon

Lab, Wallisellen, Switzerland) and New England Biolabs (NEB, Bioconcept, Allschwil, Switzerland)

Isolation of DNA fragments from agarose gels Digests were run on preparative 1-2% agarose gels in

0 5X Tns-borate EDTA (TBE) buffer according to (Ausubel ef al, 1987) Bands were visualized by a

long-range ultraviolet light source, excised using a scalpel and purified using the Nucleospm extract kit

(Macherey Nagel, Düren, Germany) according to the manufacturers specifications Yield and purity of

the isolated fragments was judged by running them on a 1-2% agarose gel and comparing the band

intensity to a standard 1 kb DNA ladder (purchased from Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium)

Blunting of 5' overhangs Overhangs were filled up using Klenow enzyme from AGS (Axon Lab) in the

following mixture Up to 20 u.g DNA, 1X Klenow incubation buffer, 7 5 mM DTT, 50 u.M dNTPs

(Boehrmger Mannheim), 1-2 U Klenow enzyme The reaction was incubated at 37° C for 30 minutes,

inactivated at 75°C for 10 minutes and processed further Alternatively, 4 U of Klenow enzyme, DTT

and dNTPs were directly added to the restriction digest since Klenow enzyme retains 50% activity in

all restriction buffers

Blunting of 3' overhangs Overhangs were digested 31 to 5' by T4 DNA polymerase (Boehrmger

Mannheim) Up to 20 j.ig of DNA were incubated in 1X T4 polymerase buffer, 50 jiM dNTPs and 1-2 U

T4 DNA polymerase for 45 minutes at 37°C and subsequently inactivated at 75°C for 10 minutes

Digesting of ends by T4 DNA polymerase is much less efficient than filling up by Klenow enzyme and

will result in decreased cloning efficiencies

Dephosphorylation of 5'ends When cloning into a single site of a vector, 5' ends were

dephosphorylated to inhibit self-hgation of the vector Dephosphorylation is commonly performed using
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calf intestine alkaline phosphatase (CIAP) C1AP cannot be heat-inactivated and may modify the ends

of the vector during subsequent incubation steps sometimes leading to serious cloning problems To

circumvent this problem, alkaline phosphatase from arctic shrimp was used (SAP, Amersham

Pharmacia Biotech) Dephosphorylation was done by incubating maximally 2 u.g of linearized vector

with 1X SAP buffer and 1 U of SAP for 30 minutes at 37°C followed by an inactivation step at 75°C for

10 minutes After inactivation an additional unit of SAP was added, incubation was continued at 37°C

for 30 minutes and the reaction was terminated by incubation at 75°C for 10 minutes In most cases,

dephosphorylation was carried out directly after digestion in the restriction enzyme buffer since SAP is

active in all restriction buffers

Ligation of DNA fragments DNA fragments were quantitated on agarose gels as described above and

the amount of insert DNA needed for a given amount of vector DNA was calculated using the following

formula

ng insert = ((ng vector
*

insert size in kb) / vector size in kb)
*

insert vector ratio

Generally, ligations were performed in 10 ul volumes using 20-50 ng of vector and insert vector ratios

of 3 1, 1 1 and 1 3 As a control, vector without insert was ligated For ligations involving overhangs,

the incubation was carried out either at room temperature for 2 hours or at 16°C over night For blunt

ligations, incubations were always done at 16°C over night Vector DNA insert DNA, 1X ligation buffer

and 0 5-1 ul of T4 DNA hgase (NEB) were mixed and incubated as described above For blunt

ligations, a cycling protocol was sometimes used the ligation mixture was assembled as described

above and incubated over night m a PCR machine programmed to run the following cycles 30

seconds at 10°C, 30 seconds at 30°C (Lund ef al, 1996)

Linker ligation In some experiments, short linkers consisting of two complementary overhangs were

inserted into the vectors to add sequences encoding epitope tags or containing additional sites for

restriction enzymes The oligonucleotides were designed so as to form a complementary double-

stranded linker fragment with single-stranded overhangs at the ends The plasmid was digested with

the respective enzymes and gel purified The method can be used both for cloning into a single site

and for forced cloning using two different sites 100 pmol of each oligonucleotide was mixed, heated to

90°C for 2 minutes and left at room temperature to cool down for 30 minutes A ligation reaction was

set up containing 50 ng vector and 1 ul of the oligonucleotide mix, 1X T4 DNA hgase buffer and 1 ul

T4 DNA hgase (NEB) in a volume of 10 ul The reaction was incubated for 2 hours at room

temperature and 5 ul were transformed using either Protocol 1 or Protocol 2 (see below) It is

important not to dephosphorylate the ends of the vector since the oligonucleotides are not

phosphorylated The reaction is driven by the large excess of linker over vector and has the advantage

that no concatemers of linkers will occur Usually 6 clones were picked for analysis and in all cases,

the majority of the clones contained the correct linker

Transformation of plasmid DNA For the propagation of plasmid DNA two £ Coli strains were used,

namely XL-1 Blue and DH5a XL-1 Blue were made competent using Protocol 1, whereas DH5a were

made competent using Protocol 2 (see below) Transformations using Protocol 1 cells XL-1 Blue cells

were thawed on ice and divided into 50 ul aliquots Subsequently, 5 ul of ligation mix or 1-10 ng of

supercoiled plasmid was added and the cells were incubated on ice for 5 minutes 450 ul of SOC

medium was added and the cells were incubated at 37°C with shaking for 15 minutes (for plasmids

carrying the ampicilhne resistance gene) to 1 hour (for plasmids carrying the kanamycine resistance

gene) 50-200 ul aliquots were spread on plates with the appropriate antibiotic and incubated over

night at 37°C Transformations using Protocol 2 DH5a cells were thawed on ice, divided into 100 uJ

aliquots and 5 ul ligation mixture or 1 ng supercoiled plasmid DNA was added The transformation mix

was incubated on ice for 30 minutes, heat-shocked at 42 C for 90 seconds, incubated on ice for 3

minutes, and 500 ul SOC medium was added Subsequent steps were carried out as for Protocol 1
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Transformation by electroporation For electroporation, XL-1 Blue or SURE strains (Invitrogen) were

used Cells were thawed on ice, 40 jllI aliquots were transferred to ice-cold electroporation cuvettes

(0 2 mm gap width, BTX, Axon Lab), 1 ul of the ligation reaction was added and incubated on ice for

30 minutes Cells were electroporated in a BTX electroporator model ECM 600 at 1 5 kV, 2 5

kV/resistance, 129 Ohm Directly after the electroporation step, 1 ml of SOC medium was added into

the cuvette, mixed and transferred to a Falcon tube Cells were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with

shaking and 200 ul aliquots were spread on plates with the appropriate antibiotic

Plasmid DNA isolation for the analysis of recombinant clones, a standard mmiprep protocol was used

(Ausubel et al, 1987) For the preparation of large amounts of plasmid DNA suitable for transfection,

maxiprep kits from Quiagen (Quiagen, Hilden Germany) or Macherey Nagel were used The

preparations were done according to the protocols supplied by the manufacturer, with minor

modifications the centnfugation step after lysis was shortened to 10 minutes and the supernatant was

additionally filtered through a standard folded filter (Schleicher und Schull, Dassel, Germany) The

centnfugation step after plasmid DNA precipitation was carried out in a HB-4 swing-out rotor to avoid

smearing of the DNA pellet along the walls of the glass tube Plasmid DNA was dissolved in water at

an approximate concentration of 1 ug/ul Quantitation was done by agarose gel electrophoresis and

UV measurement. For UV measurement, the plasmid DNA was diluted 1 40 in 5 mM Tns-CI buffer pH

8 5. Absorption at 260 nm and at 280 nm was measured Plasmid DNA was considered to be clean if

the ratio 260 280 was above 1 8 The amount of plasmid DNA was calculated using 1 OD260 unit = 50

jig/ml DNA Plasmid DNA for transfections was aliquoted and stored at -20°C Working aliquots were

kept at 4°C and discarded after 1 month

Protocol 1 for competent cells XL-1 Blue cells were streaked out on LB+tetracyclme plates from a

glycerol stock and incubated over night at 37°C 5-10 single colonies were transferred into 500 ml and

grown at room temperature over night with shaking In the morning, cells were diluted back to an OD600
of 0 1 and grown at room temperature to an ODb 0

of 0 4-0 5 Cells were incubated on ice for 30

minutes, centrifuged at 4000 g for 10 minutes and resuspended in 10 ml 1X TSS by gentle swirling

Cells were dispersed in 200 j.il aliquots, snap-frozen m liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C This

protocol yields approximately 5x105 to 10f transformants per ug

Protocol 2 for competent cells DH5a cells were streaked out on LB plates from a glycerol stock and

incubated over night at 37°C 5-10 single colonies were transferred into 200 ml Medium A and

incubated at 18°C with shaking until they reached an OD600 of 0 5 (usually 2-3 days) Cells were

incubated on ice for 10 minutes and pelleted at 4000 g for 10 minutes and resuspended in 80 ml ice-

cold Medium B, followed by 10 minutes on ice Cells were pelleted again, resuspended in 20 ml ice-

cold Medium B and slowly stirred on ice While stirring, 1 4 ml dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added

dropwise and cells were incubated on ice for another 10 minutes 400 ul were made, snap-frozen in

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C This protocol yields approximately 5x106 to 107 transformants per

Electrocompetent cells XL-1 Blue or SURE were streaked onto LB+tetracyclme plates from glycerol
stocks and incubated over night at 37°C Several single colonies were picked into a pre-culture of

LB+tetracyclme and grown over night at 37°C with shaking 1 liter of LB was inoculated 1/100 with the

pre-culture and grown to an OD
b0

of 0 8-0 9 Cells were aliquoted into pre-cooled flasks, incubated on

ice for 20 minutes and centrifuged at 4000 g for 15 minutes Pellets were resuspended in a total

volume of 1 liter of ice-cold water by slight vortexing and centrifuged again Pellets were resuspended

in a total volume of 0 5 I of ice-cold water, resuspended by vortexing and centrifuged again Pellets

were resuspended in a total volume of 20 ml ice-cold water/10% glycerol by swirling, transferred to a

single ice-cold 50 ml Falcon tube and centrifuged again Finally cells were resuspended in 2 ml of ice-

cold water/10% glycerol and dispersed into 120 ul aliquots that were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and

stored at -80°C This protocol yields approximately 109 transformants per ug
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4.1.2 Chicken myomesin constructs

All constructs of chicken myomesin that are listed in Figure 1 2 were generated by amplifying the

respective sequences via PCR using primers that incorporated 11- (5'CTCGCTCGCCCA3') and 12-

mer (5TGGGCCGAACCAG3') overhangs, followed by subcloning into a modified pSCT1 vector, as

described in detail below

Modification of the pSCT1 vector. The vector pSCT1 (Soldati and Pernard, 1991) was modified by

deleting part of the polylinker and replacing it by the overhang sequences of the pDirect polylinker

(Clontech, Palo Alto, USA). This resulted in an altered multiple cloning site containing the sequence

5'CAACTCGCTCGCCCGGGCCGAACCAGTTG3' The vector was called pSCT2(+) and incorporated

a CMV promoter followed by a T7 promoter sequence and the multiple cloning site containing the

11/12-mer sequence and a 3' untranslated sequence from the rabbit ß-globm gene Preparation of the

vector was done by digesting with the enzyme Sma I resulting in blunt-ended vector ends The

reaction was precipitated and the 3'-> 5' digestion with T4 DNA polymerase was performed in a 10 jliI

volume with 1X T4 polymerase buffer, 2 5 mM dATP, 1-2 U T4 DNA polymerase T4 DNA polymerase

will digest the blunt-ended DNA due to its 3'->5' exonuclease activity Upon reaching the first A in the

sequence, the polymerase activity will replace the A every time it is removed by the exonuclease

activity. Thus, the digestion will be stopped at the first A, leaving an 11 or 12 nucleotide overhang that

can be efficiently annealed to a complementary overhang in a PCR product The reaction was carried

out at 37°C for 30 minutes and stopped by the addition of 1/5 SE solution (2 5 M NaCI, 100 mM

EDTA) The reaction was precipitated, dissolved in water and stored at -~20°C

PCR products were purified using the Nucleospin extract kit (Macherey Nagel) and the following

components were assembled in a reaction tube 100 ng PCR product, 1X T4 DNA polymerase buffer,

2 5 mM dTTP, 1-2 U T4 DNA polymerase (final volume 10 ul) The reaction was incubated at 37°C for

30 minutes and stopped by the addition of 1/5 SE solution The polymerase was inactivated by heating

to 75°C for 15 minutes and 50 ng treated pSCT2(+) was added to the reaction The mixture was

heated to 90°C for 2 minutes and left at room temperature for 30 minutes to 1 hour Subsequently, 5 ul

of the reaction was transformed using either Protocol 1 or Protocol 2

4.1.3 Rat myomesin constructs

All rat myomesin constructs listed in Figure 2 1 were generated by PCR on the phage clone DA4 6

isolated from a neonatal rat heart library (Clontech) A BamH I site was incorporated into sense and

Eco RI and Sal I sites were incorporated into antisense primers PCR fragments were cloned into the

eukaryotic expression vector pSCT1 (Soldati and Pernard, 1991) using the BamH I and Sal I sites,

sequenced and subcloned into the prokaryotic expression vector pGEX-2T (Amersham Pharmacia

Biotech) using BamH I and EcoR I sites

4.1.4 Mouse myomesin constructs

Constructs encoding C-terminal parts of mouse myomesin (Figure 2 1) were generated by PCR on a

clone containing the complete open reading frame of mouse myomesin (a kind gift of M Price,

Houston, Texas, USA) PCR products were cloned into pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) using Xho I and BamH I

sites, sequenced and subcloned into the pQE expression vector (Quiagen) using Sal I and Hind III

sites and into the yeast two-hybrid bait vector pLexMG (kindly supplied by Dr Mathias Gautel, EMBL

Heidelberg, Germany) using Xho I and BamH I sites For the replacement of GFP with a mT epitope

tag (Grussenmeyer ef al, 1985), mMy9-13-GFP and mMy11-13-GFP (see Figure 2 1) were digested
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with BamH I and Not I to excise the GFP and ligated with a linker containing BamH I and Not I

overhangs as described under 4 11.

4.1.5 Bacterial expression constructs

Construction of pET28ptac This modified expression vector is based on pET28 (Novagen). It contains

the coding sequence for the lacP repressor, a T7 promoter sequence, an N-terminal His-tag and a T7

tag followed by a thrombin cleavage site and a C-terminal His-tag The T7 promoter in pET28 was

exchanged by amplifying the tac promoter of pGEX-2T with primers containing Bgl II and Xba I sites

and inserting this fragment into the Bgl It and Xba I sites of pET28 Subsequently, the N-terminal His-

tag, the T7 tag and the thrombin cleavage site were removed by digestion with Xba I and BamH I and

replaced by an oligonucleotide linker containing a His-tag followed by a TEV protease by hgating into

the Xba I and BamH I sites as described under 4 1 1 resulting in pET28ptac.

Construction of pGEX-2TandpGEX-2TK fusions Rat myomesin sequences that were expressed in £

Coli were excised from pSCT1 with BamH I and EcoR I and cloned into the same sites of pGEX-2T

For the phage-based expression screening, rMy2-3mT was excised from the pGEX-2T fusion

construct using BamH I and EcoR I and cloned into the identical sites of pGEX-2TK (Kaehn ef ai,

1992)

Construction ofpQE fusions Inserts corresponding to rMyl, rMy1-3 and rMy2-3 were excised from the

pSCT1-based constructs using BamH I and Sal I and cloned into the corresponding sites of pQE30

(Quiagen)

Construction of rMy1-3pET28ptac. rMy1-3 was excised from the pSCT1-based construct using BamH I

and Sal I and cloned into the same sites of pET28ptac

4.2 Solid phase binding assay

[35S] labeled protein was generated from cDNA constructs using a T7 coupled transcription/translation

system (Promega, Catalys AG, Zurich, Switzerland) following the manufacturer's instructions For

some constructs, RNA was first synthesized in a standard transcription reaction as described

previously (Schäfer and Pernard, 1988) and then added directly to the transcription/translation system

[35S] labeled protein was analyzed on 8-22% SDS-PAGE gradient gels (Matsudaira and Burgess,

1978) The amount of labeled protein was normalized by comparing the signal intensity on

autoradiographies of serial dilutions and the labeled proteins were diluted so that all proteins gave

signals of equal strength after overnight exposure to autoradiography film Therefore, the actual

amount of cMy1-3 or rMy1-3 protein is smaller than for single domain constructs, because the three-

domain constructs incorporate more [35S]methionme
1 ng and 100 ng of rabbit muscle light meromyosin (LMM, Sigma) were spotted onto nitrocellulose

strips prewetted with PBS and left for 10 minutes to dry Unspecific binding was blocked for 1 hour

with 3% BSA, 0 2% Tween-20 (Fluka) in overlay buffer (100 mM KCl, 1mM dithiothreitol, 20 mM

imidazole/HCI, pH 7 0) and the nitrocellulose strips were incubated for 1 hour with the labeled

myomesin fragments in binding buffer (overlay buffer supplemented with 1% BSA, 0 2% Tween-20)
After three washes m binding buffer, nitrocellulose strips were dried for 10 minutes and exposed to

autoradiography film for 12 hours Firefly luciferase cDNA was expressed in the coupled

transcription/translation system as described above and was used in the solid phase binding assay in

order to assay unspecific binding to myosin
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4.3 Purification of recombinantly expressed proteins from E. coli

If not noted otherwise, all recombinant proteins were expressed in £ Coli BL21 (Novagen, Madison,

Wl, USA)

4.3 1 Purification of GST-fusions using glutathione-agarose.

For the soluble expression of GST-rMy2 GST-rMy3 and GST-rMy2-3, 1 liter of LB+ampicilhne was

inoculated with 50 ml of an overnight culture and grown at room temperature to an OD600 of 0 6

Protein expression was induced with 2 mM IPTG and the cells were grown for an additional 3 hours at

room temperature Cells were pelleted by centnfugation at 4000 g for 15 minutes, the pellet was

resuspended in 40 ml STE buffer (10 mM Tns, 150 mM NaCI, 1 mM EDTA, 0 1 % Triton X-100, pH 8)

containing 1 6 ml of a 25x stock solution of the Complete' protease inhibitor mix (Boehrmger

Mannheim, Rotkreuz, Switzerland) and lysozyme was added to a final concentration of 100 ug/ml and

the suspension was incubated on ice for 30-40 minutes Cells were disrupted by sonification (3-5x 10

second bursts in a Branson Sonifier 250 50% duty cycle) and cell debris was pelleted by

centnfugation at 10000 g for 20 minutes The supernatant was incubated with 1 ml of 50% glutathione

sepharose 4B (Pharmacia Biotech) and incubated for 4-6 hours at 4°C The resin was pelleted by

centnfugation at 1500 g for 2 minutes, washed three times in STE buffer and loaded onto a gravity

flow coloumn Washing was done overnight with STE buffer The purified protein was eluted in 2 ml

elution buffer (100 mM reduced glutathione (Sigma) in STE buffer) and the purity was checked by

SDS-PAGE

Experiments to increase the solubility of GST-rMy1 Several modifications of the expression procedure

were tested to see if they would yield any soluble GST-rMy1 In a first step, the concentration of IPTG

was tested expression cultures were prepared as described above and induced with 0 005, 0 05, 0 1

and 0 2 mM IPTG The cells were grown for 4 hours and aliquots were taken after 30 minutes, 1 hour,

2 hours and 4 hours The aliquots were processed as described above and soluble and insoluble

fractions were tested for the presence of GST-rMy1 by western blotting with the antibody against the

C-termmal mT tag Induction with 0 005 mM IPTG did not yield any detectable protein, even 4 hours

after induction The other conditions resulted in expressed GST-rMy1, however, recombinant protein

was found exclusively in the insoluble fraction Next, cultures were prepared as described above,

induced with 0 1 and 0 2 mM IPTG and grown at room temperature for 4 hours Samples were

prepared after 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours and 4 hours but again, all protein was found exclusively in

the insoluble fraction Next, pGEX-rMyl was introduced into XL-1 Blue, TOP10 and BL21(DE3)pLysS

strains and the protein production was performed at room temperature for 4 hours after induction with

0 1 mM IPTG However, the recombinant GST-rMy1 was consistently found in the insoluble fraction

Finally, soluble protein media (SPM) was used to slow down the growth and protein expression of the

bacteria Overnight cultures of BL21(DE3)pLysS transformed with pGEX-rMyl were grown in

LB+ampicilhn The cultures were pelleted and resuspended in SPM so as to give an ODeoo of 0 25

Cells were grown at room temperature to an OD^ 3
of 0 4 induced with 0 1 mM IPTG and grown for

another 3 hours at room temperature Samples were taken and processed as described above Again,
all GST-rMy1 was exclusively found in the insoluble fraction
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4.3.2 Purification of His-tagged proteins using metal chelate affinity chromatography.

Resin for the purification of His-tagged proteins was purchased from Clontech (TALON metal affinity

resin) and prepared according to the manufacturers recommendations. The resin has a binding

capacity of 5 mg/ml.

For soluble expression of His-rMy2-3, 500 ml of LB+ampicilhn were inoculated with 25 ml of an

overnight culture and grown at room temperature to an ODb00 of 0 6 and protein expression was

induced with 0.2 mM IPTG (Apphchem, Axon Lab) for 3 hours at room temperature. Cells were

pelleted at 4000 g for 15 minutes and resuspended in Buffer 1 (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCI, 10 mM

imidazole, pH 8) on ice. Lysozyme (Axon Lab) was added to a final concentration of 100 ug/ml and the

cells were incubated on ice for 30 minutes Subsequently, cells were lysed by five 10 second bursts in

a Branson Sonifier 250 at 50% duty cycle with intermittent cooling on ice. The debris was pelleted by

centnfugation at 10000 g for 15 minutes, the supernatant was supplemented with Tween-20 to 0 1%,

ß-mercaptoethanol to 10 mM and NaCI to 500 mM (binding buffer) and incubated with 2 ml 50%

TALON resin slurry for 20 minutes on a shaker platform at room temperature. The resin was pelleted

by centnfugation at 700 g for 2 minutes and washed three times in binding buffer and loaded onto a

gravity flow coloumn. Washing with binding buffer was carried out over night at 4°C. Purified protein

was eluted by addition of 2 ml elution buffer (binding buffer supplemented with 100 mM imidazole).

The purity of the protein was checked by SDS-PAGE and the amount of protein was determined using

the BCA protein assay kit (Pierce, Soccochim SA, Lausanne, Switzerland) according to the

manufacturers instructions.

For insoluble expression of His-rMy1 and rMy1-3pET28ptac, 500 ml of LB+ampicillin were inoculated

with 25 ml of an overnight culture and grown at 37°C to an OD600 of 0 6. Protein expression was

induced with 1 mM IPTG and growth was continued at 37°C for another 3hours. Cells were harvested

by centnfugation at 4000 g for 15 minutes, resuspended in 20 ml lysis buffer (20 mM Tns, 100 mM

NaCI, 8M urea, pH 8) and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature with shaking. Cell debris was

removed by centnfugation at 10000 g for 20 minutes and the supernatant was incubated with 4 ml

50% TALON resin slurry for 2 hours at room temperature with shaking. The resin was pelleted by

centnfugation at 700 g for 2 minutes and washed three times with lysis buffer. The resin was loaded

onto a gravity flow coloumn and washed with 200 ml washing buffer (20 mM Tris, 1 M NaCI, 20%

ethanol, 8 M urea, pH 8) Protein was eluted with 4 ml elution buffer (20 mM Tns, 1 M NaCI, 8 M urea,

100 mM imidazole, pH 8). The purity of the protein was checked by SDS-PAGE analysis.

Refolding of His-rMyl. Initially, refolding was attempted by dialysis of the unfolded protein against

various refolding buffers, as described below For all refolding attempts, parallel samples of

concentrated (around 1 mg/ml) and diluted (50 ng/ml) protein were used. The protein was diluted to

the correct concentration in elution buffer and dialysed overnight against 2-3 liters of refolding buffer in

a Shde-a-Lyzer cassette (Pierce, Socochim, Lausanne, Switzerland) After dialysis, the protein solution

was centrifuged at 15000 g for 30 minutes and fractions of the pellet and supernatant were loaded

onto a SDS-PAGE to estimate the amount of refolded versus total protein. The basic refolding buffer

consisted of 20 mM Tns, 5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCI, pH8 The following components were added in

various combinations at the indicated concentrations 50 mM glycine, 5 mM ß-mercaptoethanol, 20%

glycerol, 100-500 mM NaCI, 5 mM L-arginine, 2 mM MgClt, 2 M urea, 0 1-0 5% Tween-20, 0 1-0.5%

NP-40, 0.01% SDS. Refolding was also attempted while the protein was still bound to the resin. For

this purpose, a step gradient in the following buffer was used: 20 mM Tns, 150 mM NaCI, 2 mM MgCI2,
50 mM glycine, 5 mM ß-mercaptoethanol, 20% glycerol, pH 8 with a stepwise reduction of urea from 8

M to 6 M, 4 M, 2 M, 1 M, 0 M Purified protein was either stored on ice (up to several weeks) or in 50%

glycerol at -20°C.
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4.3.3 Co-expression of pET28ptac-rMv1-3 and pTrx orpGroESL

Plasmids encoding thioredoxm (pTrx) and GroES and GroEL (pGroESL, (Yasukawa et al, 1995) were

transformed into electrocompetent BL1(DE3) cells and selected on LB+chloramphenicol plates (34

tag/ml) A single colony from each transformation was inoculated into an overnight culture in

LB+chloramphenicol The next day, an aliquot of the overnight culture was diluted back to an OD600 of

0 1, grown to an OD
600

of 0 6 and induced with 1 mM IPTG Samples were prepared 4 hours after

induction and the expression of the chaperone proteins was monitored by SDS-PAGE An aliquot of

the overnight culture was streaked out on LB+chloramphenicol plates and the next day, a single

colony was picked and electrocompetent BL21(DE3) carrying the chaperone plasmids were prepared

BL21/pTrx and BL21/pGroESL were transformed with pET28ptac-rMy1-3, grown on

LB+chloramphenicol +kanamycme, two independent colonies were picked and inoculated into an

overnight culture The overnight culture was diluted back to an OD600 of 0 1, grown to an OD600 of 0 6 at

37°C and protein expression was induced with 0 5 mM IPTG Samples were taken after 3 hours and

treated with BugBuster (Novagen) according to the manufacturers protocol Soluble and insoluble

fractions were monitored on SDS-PAGE for rMy1-3 expression

4.3.4 Expression of MBP-ANrMv1+3

The construct MBP-ANrMy1+3 was transformed into electrocompetent BL21 and BL21(DE3), a single

colony was picked and inoculated into an overnight culture of LB+ampicilhn The overnight culture was

inoculated 1 100 into 20 ml LB+ampicillin and the cells were grown to an OD600 of 0 6 Protein

expression was induced with 0 5 mM IPTG and growth was continued for 3 hours. An aliquot of the

cells was pelleted, resuspended in SDS sample buffer, boiled for 3 minutes and loaded onto an SDS-

PAGE gel for analysis The protein was expressed at high levels and since there was no difference in

expression between BL21 and BL21(DE3) strains BL21 were used for further experiments To test the

solubility of MBP-ANrMy1+3, an overnight culture of transformed BL21 was inoculated 1 100 into

LB+ampicillin, grown to an OD600 of 0 4 at 37°C, switched to 30°C and grown for another hour Protein

expression was induced with 0 2 and 0 5 mM IPTG and the cells were grown for another 3 hours

Soluble and insoluble fractions were prepared as described under 4 3 3 and loaded onto an SDS-

PAGE gel The samples were transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with an antibody against the mT

tag (KEE, diluted 1 100), followed by a horseradish peroxidase-coupled polyclonal rabbit anti mouse

antibody (diluted 1 3000, Dako, Zug, Switzerland) Detection was performed using SuperSignal

reagent (Pierce) The major part of the fusion protein was found in the soluble fraction of bacteria

induced with either 0 2 or 0 5 mM IPTG

4.4 Far Western blots

The Far western blots were carried out by running total extracts of hearts from either rat or mouse of

different stages on 2-20% gradient SDS-PAGE gels, transferring to nitrocellulose and probing either

with radiolabled GSTtk-rMy2-3 or unlabeled rMy2-3 followed by a primary antibody against the mT tag

(diluted 1 100) and a secondary horseradish peroxidase-coupled rabbit anti mouse antibody (diluted

1 3000, Dako) as described below If radiolabeled protein was used, then the labeling was carried out

as described under 4 5 4 If unlabeled protein was used, it was cleaved off from the GST moiety as

described under 4 4 3
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4.4.1 Extract preparation.

For the extract preparation, a modified sample buffer was used, containing 100 mM Tns, 200 mM

DTT, 4% SDS, 0 2% bromphenolblue, 20% glycerol, pH 6 8 Heart, skeletal muscle and liver were

dissected from freshly killed rats and mice, chopped up in suitable pieces and immediately frozen in

liquid nitrogen A piece of tissue was placed in a mortar ring (precooled in liquid nitrogen), the bolt was

inserted over the tissue piece and the tissue was disrupted using several strokes with a hammer 40-

100 ul of sample buffer were added to the ground tissue the frozen tissue/sample buffer mixture was

scraped into an eppendorf tube and plunged into liquid nitrogen Samples were stored at -20°C,

thawed on ice for loading and immediately refrozen All samples were run on 2-20% SDS-PAGE gels

and the integrity of the sarcomeric proteins was tested with antibodies against titin (T12, used 1 1000)

and myomesin (B4, affinity purified, used 1 500)

4.4.2 Expression and purification of GSTtk-rMv2-3 in E. coli

pGEXtk-rMy2-3 is a construct where the insert rMy2-3mT has been subcloned from pGEX-2T into the

vector pGEX-2TK (Kaehn ef a/, 1992) Expression and purification of the protein followed the

conditions described under 4 3 1, except that the pure protein was not eluted from the GST resin

Loaded resin was stored in a tightly sealed tube on ice

4.4.3 Removal of GST by thrombin digestion.

Thrombin (isolated from human plasma, T-6884 Sigma) was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline

(PBS) to a specific activity of 1 NIH unit/ul, aliquoted and stored at -80°C. Aliquots were thawed

maximally twice and were then discarded Approximately 100 ul glutathione-resin (30-35 ug GSTtk-

rMy2-3) were washed twice with PBS, excess liquid was removed with a 23 gauge needle and 50 u.l

thrombin mix (0 5 ul thrombin stock and 49 5 ul PBS) was added to the resin and incubated at room

temperature on a shaker for 3 hours The resin was pelleted by centnfugation and the supernatant was

transferred to a new tube The resin was washed twice with 50 ul PBS and the wash fractions were

added to the supernatant Protein concentration was measured using the BCA kit (Pierce) and by

SDS-PAGE

4.4.3 Far western blotting with GSTtk-rMy2-3 and detection by antibody

Effect of a denaturing/renaturing cycle The extracts were run on a 2-20% SDS-PAGE gel (Matsudaira

and Burgess, 1978) and transferred to nitrocellulose according to standard procedures (Towbin et al,

1979) In the first trial, each sample was loaded four times, the nitrocellulose was cut in four pieces

carrying identical extracts in each lane and two pieces were blocked directly (described below),

whereas the other two were subjected to a denaturation/renaturation cycle The blots were incubated

in Hyb75 buffer (20 mM HEPES, 75 mM KCl, 0 1 mM EDTA, 2 5 mM MgCL, 0 05% NP-40, pH 7 7)

plus 6 M guanidmium chloride for 15 minutes and then in a series of buffers containing Hyb75 plus 4,

2, 1, 0 M guanidmium chloride for 20 minutes each After the last incubation, the blots were washed

once in Hyb75 and transferred to the blocking solution Blocking was done in 1X GST-lysate, 3% milk

powder, 1% BSA, 1mM DTT for 1 hour at room temperature Subsequently, each blot was incubated

m 1X GST-lysate, 1% milk powder, 1% BSA, 1 mM DTT, either with or without (antibody control) 30 jig

GSTtk-rMy2-3 at 4°C overnight on a shaker platform The first antibody (affinity purified monoclonal

mouse anti mT tag, KEE, (Grussenmeyer ef al 1985) used 1 100) was incubated in 1X GST-lysate,
1% milk powder, 1% BSA, 1 mM DTT for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by three washes in the
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same buffer Secondary antibody (polyclonal rabbit anti mouse, horseradish peroxidase-coupled,

Dako, used 1 3000) was applied in the same buffer for 40 minutes at room temperature, again

followed by three washes in the same buffer Following the last wash, the blots were rinsed briefly in

Hyb75 buffer and developed using SuperSignal chemiluminescence mix (Pierce) The blots were

exposed to autoradiographic film for 5 seconds to 1 hour Since there was no difference in signals

between the blots that were blocked directly and those that were carried through a

denaturing/renaturing cycle, this procedure was omitted in all further experiments

Optimization of blocking conditions In a second set of experiments, various conditions for blocking

and incubation were tested to determine the optimal conditions for Far Western blotting and the

expression cloning

(1) Blocking was done in 1X GST-lysate, 3% BSA, 1mM DTT for 1 hour and the incubation was done

m 1X GST-lysate, 0 3% BSA, 1mM DTT for 4 hours at room temperature This resulted in excessive

background in all lanes, including the control (mouse liver extract).

(2) Blocking was done m 1X GST-lysate, 3% milk powder, 1% BSA, 1mM DTT for 1 hour and the

incubation was done in 1X GST-lysate, 1% milk powder, 1% BSA, 1mM DTT overnight at 4°C. No

background was evident in any of the lanes

(3) Blocking was done m 1X GST-lysate, 2% milk powder, 1% BSA, 1mM DTT for 1 hour and the

incubation was done m 1X GST-lysate, 1% BSA, 1mM DTT overnight at 4°C This resulted in the best

signal/noise ratio and therefore, the conditions were used for all subsequent experiments

4.4.4 Far Western using radiolabeled GSTtk-rMy2-3

The Far Western was also carried out using labeled GSTtk-rMy2-3, mainly to test the labeled protein

prior to screening since the background was consistently higher using labeled protein than with

unlabeled protein m combination with antibodies Blotting of extracts was done as described under

4 4 3 and blocking and incubation conditions were as for (3) listed under optimization of blocking

conditions. For each blot, 200'000 cpm of labeled protein were added and incubated overnight at 4°C.

Washing was carried out as described under 4 4 3 The blot was dried and exposed to

autoradiographic film overnight

4.5 Phage-based expression screening
— : mr f— <mr~

4.5.1 Preparation of GST lysate for filter blocking.

Empty pGEX-2TK vector was transformed into £ Coli BL21 using Protocol 1 and plated on a

LB+ampicihne plate After overnight incubation, a single colony was picked and a 100 ml overnight
culture was prepared The overnight culture was added to 2 liters of LB+ampicilhne and grown at 37°C

to an OD610 of 0 6 Protein expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG and the cells were grown for

another 4 hours at 37°C Cells were harvested by centnfugation at 4000 g for 15 minutes and the

pellet was resuspended in 80 ml of Hyb75 buffer supplemented with 1 mM DTT and 100 ug/ml

lysozyme Following a 30 minute incubation on ice, the cells were lysed by sonification as described

above Cell debris was pelleted by centnfugation at 10'000 g for 5 minutes and the supernatant was

aliquoted and frozen at -80°C The presence of adequate amounts of GST was checked by SDS-

PAGE
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4.5.2 Library titration

E. coli Y1090r" were streaked out on LB+ampicillin plates and incubated overnight at 37°C. A single

colony was picked into 4 ml of LB+ampicillin, 10 mM MgS04, 0.2% maltose and incubated overnight at

37°C with shaking. An aliquot of an embryonic rat heart library in A,gt11 (Clontech) was thawed and

stored at 4°C. The following serial dilutions were prepared in SM buffer (35 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCI, 10

mM MgS04, 2% gelatine, pH 7.5):

2 ul library + 1 ml SM buffer -> 1:500 (D1)

2 ul D1 + 1 ml SM buffer -> 1:250'000 (D2)

Infections were done as listed in Table 4 using the Y1090r" overnight culture and dilution D2.

Tube
no.

juISM uJY1090r ul D2

1 98 200 2

2 95 200 5

3 90 200 10

4 100 200 0

Table 4. Infections of serial library dilutions for titer determination.

SM buffer and library aliquots were mixed in a 10 ml polystyrene tube, Y1090r" culture was added,

mixed and incubated at 37°C in a water bath for 20 minutes to allow adsorption of phages to the

bacteria. To each tube, 3 ml of top agarose (LB supplemented with 10 mM MgS04, and 7.2g/l

agarose) heated to 47°C was added, swirled to mix and plated onto a prewarmed 100 mm LB plate

without antibiotics, but supplemented with 10 mM MgSO,,, Plates were left at room temperature with lid

up for 15 minutes to let the top agarose dry completely and then placed over night at 37°C, lid side

down. The next day, the number of clear plaques visible on the bacterial lawn were counted and the

titer of the library (in pfu/ml) was calculated from the dilutions. The thawed aliquot of the embryonic rat

heart library had a titer of 3 x 10'° pfu/ml.

4.5.3 Library plating

In the expression cloning, 7.5 x 10"5 clones were screened. The plating density was set to 50'000

plaques per filter, resulting in 15 140 mm filters. An overnight culture of Y1090r" was prepared as

described above, diluted back to an OD,300 of 0.1 in the morning and grown further to an OD600 of 1.0.

An aliquot of the library was diluted in SM buffer to 104 pfu/ml, 5 fil of this dilution were mixed with 295

ul SM buffer and then with 600 ul of the Y1090r" culture, incubated at 37°C in a water bath for 20

minutes, 7 ml of preheated top agarose were added, swirled and plated on 150 mm LB plate (without

antibiotics) supplemented with 10 mM MgSO,. Plates were left to dry at room temperature for 10

minutes and then incubated at 42°C for 3 hours. By that time, clear plaques had formed on the

bacterial lawn.

4.5.4 Labeling of GST-rMv2-3.

The vector pGEX-2TK contains a recognition site for cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) that is

placed between the 3' end of the GST coding sequence and the beginning of the multiple cloning site.

Therefore, GST fusion proteins automatically have a recognition site for PKA and can be labeled with
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32P by transfer of the 32P group from y32P-ATP to the PKA site For labeling, the fusion protein was not

eluted but was left bound to the glutathione-resin Approximately 30 jig of protein were labeled per

screening round PKA (Sigma) was reconstituted in 39 mM DTT in water to 5 units/ul by gentle

shaking and left at room temperature for 10 minutes After that the enzyme was placed on ice PKA

was prepared freshly for every labeling 50-100 ul of resin-bound fusion protein was washed twice in

HMK buffer (20 mM Tns, 100 mM NaCI, 12 mM MgCI pH 7 5) and excess liquid was removed with a

23 gauge needle The following was added to 50 ul resin 5 ul 10x HMK buffer (200 mM Tns, 1 M

NaCI, 120 mM MgCI , pH 7 5), 10 ul PKA (5 U/ul), 8 ul /3 P-ATP (3000 mCi/mmol, 10 uCi/ui), 5 ul 10

mM DTT, 22 u.l water The reaction was incubated for 30 minutes at 4°C in a water bath and

terminated by the addition of 500 ul HMK stop buffer (10 mM NaH2P04, 10 mM Na pyrophosphate 10

mM EDTA, 1 mg/ml BSA, pH 8) The resin was washed twice with 500 llI HMK stop buffer (5 minutes

incubation on a wheel at room temperature) and three times with 500 ul NETN buffer (20 mM Tns, 100

mM NaCI, 1 mM EDTA, 0 5% NP-40) The last wash fraction was measured and if necessary washes

were continued until radioactivity dropped to background levels (measured using either a scintillation

counter or a geiger counter) Labeled protein was eluted with 500 ul glutathione elution buffer (see

above) for 15 minutes at room temperature (incubation on wheel) The elution was repeated and the

eluates were measured separately by spotting 1 ul on a filter paper In parallel, known amounts of y32P-
ATP were spotted on filter papers and all samples were measured in a scintillation counter Activities

were around 6-7 x 101 cpm/ul The eluate was stored on ice until used

4.5.5 Optimization of blocking conditions

Prior to the screening, the conditions for the blocking and incubation steps were optimized For this

purpose, an aliquot of the phage library was diluted to 50 000 pfu/ml as described under 4 5 3 and

5000 pfu were plated per 10 cm dish The plates were incubated as described under 4 5 3, overlaid

with nitrocellulose filters (treated as described under 4 5 6) and incubated for 3 hours at 37°C Filters

were removed, washed briefly in Hyb75 plus 1 mM DTT and blocked using different buffer conditions

(1) undiluted GST-lysate, 1 mM DTT, (2) GST-lysate/ Hyb75 1 2, 1 mM DTT, (3) GST-lysate/Hyb75

1 4, 1 mM DTT, (4) GST-lysate/Hyb75 1 6 1 mM DTT and (4) GST-lysate/Hyb75 18 1mM DTT Each

conditions was tested with and without the addition of 1% milk powder The best results were

obtained using GST-lysate/Hyb75 1 4 supplemented with 1 mM DTT and 1% milk powder and these

conditions were used for blocking and incubation steps for all further experiments

4.5 6 Filter screening

Porablot NCL 0 45 urn filters (Macherey-Nagel) were immersed in 10 mM IPTG in water for 15

minutes and left in a laminar flow hood until they were almost dry Filters were used immediately or

stored at room temperature and prewetted before use in 10 mM IPTG in water The plates were

overlaid with the filters and incubated for 3 5 hours at 375C The orientation of the filters was marked

with a syringe and mdia ink at three positions each filter was marked with a number using a normal

pen, the filters were carefully removed with forceps and placed in Hyb75 buffer plus 1 mM DTT For

the primary screen, a second filter set was prepared by overlaying the plates with fresh filters and

incubation at 37°C for another 3 5 hours The second filter set was also placed in Hyb75 buffer, both

sets were pooled and washed once more in Hyb75 buffer Blocking was done for 1 hour at room

temperature in blocking mix (GST-lysate diluted 1 4 in Hyb75 supplemented with 1 mM DTT and 1%

milk powder) Filter incubation with radiolabeled GSTtk-rMy2-3 was done volumes of 5 ml per filter

The incubation mix was prepared by diluting GST-lysate 1 4 in Hyb75 supplemented with 1 mM DTT

and 1% milk powder To achieve 6 x 105 cpm per filter three 200 mm glass petn dishes were used

with 10 filters/dish For each dish, 50 ml of incubation mix were prepared and 6 x 10b cpm of
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radiolabeled probe were added 5 ml of the mix were pipetted into the petri dish, a filter was laid on top

of the mix, another 5 ml were pipetted on top of the filter, and distributed by rotation and the next filter

was placed on top, until all 10 filters were in the dish The dish was then sealed airtight and all dishes

were incubated overnight at 4°C on a shaker platform The filters were washed three times in Hyb75

buffer supplemented with 1 mM DTT, 1% milk powder, dried and exposed overnight to three days at -

80°C

4.5.7 Picking of putative positive plagues.

The plates were arranged with the autoradiography films and plaques corresponding to positive

signals on the film were picked using a cut-off blue tip and transferred to 1 ml SM buffer

(supplemented with 1-2 drops of chloroform) The picked agar plugs were vortexed to release the

phages and either used directly or stored at 4°C The titer of the eluted phages was determined as

described above and phages were plated at 5000 pfu/150 mm plate for the secondary and at 1000

pfu/150 mm plate for the tertiary screen

4.6 Yeast two-hybrid screens

Bait constructs The bait constructs encoding rMyl rMy2-3 and mMy9-13 were amplified by PCR with

primers containing Xho /and BamH /sites using the original phage clone DA4 6 (for rMyl and rMy2-3)

or the skelemin cDNA (for mMy9-13, see 4 1 4 for details) as template Reaction conditions were as

described under 4 11, annealing was done at 57°C for 1 minute The PCR products were cloned into

the Xho /and BamH /sites of pBluescnpt II KS(+), sequenced and subcloned into the Xho /and BamH

I sites of pLexMG for screens using the strain L40 For screens using the GAL4-based system, the

inserts rMy1-3, rMy2-3, rMy2 and cMy2 were excised from the corresponding LexA construct using

EcoR I and Sal I sites and cloned into the EcoR I and Sal I sites of pAS2-1 (Clontech), resulting in

fusions between GAL4 and each myomesin fragment For mMy9-13, the corresponding LexA

construct was cut using Nco I and Sal I and the insert was cloned into the Nco I and Sal I sites of

pAS2-1 The correct fusions between GAL4 and the inserts were verified by restriction digest and

sequencing

Yeast strains Yeast two-hybrid screenings with LexA fusions were carried out in the strain L40 (MATa

his3A200 trp1-901 Ieu2-3112 ade2 LYS2 (4lexAop-HIS3) URA3 (8lexAop-lacZ) GAL4) L40 has

deleted HIS, TRP and LEU genes that encode proteins important for the synthesis of histidine,

tryptophane and leucine The TRP and LEU genes are exogenously supplied by the bait and library

vector, respectively and thus allow the selection of transformants carrying both plasmids The HIS

gene and the gene for ß-galactosidase (lacZ) have been inserted into the genome and are controlled

by LexA binding sequences They allow the selection of colonies that carry plasmids encoding

interacting proteins Yeast two-hybrid screenings with GAL4 fusions were carried out in the strain

AH109 (MATa, trp1-901, leu2-3, 112 ura3-52, his3-200, gal4\, gal80A, LYS2 GAL1UAS-GAL1 rATA-

HIS3, GAL2UAS-GAL2TATA-ADE2, ura3 MEL1UAS-MEL1Tm-lacZ Clontech) The original strain PJ69-4A

(MATa, trp1-901, leu2-3, 112, ura3-52, his3-200, gal4 \ gal80A, LYS2 GAL1UW-GAL1IV1A-HIS3,

GAL2UAS-GAL21ATA-ADE2, met2 GAL7 A<rGAL7Tm-lacZ, (James ef al 1996) was used to compare the

transformation efficiencies of AH109 and PJ69-4A but was not used for screening PJ69-4A and

AH109 carry essentially similar mutations to L40, te they are also deficient in TRP, LEU and HIS

pathways. In addition, a third marker is provided by the inactivation of the adenine synthesis pathway.
The three selection markers (HIS, ADE and lacZ) greatly reduce false positives that arise during the

screen
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4.6 1 Screening with LexA-based constructs

Bait plasmid transformation The appropriate yeast strain was streaked out on a fresh YPD plate and

incubated until 2-3 mm diameter colonies had grown (2-3 days) 50 ml of YPD medium were

inoculated with several freshly grown colonies from the YPD plate and incubated overnight at 30°C

with shaking The overnight culture was stored at 4°C for up to 1 month 1 5 ml of the overnight culture

were pelleted at 13'000 g for 30 seconds, and resuspended in the plasmid/carner DNA mix (2 jLtg bait

plasmid and 8 ul carrier DNA (10 mg/ml in 1X TE Cat no 223 646 from Boehrmger Mannheim,

heated to 100°C for 10 minutes and chilled on ice) in a total volume of 10 ul) 500 ul LiAc/PEG solution

(40% PEG 4000 (w/v) in 0 1 M LiAc solution) were added vortexed well and incubated at 30°C for 15

minutes 50 ul DMSO were added, vortexed and heat-shocked at 42°C for 15 minutes Cells were

pelleted at 13'000 g for 30 seconds, resuspended in 50 ul water and plated onto a 10 cm SD-W (SD

medium lacking tryptophane) plate The plate was incubated at 30°C until colonies formed (3-4 days)

Autoactivation test Prior to screening, all baits were tested for their ability to autonomously activate

the HIS, ADE and lacZ reporters For this purpose fresh colonies carrying the appropriate bait

plasmids were streaked onto a series of SD-WH plates containing 0, 2 5, 5, 7 5, 10, 12 5 and 15 mM

of the compound 3-ammo-1,2,4-tnazole (3-AT, Sigma) Growth was monitored for several days and

the plates with the lowest 3-AT concentration where no colonies were visible was selected for

subsequent screenings with the respective bait construct For screenings with the strain AH109, the 3-

AT test was also carried out using SD-WAde plates (minimal plates lacking tryptophane and adenine)

Library transformation Fresh colonies carrying the bait plasmid were scraped off the plates (several

dozen colonies), inoculated with 10 ml SD-W medium and grown overnight at 30°C with shaking The

culture was diluted to 200 ml with YPD medium and grown to an OD600 of 0 5 Cells were pelleted in

four 50 ml Falcon tubes at 3000 g for 3 minutes, washed with a total volume of 25 ml water, pelleted

and washed with a total volume of 20 ml 0 1 M LiAc solution Cells were pelleted again, resuspended

in 6 ml 0 1 M LiAc solution and incubated at 30 C for 10 minutes with swirling every 2-3 minutes The

DNA mix was prepared by denaturing the carrier DNA (heating to 100°C for 10 minutes followed by

chilling on ice) and adding 100 uJ library (6 mg/ml, human heart cDNA in pGAD10, Clontech) to 400 ul

carrier DNA (10 mg/ml, as above) The DNA mix was added to the cells and incubated at 30°C for 30

minutes with shaking every 10 minutes 30 ml of LiAc/PEG solution were added, mixed by vortexing

and incubated at 30°C for 90 minutes with brief vortexing every 30 minutes 3 4 ml DMSO were

added, the cells were divided into 2 ml aliquots and heat-shocked at 42°C for 15 minutes The cells

were pelleted at 13 000 g for 30 minutes and resuspended in 100 u.l water Each aliquot was plated

onto a 15 cm SD-LWH plate (lacking tryptophane and leucine to select for the presence of the bait and

library plasmids, respectively, and histidine to select for mteractors), resulting in a total of 20 plates
To check the transformation efficiency, 1 100 and 1 1000 dilutions were plated onto SD-LW plates All

plates were incubated at 30°C until colonies appeared (5-7 days)

Assay for lacZ activity Colonies that had appeared on the primary selection plates were patched onto

nitrocellulose filters that were layered on top of SD-LWH plates and incubated at 30°C for 2-3 days

The nitrocellulose was removed from the plate and subjected to two freeze/thaw cycles in liquid

nitrogen In parallel, p-gal assay buffer was prepared by adding 5 ml Z-buffer, 33 4 ul X-Gal solution

and 13 5 uJ ß-mercaptoethanol Two filter papers were cut to fit into a 10 cm petri dish, the assay

buffer was evenly distributed over the two filter papers in the petri dish and excess liquid was

removed The nitrocellulose filter was placed on top of the filter papers and care was taken to remove

any air bubbles The petri dish was sealed with parafilm and placed filter side up at 37°C Colonies

carrying the positive control plasmids (GAL4-p53 and AD-T-antigen fusions) showed strong blue color

after 1-2 hours Valid mteractors take between 2- several hours before the blue color becomes visible

In some cases (see 4 6 2), the incubation was extended overnight
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Plasmid DNA rescue from yeast colonies To prepare plasmid DNA from yeast colonies, appropriate

colonies were streaked onto fresh SD-LWH plates and grown until large patches had developed 300

lil yeast lysis buffer (100 mM NaCI, 20 mM Tns 1 mM EDTA, 0 2 % Triton X-100, 1% SDS, pH 8)

were added to an eppendorf tube and the yeast patch was scraped off the plate and resuspended in

the lysis buffer Approximately 300 ul of glass beads (0 25-0 5 mm diameter, Roth Chemicals, Basel,

Switzerland) and 300 ul phenol/chloroform/isoamylalkohol mix were added The mixture was vortexed

for 2 minutes to break up the cells and centrifuged at 13 000 g for 2 minutes to separate the phases

The aqeous phase was transferred to a new tube and plasmid DNA was precipitated by the addition of

0 2 volumes 5 M NaCI, 0 75 volumes isopropanol After centnfugation at 13'000g for 5 minutes, the

pellet was washed once with 70% ethanol and dissolved in 20 uJ water 2 ul of the plasmid DNA were

used to electroporate either XL-1 Blue or HB101 cells (see 4 6 2) according to the protocol described

under 4 11 For LexA-based constructs, the selection for library plasmids was done by plating the

transformed XL-1 Blue cells on LB+ampicilhne plates The bait vector pLexMG carries a kanamycine

resistance and is therefore lost from the growing bacteria For plasmids rescued from the GAL4-based

screening, no antibiotic selection is possible because both bait and library vectors carry the ampicilhne

resistance gene However, the library vector carries an essential gene for the synthesis pathway of

leucine (LEU) The bacterial strain HB101 is defective in LEU synthesis and when grown on minimal

media lacking LEU, can be selected for the presence of the library plasmid Thus, M9 minimal plates

lacking LEU were prepared, electrocompetent HB101 were electroporated with the rescued plasmids

as described under 4 1 1 and plated onto M9 plates Since the growth on M9 plates is slower than on

LB, colonies took approximately 2 days to appear Plasmid DNA was isolated from several colonies

per transformation and retransformed into XL-1 Blue to get plasmid DNA adequate for sequencing

4 6.2 Screening with GAL4-based constructs

Yeast two-hybrid screenings with GAL4-based constructs was done using the AH 109 strain (Clontech,

a kind gift of Dr Primo Schaer, PSI, Zurich) Initially the transformation protocol supplied by Clontech

was tried, but this repeatedly resulted in very low transformation efficiencies Therefore, a protocol

supplied by Dr R D Gietz (Agatep ef al, 1998) was used and several parameters were tested to

increase the yield of transformants

Carrier DNA preparation In order to obtain the highest transformation efficiencies, carrier DNA

fragments must be as large as possible (Agatep ef al 1998) Two different carrier DNAs were tested

carrier DNA 1 was from Boehrmger Mannheim (Cat no 223 646) and carrier DNA 2 was from Sigma

(salmon testes type III sodium salt cat no D-1626) Carrier DNA was prepared by weighing 200 mg

into a sterile 150 ml glass beaker and adding 100 ml sterile 1x TE (10 mM Tns, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8)
The DNA was dissolved by slowly stirring for 2-3 hours Dissolved DNA (2 mg/ml) was aliquoted and

stored at -20°C For comparison, 1 ul and 10 ul of each carrier DNA were loaded onto a 0 6% TBE

agarose gel and run at 50 volts for 2 hours Carrier DNA 1 had a broad distribution around 50-100 bp,
whereas carrier DNA 2 had an average fragment length of over 20 kb For all subsequent

transformations, carrier DNA 2 was used exclusively

Bait transformation protocol A large patch of freshly transformed cells was scraped off the plate,

resuspended in 1 ml 0 1 M LiAc solution and incubated at 30°C for 5 minutes The cells were pelleted
at 13'000 g for 30 seconds and resuspended in 240 ul 50% PEG solution 36 lü 1 M LiAc, 50 ul carrier

DNA (2 mg/ml), 5 ul plasmid DNA (100 ng) and 20 ul water The mixture was vortexed for 1 minute to

disperse the cells and heat-shocked at 42°C for 20 minutes Cells were pelleted at 13'000 g for 30

seconds and resuspended in 200 ul water 50-200 ul were spread onto SD-W plates and incubated at

30°C for 2-3 days This usually resulted in 50-200 colonies per plate
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Optimization of library transformation AH109 transformed with empty pAS2-1 and pAS2-1 containing

different myomesin inserts were used to establish the optimal conditions for a large scale library

transformation To mimick library plasmid, either empty library vector (pGADIO, Clontech) or pGADIO

containing a 1 kb fragment of human mitochondrial DNA (a false positive rescued from the mMy9-13

screen) was used In the following, the transformation protocol is listed first, followed by modifications

that were made in subsequent transformations

(1) Several dozens of fresh colonies containing pAS-rMy1-3 were scraped into 25 ml SD-W medium

and incubated overnight at 30°C with shaking A 1 20 dilution in water was made and the cells were

counted using a hemacytometer The volume of medium containing 25 X 108 cells was pelleted by

centnfugation at 3000 g for 5 minutes, resuspended in 50 ml prewarmed YPAD (final concentration 5

X 10s cells/ml) and incubated at 30°C with shaking for two doublings (4-6 hours, depending on the bait

plasmid) The growth of the cells was monitored by counting a 1 20 dilution in the hemacytometer at

regular intervals Once the culture had reached a density of 2 X 107 cells/ml, it was pelleted by

centnfugation at 3000 g for 10 minutes, washed once with 25 ml water, pelleted, resuspended in 1 ml

0 1 M LiAc solution and incubated at 30°C for 15 minutes In a separate tube, the transformation mix

was made by thoroughly mixing 2 4 ml 50% PEG solution 360 \i\ 1 M LiAc, 500 ul freshly denatured

carrier DNA (2 mg/ml), 10 ug library plasmid and water to a final volume of 3 6 ml The cells were

pelleted, resuspended in the transformation mix by vortexing for 1-2 minutes and incubated at 30°C for

30 minutes with mixing every 10 minutes The mix was aliquoted into 2 ml tubes and heat-shocked at

42°C for 30 minutes Cells were pelleted resuspended in 10 ml water and aliquots of undiluted, 1 100

and 1 1000 dilutions were spread in duplicate on SD-LW SD-W and SD-L plates After incubation at

30°C for 3-4 days, the number of colonies per plate was counted and used to calculate the

transformation efficiency

(2) In order to investigate potential plasmid loss during the incubation in YPAD, an overnight culture of

AH109 transformed with pAS-rMy1-3 was split into two aliquots One aliquot was grown in YPAD,

whereas the other was grown in SD-W medium All other steps were as described under (1) As

expected, the SD-W culture needed 40 minutes more to reach 2 X 107 cells /ml The SD-W culture

gave roughly five times more transformants than the YPAD culture Thus, plasmid loss during the

YPAD phase of growth may be a problem, especially with slow growing and/or toxic bait plasmids

(3) The same procedure as in (2) was carried out using pAS2-1 (empty bait vector) instead of pAS-

rMy1-3 Additionally the SD-W medium was supplemented with the same amount of adenine

hemisulfate as the YPAD medium Surprisingly pAS2-1 cells in SD-W grew as fast as the ones grown

in YPAD and there was no significant difference in transformation efficiencies

(4) The dependence of transformation efficiency on the number of cell divisons in YPAD was tested by

inoculating 2 5 X 108 and 5 X 10s cells in YPAD Thus, cells underwent either two or one cell division(s)
before transformation Transformation efficiency dropped more than tenfold in the cultures that had

divided only once suggesting that two cell divisions in YPAD medium are needed for optimal
transformation efficiency This has been noted before (Agatep ef al, 1998)

(5) The influence of the duration of the heat shock was investigated by following the protocol outlined

in (1) up to the heat shock step The heat shock was carried out with (a) unahquoted cultures for 30

minutes, (b) in 2 ml aliquots for 30 minutes and (c) in 2 ml aliquots for 15 minutes Transformation

efficiencies were highest in (b) Therefore a second set of transformations was done where 2 ml

aliquots were incubated at 42°C for 30 45 and 60 minutes The transformation efficiencies were

similar tor 30 and 45 minute heat shocks but sharply decreased for the 60 minute heat shock

Subsequently, a 30 minute heat shock together with 2 ml aliquots was used
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Library transformation. The bait plasmid pAS-rMy1-3 was transformed into AH 109 using the bait

plasmid protocol outlined above and grown for 4 days at 30°C Several colonies were scraped into 100

ml SD-W medium and incubated overnight at 30°C with shaking The volume of medium containing

1 5 X 10s cells was pelleted by centnfugation at 3000 g for 5 minutes, resuspended in 300 ml

prewarmed YPAD (final concentration 5 X 10D cells/ml) and incubated at 30°C with shaking Once the

culture had reached a density of 2 X 107 cells/ml, it was pelleted by centnfugation at 3000 g for 10

minutes, washed once with 150 ml water, pelleted, resuspended in 6 ml 0 1 M LiAc solution and

incubated at 30°C for 15 minutes In a separate tube, the transformation mix was made by thoroughly

mixing 14 4 ml 50% PEG solution, 2 16 ml 1 M LiAc 3 ml freshly denatured carrier DNA (2 mg/ml),

100 u,g library plasmid and water to a final volume of 21 6 ml The cells were pelleted, resuspended in

the transformation mix by vortexing for 1-2 minutes and incubated at 30°C for 30 minutes with mixing

every 10 minutes The mix was aliquoted into 2 ml tubes and heat-shocked at 42°C for 30 minutes

Cells were pelleted, resuspended in 8 8 ml water and 400 ul aliquots were spread onto 22 150 mm

SD-LWH plates To check the transformation efficiency, dilutions of 1:100 and 1 1000 were spread in

duplicate on SD-LW plates The SD-LWH plates were incubated in a humid atmosphere at 30°C by

loosely wrapping them in dark plastic bags and placing moist towels inside The towels were

exchanged every other day Plates were incubated for 20 days, resulting in more than 200 colonies

The colonies were patched to SD-LWAde plates and incubated for another 5 days, resulting in more

than 50 colonies. These colonies were patched onto SD-LWHAde plates and the surviving colonies

were tested for ß-galactosidase activity Plasmid DNA was rescued from appropriate colonies as

described above

4.7 Cultured primary cells and cell lines

4.7.1 Neonatal rat cardiomyocytes

Preparation and culture Primary cultures of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (NRC) were prepared as

described (Komiyama et al, 1996, Sen et al, 1988) Cells were seeded at a density of 0 4x106 cells

per 35 mm dish in plating medium The plating medium consisted of 68% Dulbecco s MEM (Amimed

AG, Basel, Switzerland), 17% Medium M199 (Amimed), 10% horse serum (Gibco), 5% fetal calf serum

(Gibco), 4 mM glutamine (Amimed) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Amimed) Prior to transfection,

cells were grown for 24 hours in 10% CO2

Transfection Two hours before transfection, the cells were changed to transfection medium (78%
Dulbecco's MEM, 20% M199, 4% horse serum, 4 mM glutamine, 1% penicillin-streptomycin)
Transfections were carried out using a modified CaP04 transfection protocol (Komiyama et al, 1996)
1-2 jug plasmid DNA was adjusted with water to 135 ul, 15 ul 2 5 M CaCI2 was added and mixed by

vortexing briefly While slowly vortexing, 150 ml BBS buffer (50 mM BES, 1 5 mM Na2HP04, 280 mM

NaCI, pH 6 7) was added dropwise and the mixture was incubated for 12 minutes at room

temperature The cells were incubated at 37°C, 3% C02 for 6 hours, washed twice for 5 minutes in 1

X TBS and kept in maintenance medium for 72 hours, followed by fixation and staining. Maintenance

medium consisted of 78% Dulbecco s MEM, 20% Medium M199, 1% horse serum, 1% penicillin-

streptomycin, 4 mM glutamine and 10 M phenylephrine (Sigma) For live observations, cells were

plated on laminm-coated glass-bottom culture dishes (MatTek Corp , Ashland, MA, USA) and treated

as described above

4.7.2 C2C12 mouse myoblasts
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Passaging of undifferentiated C2C12 cultures was done in culture medium (80% Dulbecco's MEM,

20% fetal calf serum, 4 mM glutamine, 1% penicillin-streptomycin). For transfection 2 X 10r cells each

were plated into 35 mm dishes coated with collagen and grown overnight The resulting cultures were

approximately 60% confluent The cells were washed twice with Dulbecco's MEM and 1 ml of

Dulbecco's MEM plus 4 mM glutamine was added The transfection mix was prepared by diluting 1 5

jLtg plasmid DNA in 100 ul OptiMEM (Gibco) in one tube and 6 ul LipofectAmine (Gibco) in 100 j.il

OptiMEM in another tube The DNA mix was added to the LipofectAmine mix, incubated at room

temperature for 45 minutes and 800 ul of Dulbecco's MEM plus 4 mM glutamine was added The

medium was removed from the C2C12 and the DNA complex was added dropwise Cells were

incubated for 5 hours, 1 ml of Dulbecco's MEM, 4 mM glutamine, 40% FCS was added and the

incubation was continued overnight The following day, the complex was replaced with differentiation

medium (98% Dulbecco's MEM, 2% horse serum 4 mM glutamine, 1% penicillin-streptomycin) The

medium was changed every other day, until contracting myotubes had formed (6-7 days) Cells were

either fixed and processed for immunofluorescence as described under 4 7 4 or scraped into SDS-

PAGE sample buffer, boiled for 3 minutes and stored at -20°C

4.7.3 CHO cells

CHO cells were cultured in standard medium (90% aMEM, 10% fetal calf serum, 4 mM glutamine, 1%

penicillin-streptomycin). The cells were grown to 70% confluency in 10 cm plates and sphtted 1 2 the

day before transfection Cells were trypsinized, washed twice in PBS and resuspended in PBS to a

concentration of 1 X 107 cells/ml The plasmid DNA (10 ul, 1 ug/ul) was deposited at the bottom of a 2

mm gap electroporation cuvette (BTX, Axon Lab) 400 ul of the cell suspension was transferred to the

cuvettes and incubated on ice for 5 minutes The electroporation was done in a BRL electro cell

manipulator ECM 600 with the following settings 2 5 kV / resistance (HV mode), resistance set to R3,

580 V charging voltage After the electroporation, cells were kept on ice for 5 minutes and 5X10° cells

were plated into a 10 cm dish The cells were grown for 48 hours and harvested by scraping them into

SDS-PAGE sample buffer Samples were boiled for 3 minutes and stored at -20°C

4.7.4 Immunofluorescence and microscopy

Cells were washed once with PBS and fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15 minutes After

washing with PBS, the cells were treated with 0 1 M glycine in PBS for 3 minutes and permeabilized
with 0 2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 minutes Blocking of unspecific interactions was carried out with

5% normal goat serum (Sigma), 1% BSA in PBS for 20 minutes Antibodies were diluted in 1% BSA in

PBS Primary antibodies were polyclonal rabbit anti-VSV (Soldati and Pernard, 1991), monoclonal

mouse anti-mT (Grussenmeyer ef al, 1985), a kind gift of Dr G Walter, UC San Diego, CA, USA),

polyclonal rabbit anti-heart MyBP-C (Bahler ef al, 1985), polyclonal rabbit anti cardiac MyBP-C

(C0C1, a kind gift of Dr. Mathias Gautel, EMBL Heidelberg, Germany), monoclonal mouse anti-

sarcomeric a-actinin EA53 (Sigma) and monoclonal mouse anti-myomesm B4 (Grove ef al, 1984),

secondary antibodies were FITC-coupled goat anti-rabbit IgG (Cappel, West Chester, PA, USA) and

Cy3-coupled goat anti-mouse IgG (Jackson Immuno Research Lab, West Grove, PA, USA)
Incubations with primary and secondary antibodies were for one hour each, followed by several

washes in PBS Cells were embedded in Tns-buffered glycerol containing 50 mg/ml N-propyl gallate

(Sigma) as anti-fading reagent (Messerh ef al 1993) Analysis of the stained cells was carried out

using a Leica confocal unit equipped with a DM/IRB E inverse microscope, an argon/krypton mixed

gas laser and a Leica PL APO 63x/1 4 NA objective lens Image processing was done on a Silicon

Graphics Workstation using the program Imaris (Messerh et al, 1993), distributed by Bitplane AG,

Zurich, Switzerland) Conventional fluorescence microscopy was done on a Zeiss Axioplan fitted with
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a Plan-Neofluar 63x71.4 NA objective lens. Images were recorded using a Hamamatsu CCD camera

and processed using Photoshop software (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA). Video imaging of

living cells was performed 48 hours after transfection. Videos were recorded using a Zeiss Axiovert

microscope and a Plan-Neofluar 100x/1.3 NA objective lens connected to a Kappa CF8/1 FMMC CCD

camera and a standard video recorder. Video images were digitized using Adobe Premiere Software

(Adobe Systems) and a Miro Motion DC30 digitizing board.

4.8 Media and solutions

Solutions that are not listed here were made according to standard procedures (Ausubel et al., 1987).

4.8.1 Media and solutions for bacteria

Medium A

For 500 ml:

2.5 g yeast extract (0.5 %)

10gtryptone(2%)

1 ml 5M NaCI

1.25 ml 1M KCl (2.5 ml)

5ml1MMgCL(10mM)

5mMMMgSO4(10mM)

adjust to pH 7 with NaOH, autoclave and store at room temperature

Medium B

For 250 ml:

12.5 ml 0.2M PIPES pH 6.4 (10 mM)

13.75 ml 1M MnCI2(55mM)

3.75 ml 1MCaCI2(15mM)
62.5 ml 1MKCI(250mM)

sterilize by filtration through a 0.2 urn filter and store at room temperature

SOC medium

For 2 liters:

10 g yeast extract (0.5%)

40 g tryptone (2%)

1 g NaCI (10 mM)

5 ml 1MKCI(2,5mM)

20 ml 1MMgCI2(10mM)
20 ml 1MMgSO4(10mM)
40 ml 1M glucose (20 mM, add after autoclaving)

adjust to pH 7 with NaOH, autoclave and store at room temperature

SPM (soluble protein medium)

For 2 liters:

20 g yeast extract (1%)

32 g bacto tryptone (1.6%)

10 g NaCI (100 mM)
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364.4 g sorbitol (1 M)

0.676 g betaine (2.5 mM)

1XTSS

For 20 ml:

4 ml 50% PEG 3350 (10%)

1 ml 1MMgCL(50mM)

1 ml DMSO (5%)

14 ml LB medium, adjust to pH 6.5 with HCl

4.8.2 Yeast two-hybrid reagents

If not noted otherwise, all reagents were purchased from Sigma. Dropout amino acid mixes were

purchased from BIO 101 (Lucerna Chem, Basel, Switzerland). Yeast extract, peptone, yeast nitrogen

base and bacto agar were from Difco.

YPD medium

For 500 ml:

5 g yeast extract

10 g peptone

10 g glucose

10 g bacto agar (for plates)

water to 500 ml, adjust pH to 6 and autoclave at 121°C for 15 minutes

For YPAD, add 5 ml of a 100x stock of adenine hemisulfate (10 mg/ml, filter through a 0.2 um sterile

filter) directly before use.

Synthetic complete dropout (SD) medium

For 500 ml:

3.3 g yeast nitrogen base (without amino acids)

10 g glucose

appropriate amount of dropout amino acid mix (ca. 0.4-0.6 g)
10 g bacto agar (for plates)

water to 500 ml, adjust pH to 5.6 with 3-4 drops of 5 M NaOH and autoclave at 121°C for 15

minutes

Z-buffer

For 1 liter:

16.1 g Na2HPO„ x 7 H20
5.5 g NaH2P04 x H20
0.75 g KCl

0.246 g MgS04 x 7 H20

adjust to pH 7 and autoclave

X-Gal stock solution (50 mg/ml)
For 50 ml:

2.5 g 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-ß-D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal)
dissolve in 50 ml N,N-dimethylformamide, store in the dark at -20°C

50% PEG solution

For 100 ml:
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50 g PEG 3350 (Sigma)

add 30 ml water and dissolve by stirring (takes about 30 minutes)

adjust the volume to 100 ml with water (carefully rinse the beaker, the final volume should be

as close to 100 ml as possible)

Filter through a 0.45 urn sterile filter, cap tightly and store at room temperature

M9 minimal medium

For 1 liter:

200 ml 5 X M9 salts

20 ml 20% glucose

100 ml 10X dropout amino acid mix

20 g agar (for plates)

750 ml water

autoclave for 15 minutes at 121 and add

1 ml thiamine (1 m in water)

4 ml L-proline (10 mg/ml in water)

appropriate antibiotic

5XM9salts

For 1 liter:

64 g Na2HPO„ x 7 H20

15gKH2P04
2.5 g NaCI

5 g NH4CI

water to 1 liter and autoclave
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V. Appendix

Table of primers used in this study.

Construct

number

Insert Primer

number

SK8.8 cMy2/pSCT2(+) 959667

9513380

DA27.4 cMy3/pSCT2(+) 955856

959666

DA28.2 oMy1-3/pSCT2(+) 958073

959666

DA29.2 cMy2-3/pSCT2(+) 959667

959666

DA30.5 cMy1-2/pSCT2(+) 958073

9513380

SK60.12 cMy4-8/pSCT2(+) 94-24

94-54

DA13.2 cMy9-14/pSCT2(+) 958074

955408

DA32.1 cMy9-13 958074

9513379

DA46.1 cMy1/pSCT2(+) 958073

9513381

DA48.2 rMy1/pSCT1 9615030

9716853

VH7.1 rMy2/pSCT1 978236

978237

VH9.3 rMy3/pSCT1 978238

978239

VH10.6 rMy1-2/pSCT1 9615030

978237

VH11.7 rMy1-3/pSCT1 9615030

978239

DA62.5 rMy2-3/pSCT1 9716058

978239

DA61.7 rMy1+3/pSCT1 9615030

9721171

9721170

978239

DA48.2 rMy1/pGEX-2T

VH3.3 rMy2/pGEX-2T

VH4.5 rMy3/pGEX-2T

DA60.2 cMy1+3/pSCT2(+) 958073

9721169

9721770

Appendix

Primer sequence (5' -> 31)

ctegetcgcccaccatggcamcacaaaaagttgaat

ciQTtt^jgcccanactttccaagtcggUcatctotaigtctgtatatggaaggcttagaggoatggaaaa

etcgctegcccaccatgcctctaagccttg

ctggîtcggcccattactttccaagtcggttcatctctatgtctgtatacggtgcaccaggggcîc

ctcgctcgcccaaatctgctgtctatgctcaa

ctggttcggcccattacittccaagtcggttcaîctctatgtctgtatacggtgcaccaggggctc

clcgctcgcecaccatggcatttcacaaaaagtïgaat

ctggttcggcccattactttccaagtcggttcatctctatgtctgtatacggtgcaccaggggctc

ctcgctcgcccaaatctgctgtctatgctcaa

ctggttcggcccattactttccaagtcggttcatctctatgtctgtatatggaaggcttagaggcatggaaaa

cfggUcggcccaaggcctagalcîatgactgatgcîgagatcc

cgcccaggcctîactttccaagtcggittggtggScgtgtctcagc

ctcgctcgcccaccatgcccgttgtagctgagaca

ctggttcggcccattactttccaagtcggîtcatcîctatgtctgtatatggaggaactgttcttgctgctg

ctcgctcgcccaccatgcccgttgtagctgagaca

ctggttcggcccattactttccaagtcggttcatctctatgtctglatatggagctgcatcagtctggcc

cîcgctcgcccaaatctgctgtctatgctcaa

ctggttcggcccattactttccaagtcggttcatctcîatgtctgtatatggcaactUtigtgaaatgccig

cgcggatccaîgtctttgccttîttatcagaggîcccacctgcggtcgacgaattcttactccatgggcatgtactcctc

cgggggagcgtgaaggagatggtcttc

tgcggtcgacgaaMcttactccatgggcatgîactcclcggaaaccccaccacggaggag

igcggtcgacgaaücttactccatgggcatgtactcctcggaaaccccaccacggaggag

gcgggatccaccatgcicctccgtggtggggtticc

tgcggtcgacgaattcttaciccatgggcatgîaclcctctccttcgatcgctgcatcagcat

cgcggatccatgictttgccîtîttatcagaggtcccacctgcggtcgacgaaUcttactccatgggcatgtactcctc

tgcggtcgacgaaiïctiaetceatgggeatgiactcctcggaaaccccaccacggaggag

cgcggatccatgtcîttgcctttttatcagaggtcccacctgcggtcgacgaattcttactccatgggcatgtactcctc

tgcggtcgacgaattcttactccatgggcatgtactcctctccttrgatrgcîgcatcagcat

igcggtcgacgaattcfîactccatgggcatgtactcctctccUcgatcgctgcatcagcat

tgcggtcgacgaattcttactccatgggcatgtactcctcSccUcgatcgctgcatcagcat

cgcggatccatgtctttgccitttîatcagaggtcccacctgcggtcgacgaattcttactccatgggcatgtactcctc

gaaaccccaccacggaggctagcgggagcgtgaaggagatggîctt

gUggctagctccatgcctctaagccttgg

Igcggtcgacgaatîcttactccatgggcaigtactcctctccttcgatcgctgcatcagcat

subcloned from DA46.1

subcloned from VH7.1

subcloned from VH9 3

ctcgctcgcccaaatctgctgtctatgctcaa

aaggettagaggcatggagctagccaactUttgigaaatgeciy

gaaaccccaccacggaggctagcgggagcglgaaggagaiggtctt
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959666

DA66.3 extended cMyl/

pSCT1

9726376

9726377

DA68.4 extended cMy2/

pSCT1

9716058

9726407

DA69.5 extended cMy2/

pGEX-2T

DA74.11 rMy1-3/pQE30

DA75.5 rMy2-3/pQE30

DA76.3 rMy1/pQE30

DA81.2 rMyl/pLexMG rMy1y2hse

rMy1y2has

DA82.2 rMy2-3/pLexMG rMy23y2hse

rMy23y2has

DA84.2 rMy2-3/pGEX-2TK

DA86.2 mMy9-13/pEGFP-N1 9832108

9832110

DA87.2 mMy11-13/pEGFP-N1 9832109

9832110

DA91.2 mMy9-13/pCMV-mT

DA92.2 mMy11-13/pCMV-mT

DA95.5 cMy2-mT/pcDNA3.1 98374432

9837433

DA96.2 cMy2ACD3/

pcDNA3.1

9839046

9839047

DA97.2 rMy1-3/pLexB

DA98.2 rMy1+3/pl_exB

pLexMGpl 994124

994125

DA99.2 mMy9-13/pLexMG

DA102.2 p(cTnl)MLC-GFP

pAS-

rMyl -3

rMy1-3/pAS2-1

pAS-

rMy9-13

mMy9-13/pAS2-1

pAS-rMy2 rMy2/pAS2-1

pAS-

rMy2-3

rMy2-3/pAS2-1

pAS-cMy2 cMy2/pAS2-1

DA108.2 cMy2/pCMV-D2

DA109.2 cMy2ACD3/

pcDNA3.1

DA110.2 cMy2AC-GFP

DA111.2 ANcMy2-GFP

DA112.2 cMy2AC3/pCMV-D2 9933622

9933623

DA113.2 cMy2AF3 9933624

9933625

DA114.2 cMy2AD/DE3 9933620

ctggttcggcecattactttccaagtcggttcatctctatgtctgtatacggtgcaccaggggctc

cgcggatcccogccatgctcaaggatctgcagc

gcgytcgacgaaîicUacttîccaagtcggttcatctctatgtctgtatacggaggaggatgtaaaagîUatct

gcgggatccaccatggcataccacggaaaactaaatgaag

cgcgglcgacgaattcttactccatgggcatgtactcctccggaaagctgagaggcatggaaaccc

subcloned from DA68.4

subcloned from VH11.7

subcloned from DA62.5

subcloned from DA48.2

ccgctcgaycgccdtgSc!1tgcctUtta!cagag

cgcgga!octtactccatgggca!gtactcctecgggggagcgigaaggagatgg

ccgctogagcgccatggcalaccacggaaaactaaalg

cgeggatccîtactccatgggcatglactccîccggîccttcgatcgctgcatcag

subcloned from DA62.5

ccgc!cgagcaecatgcctgttgtggctgaaacacg

cgcggatccgcaagcttcttggacttctggtlgccc

ccgctcgagcaccatgggagacytttataagaagctac

cgcggaîccgcaagcitcttggacttcïggttgccc

subcloned from DA86.2

subcloned from DA87.2

cgcggatcccaccatggcatttcacaaaaagttgaat

tgctctagaaagcU'.tactccatgggcaSgtactcctccgggaattcaaggcttagaggcatggaa

acaccgtccaaacaccctggcaaatataccaltg

aalaagaaoaccgttmgtaccatgSaacacgg

subcloned from VH11.7

subcloned from DA61.7

pLexMG with modified polylinker

subcloned from DA86.2

subcloned from pcTnl-CAT (S. Schiaffino)

subcloned from VH11.7

subcloned from DA91.2

subcloned from VH7.1

subcloned from DA62.5

subcloned from SK8.8

subcloned from DA95.5

subcloned from DA96.2

subcloned from DA95.5

subcloned from DA95.5

'ggtaccgcaacaacgttcclattgalgtaoagg

ctcgacgtcgggtgccggccagccagcc

gctcy;gtggtgaatg!taaaggagaaalltcggcatac

agtgiaaagagcaatgtcatcaaaatcgcatgtgc

ggggagagacactctctggagattagcacatgc
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9933621 agaccagtgcatctggacgtgagcctgtacatcaataggaacg

DA115 2 cMy2AG3 9933626

9933627

ctttttgttcgagatgctaaaggagaaattgatgcaagttatttgc

ggaaccactgtacicttcatatccmaacattcatagcagatgcc
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